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The purpose of the Symposium was to review the science and
engineering activities of the Air Force, and to reflect representa-
tive achievements in science, engineering and teclIcal management.
A concomitant aim was to provide a balanced program of maximum
interest. Toward this end, the Program Comrittee selected papers
which ran the full gamut of Air Force scientific effort.

The papers included here have four specific objectives:

a. To stimulate the involvement of scientific and engineering
talent within the Air Force.

b.. To demonstrate Air Force competence in research, development,
and evaluation.

c. To provide a forum wherein Air Force personnel can demonstrate
the full scope and depth of their current projects.

d. To promote the interchange of ideas among members of the Air
Force science and engineering community.

In addition to these specific objectives, the Symposium was held
.to emphasize particularly the overall in-house capabilities of OAR and
AFSC, and to illustrate the effectiveness of the Air Force laboratories. i~.
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Fire Protection in Oxygen Enriched Atmospheres -
Prevention and Extinguishment

Captain Donald I. Carter, USAF (BSC)

Aerospace Medical Division

ABSTRACT

Pim prevention and extinguishment in oxygen enriched atmospheres
present problems significantly greater than are encountered In air at one
atmosphere. This is readily apparent when the ignition temperatures
and burning rates of various materials in these atmospheres are compared.
The Aerospace Medical Division has implemented a program to minimize
these potential hazards. This program entails removal of all unneccssary
potential lnritlon sources and combustible materials, installation of
fire extinguishing systems and emphasis on operational, maintenance
and training procedures. The removal of combustible materials required
research and development to obtain satisfactory substitutes as did the
fire extinguishing system. Thirteen Aerospace Medical Division chambers
have undergone these modifications and have been returned to commission.
Four additional chambers are in varying states of modification. Slides
and movies of some of the developed Items will be shown.
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The ignition point of materials sn 100% oxygen at 1 atmosphere is
much lower than the same material in air at 1 atmosphere. The burning
rate of filter paper in air at 1 atmosphere ic approximately 1 cm/sec as
compared to approximately 4.3 cm/sec in 100% oxygen at 1 atmosphere.(1)
A unique characteristic of fire in 100% oxygen is the extremely rapid
surface burning characteristic or "nap" fire which instantaneously
spreads over tho surfacq pf the combustible material and initiates
multiple point sources. (2) (Figure 1) The Aerospace Medical Division
conducts many experiments in which man is exposed to oxygen enriched
atmospheres either as a human test subject or during the course of
tending experimental animals or equipment. These potential hazards
have caused the Aerospace Medical Division to modify significantly
the fire prevention and extinguishment aspects of its simulators which
use these atmospheres. This paper will describe some of the modifica-
tions which have been accomplished.

Fire prevention in oxygen enriched atmospheres should follow the
basic axioms of fire prevention -- mirdmum combustible materials,
minimum Ignition sources and adherence to good practices in operation,
maintenance and training. The first of these axioms is difficult to
implement, however, as most nonmetallic materials will burn in 100%
oxygen, Gombustibles which should receive close scruitiny include,
among others, uniforms, bedding, helmets and insulation on electrical
wiring. Materials which were evaluated as replacement items included
Nomex, Polybenzamidazole, asbestos, Beta Fiberglas, Teflon, Kapton
and combinations of these. Each of the materials had advantages and
disadvantages when compared to the criteria for selection: noncombusti-
bility in 100% oxygen at 380 mm Hg, ability. to be fabricated into a
useful item, compatibility with personnel (present no dermatological
problems), cost and durability. Initial problems with these materials
included incompatibility with personnel, lack of sufficient material
strength, cost and general unavailability. (Figure 2) The material
finally chosen for the development of the uniform is a 9 oz/sq yd
modified crowd foot woven white Beta Fiberglas fabricated into a two
piece outfit with fiberglas braid at the waist of the shirt and trousers
as well as at the neck and hood closures. The sleeves and legs have
a small piece of elastic inside the cuffs to hold the material tightly
against the body to prevent a fire from propagating up the arm or leg.

P-4
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The shirt has a small piece of leather sewn to the chest to accommodate
an alligator clip for the oxygen hose and communications wire. The
seams are modified fell seams sewn with fiberglas thread with no
loose ends exposed. The uniform is worn with cotton undershirt and
shorts. These uniforms have proven successful for short "flights" to
tend experimental animals as well as for long duration (32 days,
continuous) human feeding studies.

The same basic material (Beta Fiberglas) and sewing techniques
are used in fabricating helmets to replace leather flying helmets and
in fabricating personal effects bags. The personal effects bags can
be used to store necessary combustibles such as kleenex, toilet tissue,
food packaging materials, books, etc. , when these materials are not in
use. A slightly different 6 oz/sq yd fiberglas material is used in sheets,
pillowcases, blankets, mattress covers and seat cushions. The
stuffing in the pillows, mattresses and cushions is woven and matted ..

fiberglas with a small amount of organic binder. This organic binder
will burn, however, it is improbable that a fire could penetrate the
outer layers of such articles to ignite the binder. Kapton or Teflon
insulation has proven effective on electrical wiring.

Some combustible materials have not been replaced either because
the degree of hazard presented is small or because no satisfactory
substitutes have been found. Some of these items include shoes,
socks, oxygen hoses and masks and wooden shavings for animal cages.

Removal of ignition sources primarily entealed modification of the
chamber electrical systems. Electrical power is used in the chambers
for illumination, environmental control systems, atmospheric sample
pumps, fire extinguishing system detectors and for various experimental
devices such as treadmills and performance measuring devices.
Electrical power is brought into the chambers through a fuse jox and
then cannon plugs to a junction box. From the Junction box it is
transmitted in either Teflon or Kapton insulated wiring protected by
conduit or cable tray to its point of use. The wiring is derated by a
factor of two. All switching which cannot be accomplished external
to the chamber is hermetically sealed. Only those electrical devices
which are essential to the experiment in progress are permitted within
the chamber. In some chambers where devices which potentially over-
heat are not readily visible, an overheat detection and alarm system
has been installed.

P-5
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It should be recognized that it is impossible to remove all com-
busUble materials and all ignition sources from oxygen enriched
atmospheres used in human experimentation or operations. (3) Indeed,
the hair on the surface of the human body is combustible. To cope
with this potentiality, a fire extinguishing system using water as the
exinguishing agent has been designed, fabricated and tested. This
system will extinguish fires in cotton materials in 100% oxygen at
1 atmosphere. Such a fire extinguishing system has been installed
in 13 Aerospace Medical Division space environment simulators and
is programmed for installation in four additional simulators.

The fire extinguishing system consists of three basic integrated
subsystems -- fire detection, control circuitry and extinguishing. The
detection subaystem uses an ultraviolet (UV) light detector (Figure 3)
which sends a signal into the control subsystem when light in the UV
(19001 - 2900Ak region is emitted by the fire. Smoke detectors (Figure
4) using either the ionization or the light path occulsion technique are
also ueed to sound an alarm. The UV detector is less sensitive to
false activation than other rapid response detectors (such as infrared
detectors) and the smoke detector could give an alarm of an overheat
and impending fire condition. Other types of detectors such as preset
temperature or rate of temperature rise do not have the needed response
time.

The signal from the smoke detector is routed through the control
circuitry to energize only visual and audible local alarms due to the
possibility of false activation of the detector from fog (produced as a
result of rapid decompression of the chamber) or from several other
nonfire conditions. (Figure 5) The signal from the UV detector is
routed through the control circuitry and performs several functions. If
the control circuitry is in the "manual-electric" mode, visible and
audible local alarms are energized and a light which designates the
"sensing" detector Is energized. The chamber operator or the chamber
occupants can then decide whether or not to flow the water. If the
water flow Is actuated, the functions described in the "automatic"
mode occur. If the control circuitry is in the "automatic" mode,
electrioal power to the chamber (other than emergency illumination,
oommuniaotions and fire detectors) is deenergized, normally closed ¶

solenoid valves are opened to initiate the water flow, local audible
mW visual alarms are energized, the Base Fire Department and

P-6
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Dispensary are summoned and a 20 seco nd timer is energized. After m_
20 seconds have elapsed the water is automatically turned off and the '--
system resets itself within 5 seconds for a second application, if
necessary. The control circuitry has other alarms which alert the
chamber operator to such conditions as low water pressure, Inoperative
fire detectors, low battery power (backup power mode), valves In the
wrong position, etc. "Manual-electric" mode switches for initiating
the water flow are located at the chamber operator's console as well
as within each compartment of the chamber. The control circuitry Is
designed so that the detectors and alarms can be twited without flowing
water.•-

The water extinguishing subsystem is supplied either from the • _

base water distribution system or, if the demand cannot be satisfied,
from a pressurized tank. (Figure 6) The system is designed to flow

i at the rate of 7. 5 gallons per minute per square foot of chamber floor
area (4) through a series of nozzles to disperse the water in a spray/ --
fog so as to cover the horizontal and vertical planes from both directions.•••

If a pressurized tank serves as the source, it should have sufficient •
capacity for at least two and preferably three 20 second applications.
The water extinguishing subsystem is integrated with the detectors and
control circuitry so that initial water flow occurs -#--thin 0.2 seconds tJ
subsequent to the initial appearance of flame within the chamber. The
water flow is stabilized at maximum rate within 0. 5 seconds. (Figure 7)
To meet this criterion the water Is piped from the source into the chamber
and through the distribution system inside the chamber to differential
hydraulic pressure valves which are located adjacent to each nozzle.
(Figure 8) Locating the valve adjacent to the nozzle decreases the
distance the water must flow subsequent to opening the valve and thus
decreases the reaction time. The control pressure on the opposite side
of the valve Is taken from the same water source so that fluctuations
in the supply pressure will not falsely activate the system. The water
flow is initiated by a signal from the control circuitry subsystem
energiring a normally closed solenoid valve in the control lina. This
decreases the control pressure and the hydraulic valve opens permitting
the water" to flow. When the solenoid valve In deenergized the control
line pressure increases and closes the v•,lve thus stopping the water
flow. The control line pressure can also be released by either of
several strategically located manually activated quick opening bell
valves so that the chamber can be protected even if all electrical power
Is lost.
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Several fire extinguishing systems of this basic design have
been tested subsequent to the initial research and development In
1967. The reaction times and water flow rates have proven effective
in extinguishing fires in 100% oxygen at pressures up to 600 torr.
Although the water flow rate Is approximately 10 times as much as is
designed for extreme fire hazards in commercial warehouses no diffi-
culty with human compatibility has been experienced.

(Motion picture - 2 minutes in duration)

Good practices in operation, maintenance and training are similar
to those established for aircraft by the Air Force. These include
definitive assignment of responsibility, standardizing operating and
maintenance procedures, maintaining updated schematics, flow diagrams
and wiring diagrams for each chamber, periodic exercising emergency
procedures and providing sufficient formal and on-the-job training.

Thirteen Aerospace Medical Division chambers have been modified
as described above and have returned to commissioned status. The
modifications have proven effective.

L'o8
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Figures

1. Typical Space Environnment Simulator

2. Beta Fiberglas Uniform

3. UV Detector

4. Smoke Detector

5. Fir Extinguishing System Monitoring Console

6. External Water Supply System

7. Internal Water Distribution Syste,,a

8. Valve and Nozale
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure :3

figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 7
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A
IN-HOUSE CONTRIBUTIONS TO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICES
FOR BIOMEDICAL MONITORING, TRAINING AND EXPERIMENTAL SUIPPORT .

By

Henry B. Whitmore, Master Sergeant, USAF

Aerospace Medical Division
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

Air Force Systems Command
Brook. AFB, Texas
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ABSTRACT

In the fields of biomedical monitoring and training, there has

always been and there will continue to be, the need for new and better

devices. In the area of biomedical monitoring, I have invented such

devices as the miniature electrode, respiratory transducer, blood

pressure transducer, blood pressure cuff inflation device, and the

autonomous blood pressure recording device.

In the area of training, I have invented such devices as the para-

chute drag release, a spatial disorientation demonstrator, a com-

pressed air ejection seat catapult, a chamber level-off regulator and

a hyperbaric chamber ascent valve. Along with these inventions, there

has also been an electrical isolation speaker for hyperbaric chambers,

a cardiovascular conditioning device, a passive pressure suit (Boyle's

Law suit), a soft fabric helmet, and a capability for providing in-flight

feeding for air and space crew members wearing pressure suits.
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AEROSPACE IMINKERING RELATED TO PRESSURE SUIT DESIGN AND
D IPMV W T, BIOMEDICAL MONITORINGp AND SPECIAL TRAINING DEVICES

Oood evening distinguished guests and ladies and gentlemen. I would first
like to thank all concArned for this opportunity to be here under these
eicuicstances. I briefly would like to explain a few of my inventions
and their significant values. In the fields of biomedical monitoring and
traln9j,,!, there has always been the need for new and better devices. Some
of tV evice I hav2 invented in this field are as follows:

1. Miniature Electrode - A low impedence-high sensitivity electrode which
utilized smll areas of skin contact by using goiled electrode providing
greater overall surface area. These electrodes provide a readout comparable
to clinical electrodes while being only 1/8 inch in diameter.

Slide #1: Miniature Electrode

2, 1espiratory Trunsducer - A transducer for measuring respiratory acti-vity. Unlike the uncomfortable thermistor type of transducer which had
previously been in use. The new type transducer is strapped across the
subject's chest and could be adjusted so it was hardly noticeable. It
is also used in telemetry monitoring. This transducer is also used to
measure animal activity as well.

Slide #2: Respiration Transducer

3. Blood Pressure Transducer . A miniaturized transducer which is used
to monitor blood pressures of subjects wearing pressure suits. The
transducer is readily adaptable to existing recording systems, providing
ezellent results, and at a greatly reduced cost.

Slide #3: Blood Pressure Transducer

4. Blood Pressure Cuff Inflation Devico - In conjunction with high alti-
tude bioedical monitoring of blood pressures, a method was needed to
autonatically inflate blood pressure cuffs, either with or witho -" the
subject in a pressure suit. I built and tested such a device which met
the requirements regardless of altitude variation. Later an additional
benefit of linear blood pressure cuff depressurization was developed and
incorporated into the device. These units are currently being used in
rotational lf4ght simlators and high altitude chambers.

Slide #4: Blood Pressure Cuff Inflation Device

Q-4-
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5. Autonomous Blood Pressure Recordin& Device - Although the preceding
devices were developed for specific and independent purposes, I decided
to incorporate the blood pressure cuff inflation device, linear bleed
and a digital print system which I designed. The result was a completely
portable and autonomous blood pressure recorder with digital write-out,
This device is in the process of further development and miniaturization
at the present time.

Slide #5: Autonomous Blood Pressure Recorder

6. Parachute Drag Release - In the Aeromedical Indoctrination program,
a parachute landing system is used for parachute landing fall procedures.
Part of the training requires the student to be dragged. simulating a
post-landing situation. The old wind-induced parachute irag procedure
was felt to be unpredictable and unsafe from the viewpoint of immediate
man-riser release. A quick release mechanism for this purpose which
separates the dragged student from a tractor (which provides a controlled
drag rate) in a more positive and safe manner.

Slide #6: Parachute Drag Release

7. Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator - A training device which proved
to be valuable for demonstrating the vestibular effects of spatial dis-
orientation was the spatial disorientation simulator. With the help of
co-workers, I developed a controllable disorientation device which can be
programmed to show the effects of disorientation and the unreliability of
one's postural senses in various aircraft maneuvers. The device was very
well received by the Tactical Air Coammand, and other models are being pro-
cured for the Air Force inventory. This device was constructed at very
minimal expense to the government.

Slide #7: Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator

8. Compressed Air Ejection Seat Catapult - One of the most critical
training aids used by the Aeromedical Indoctrination Branch is the ejec-
tion seat simulator. The old system uses a cartridge catapult to propel
the ejection seat up a tract at speeds and "G'I loads similar to actual
aircraft ejection. However, there are obvious hazards using live car-
tridges and resultant maintenance, cleaning, and inspections of the ay4-
tem which hold up training operations. My associates and I developed a
low pressure air operated catapult system which is much safer, easier to
operate, relatively msintenance free and provides a drop-in conversion
capability. tt has been conservatively estimated that this unit could
save the Air Force 1.5 million dollars annually while providing con-
siderably more rapid and safer training.

Slide #8: Compressed Air Ejection Seat Catapult

Q-5
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9. 0 Level-Off euulator - The Aeromedical Indoctrination branch
ission entails much low pressure altitude chamber work. It became de-

sirable to have a device which could automatically maintain the chamber
at a fixed altitude and stmltaneously vent the chamber. I devised such
a c¢•uber vent and level-off control. It provides the amazing reliability
of plus or sinus 25 feet, requires no chamber modification, and can be
made for less than $100 in comparison to existing commercial units
uostig many times more.

Slide #9: Chamber Level-Off Regulator

10. Ascent Valve - One of the factors in hyperbaric chamber work which
proviw 8 p7 otentially hazardous situation is the chamber ascent rate
of one foot per minute which is desired to provide a safe ascent but is
quite difficult to control manually. I designed and built a pressure
compensating linear ascent valve which will more than satisfy the re-
quirements.

Slide #10: Ascent Valve

11. Electrical Isolation Speaker - A constant hazard in the operation
of the I;erbaric chaber is that of fire. I cae up vith the idea of
raovixg the burnable materials in the chamber intercomounication system
with an all-matal and asbestos speaker system. The system also has the
advantage that the wiring is on the outside of the chamber, thus removing
the possibility of electrical fire. These speakers are undergoing further
de•elopmnat for future Air Force acceptance.

Slide #11: Electrical Isolation Speaker

12. in lar Conditioni Device - The problem of cardiovascular
Sisubjects exposed to prolonged

welotlesmesa , which is experienced during orbital missions. I was
onsulted by Dr. Paul Stevens of the UUFSA Plmonary Science Division

La a search for a solution to this problem. I designed and fabricated
a cardiowecular conditioning device which embodies a vest and helmet
providlug poolin of blood in the extremities which increases cardio-
vsselar Ativity, and stimalates the physiological effects of gravity.
Tkis devfie a•a be /worporsted in a space uitt. It can also be used as
a febric respiuveory, and excellent results have been attained in pro-lilmam•7 testiv.

Slide #12: Cardiovscular Conditioning Device
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13. Passive Pressure Suit - Probably the •ost significant contrtbut•on
in research and development is that of the passive pressure suit. ThtI
system pressuri.'e• by means of trapped gas, sealed in a network of
longltudlnal tubes which provide counter pressure when amblent pressure
decreases, l•is system has inherent cooling and ventilation features as
well as excellent high altltude protection. • designed and• with €o-

workers, fabrlcated three test :ode1 pressure sui•s which were tested
by human subjects to altitudes of 80,000 feet. Refinements ol these
tes• models were accompllshed by myself. This required: elimln•tlon of
torso breathing bladder by changing horizontal tubes to lonsitudlnal Stube•, red uclng tube areas while unlnflated by accordion tube du lgn • +

S•,•. •-•'•
•hlch increases passive ventilatlon and reduces suit bulk; •odlflcatlon +i,+:+,,+•++•
o+ existing pressure suit helmets and regulators to integrate with the

• passive pressure suit, Consultations with A•fl•L and UnUtoyal personnel • •••
_ and myself enhanced the fabrication of the first rectory model Incor- " "••;•;:•

poratlng improvements as per •y reco•nendations. Durlng the testing of
this suit Z, ecttn& as human subject attained a s/•ulated altitude in

I excess of 112,000 feet.

Slide #13: Passive Pressure Suit "•-,
+!+I

I+. Soft, Fabrlc Helmet - Along with my co-tmrksrs, I designed and . .•ii

fabricated a fabric pressure suit height to be used with the pasoivm i
pressure suit end cardiovascular conditioning device. This helIt; was
tested with excellent results and yes used as primary test helot in .+•!
the prelimln•ry evaluation of the above :entlonad devices.

Slide #12: Fabric l•el:et

15. ,,.In-+F1,isht Feeding Capab•l• - 1"r• problea of provldln• a f•din8
capability for air cre• end space cree members vearin8 pressure IUitS
under pressuri•ed configurations fo• Ions ter• •xposures and h/•h alti-
tude •vtro•nts •are presented to I• in search of s IOlUtton.
€orrect this prob•I I I•difted s full preesurs suit helIst by ln-
s•lli• s fudius port in the vieor. I also d@s/4p•d • €oat•aluer with
su adapter which could be integrated with the feedtn• port without loss
of helaat pressure. •'hiI feedi•q• device has been •tsed on ell • " "•
long tens altitude prellure suit: €IIIb@r fltlhts. :• +

Slide #1•: !n-+lisht •tedi•4 Capability

ASain, I thank you for the opportunity of presentin• to you some of 17
achievemnts. Sorry that tL• did Dot p@r•it a• to 8ntertain •h of
thee in detail but I will be available follo•ln• this pro•rm to mr
any quoStiows Iensrlted by this discussion.
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ABSTRACT

An important part of the work of an analyst at the Central Inertial
Guidance Test Facility at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, Involves
a constant search for improved techniques of testing inertial quality
gyroscopes used in aircraft and missile guidance systems. Once the
initial idea for such a test is formalized, the analyst must design the
test; determine the most efficient data reduction techniques for extracting
the desired information; and examine the practicality of the test con-
sidering the time and effort expen4ed in relation to the quality of the
results obtained.

This paper describes the development of such a test from the time
the need for an improved procedure was recognized through the actual
performance of the test and the analysis of the resulting data. The test
in question is a "two-axis tumble test" which reduces by a factor of five
the test time required to estimate the drift coefficients in the gyro
performance model. The previous method required ten hours of test time
to obtain data for an estimation of the coefficients; the two-axis tumble
test requires only about two hours. Reduced test time provides insta-
bility values which are more nearly "short-term" and which more closely
approximate the instabilities to be expected over a few minutes of boost t
phase for a missile or over the few hours of an aircraft flight. The new
procedure also allows a more realistic estimation of any time dependent
characteristics of the coefficients.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the Central Inertial Guidance Test Facility (CICTF) a constant

search is underway for improved techniques of testing gyroscopes used

in aircraft and missile guidance systems. This paper describes a unique

test method called a "two-axis tumble test" developed at the CIGTF. The

primary goal of this effort was to establish a test which provides a

significant increase of efficiency with respect to test time and m*n-

power and a more realistic estimation of the short-term drift characteris-

tics of gyroscopes than previously available.

After a brief discussion of the gyroscope performance model and of

the gyro test now in most common use, a description of the new two-axis

tumble test is presented. This includes a discussion of the method used

to obtain a solution for the gyro drift coefficients. Finally, the

results of a two-axis tumble test performed at the CICT? are presented.

2. GYROSCOPE PERFORMANCE MODEL

A gyroscope performance model is an equation which is aseemed to

describe the drift rate of a gyroscope when it is subjected to various

accelerations and angular input rates. A single degree-of-freodom gyro

would be considered perfect if it conforaed to the following performance

model:

STi W

where ST is the torque generator scale factor, i ti the torquer Input

current, and wI ts the angular rate sensed by the gyro input axis. Un-

fortunately, the perfect gyro does not exist and other terms, designated

as "drift terms," must be added to the model to describe the performance

of a real gyro. These additional terms are composed of drift coeffi-

cients and their respective coordinate functions. The coordinate func-
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tiHom are knomn quantities consisting of the unit constant and functions

of acceleration components along each of the three orthc-gonal gyro axes

(see Figure 1). The drift coefficients are constants which when multiplied

by appropriate coordinate functions wield termi expM-essing gyro drift rate.

OUTPUT AXIS• (0)

r .4XS (1) 
SPIN AXIS (S)

FIGE 1

AXIS Of A SINGLE DEGREE-OF-I IEIDOM CYRO

The steady-state performance model asaumed for all single dgreae-of-freedom

Syres at the ClOTa is:

S- DV + D1a1 + Doa0 + DSas + D11 a 2 + DSS*S2

+ DlOalaO + DIgaa 8 + DosaosS + *I

*hare

I curreat flow through the torquer (me)

ST tomqsr scale factor (/brima)

al acceleration, with respect to inertial space, of the gyro
case slow the input axis (g)

%0 acceleration, with respect to inertial space, of the gyro
case aleog the output axis (8)

a5  acceleratimn, with respect to inertial space, of the yro
case aloft the spin axis (8)

D7  gyro drift (I/hr) which is Insensitive to acceleration

.-6



Diat gyro drift (*/hr) attributable to acceleratiou alaon the
input axis, where D, (*/hr/g) is a drift coefficient

D 0 0  gyro drift (I/hr) attributable to acceleration along the
output axis, where Do (*/hr/g) is a drift coefficient

D aI gyro drift (*/hr) attributable to acceleration along the
spin axis, where Ds ((/hr/g) is a drift coefficirat

Dssas2 gyro drift (*/hr) attribut&able to the square of acceleration
along the input axis, where D1S ( /hr/gs) is a drift
coefficient

D ~aaI gyro drift (*/hr) attributable to the pquarou of acceleration
along the spin axis, where oSS ((Thr/g)) is a drift
coefficient

D10aial g yro drift ('/hr) attributable to the product of acce ations
along the input axis and output axis, where O (*/hr/ s
is a drift coefficient D

DOisaaS gyro drift (*/hr) attributable to the product of accelerationa
along the Input axis and spin axis, where DIS (*/hr/82 ) is a
drift coefficient

D05aOaq gyro dri:--t (*/hr) attributable to the product of accalgratioua
along the output ails and spin axis, where DOS (*/hr/gg) is
a drift coefficient

41 angular velocity, with respect to inertial space, of the gyro

case about the input axis (I/hr)

hr sidereal hour

A local acceleration of gravity, defined poettive upward

3 TH TMU L4qU-TO-5ANC TET

3.1 To~rque-to-tt'snc Mode

"Torqu*-to-3a*snceet refers to the mode of gyro operation. In

this mode a torque to produced which counteracts and mulls the gyroecopic

torque due to the motion of the gyro in inertial space. This counter-

torquw' is measured and constitutes the gyro output.

3.2 Tog ,jp•ggri on

The gyroscope Standard Torque-to-balance test presently in use

R-7



at the CIGTF is the product of several years of development aimed at

improving the azcuracy of test results. The test was chosen as the

fuAm4ental laboratory test because it providta a solution for all nine

Syic performance model coefficients in an easy-to-perform, repeatable

test which can be performed on most present day gyros. Since the test

to repeatable, instabilities of each drift coefficient can also be

calculated. The "instability" is a measure of the variation in a drift

coefficient over some period of time and is arbitrarily defined as the

standard deviation of five independent determinations of the coefficient.

In orJer to obtain the data necessary for one determination of

all nine coefficients about ten hours of testing time is required. The

gyro is rotated through 360, both clockwise and counterclockwise, about

an aiss paralleled to the polar axis of the earth at a rate of 300"/hr,

These two rotations are performed for three different gyro orientations:

spits axis parallel to 8xis of rotation, sein axis 90" to axis of rotation,

ed spin axis 180" to axis of rotation. The counterclockwise rotation

Is necessary to eliminate the effects of any input ants miaaligruent from

the plane perpendicular to the a"is cf rotation. This procedure msot

be repeated four time to acquire erough date for one instability leter-

miniatls. A complete discussion of the Standard Torqu*-to-Zalance Test

is preesiatod in Reference 1.

Uince the Stsudaid Torque-to-Salance Test requires approximately

tw days of testing to obtain the data necessary for datermination, of

imetAbility values for the nine drift coefficients, a need for an Improved

R-8
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procedure was apparent. Instability estimates which more nearly cor-

respond to those that would be expected over the few hours of an air-

craft flight or over the few minutes of a boost phase for a missile must

be obtained. The two-axis tumble test was conceived and developed with

that goal.

4.2 Test Configuration

Essential to the two-axis tumble est Is a fixture which ts

capable of simultaneously positioning ahe gyro about two orthogonal

axes. In the test configuration, the principal fixture axis is parallel

to the earth rate vector. The gyro is mounted so that its input axis

is parallel to the secondary fixture axis and therefore senses no earth

rate. The starting position for the test is arbitrarily chosen as input

axis west and spin axis parallel to negative earth rate.

4.3 .CMarison of Continuous and Pause Tumbling

.4.3.1 In the continuous tumble mode, the fixture axes are

driven at different constant rates. The rates used depend upon the maxi-

mum allowable Input rate to che gyro and the chosen ratio of motion between

the axes. The advantage of this sod. is that an increase in data deOSity

does not increase the total test time. However, orthogonality sod rate

drive accuracies become critical considerations in this mode, and a

rotation in the opposite direction Is necessary to eliminate the effect

of input Misalignment.

4.3.2 Pause tumbling differs from continuous tumbling in that

the rotation about the fixture axes is halted at predetermined positions

while the data are collected. The disadvantage of this method is that

the gyro drift must be allowad to stabilize in each position before the

torquer current is sampled. An advantage. howeer, is that the isealign-

ome 0.9 •4 )



ment of the input axis has negligible effect since no high rotation

rates are sensed by the gyro.

4.4 Advantanes over Standard-Toraue-to-Balance Test

The a~vantages of the two-axis pause tumble test over the

currently used Standard Torque-to-Balance Test are:

a. A solution for the drift coefficients of a gyro with a

settling time of two minutes can be obtained in less than two hours

as compared to ten hours using the present test method.

b. The need for counterclockwise rotations is eliminated.

c. There is no need to stop the rotation once the sequence

required for one solution is completed. Each additional data point,

when cembined with data from the previous sequence, provides a new

solution for the drift coefficients. Therefore, with certain pre-

catitions, it Is possible to obtain an estimate of how the drift co-

efficients vary over short periods of time.

5. SOLUTION FOR DRIFT COEFFICIENTS

5.1 Introduction

A proper solution for the nine performance model drift co-

efficients depends on two factors. First, no solution is possible

unless an appropriate ratio of motion between the two fixture axes is

chosen. Next, an analysis method must be selected which provides an

optimum solution and then checks this solution for significance.

Following the initial solution for the drift coefficients, a

"continuous" solution of the coefficients versus time may also be ob-

tained. Properly interpreted, this solution can be an extremely valuable

tool to both gyro and system designers.

R-10
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5.2 Ratio of Motion about the Two Fixture Axes

The first step in obtaining a proper drift coefficient

solution is to choose a proper tuable ratio. Let this ratio of angular

positions about the two axes be:

nO

where

me is the angle of rotation about an axis parallel and opposite to

the axis of the earth, and perpendicular to the gyro input axis. This

axis is the principal fixture axis (see Figure 2).

ne is the angle of rotation about an axis parallel to the gyro input

axis. This is the secondary fixture axis.

The components of the acceleration of gravity along the gyro input,

output, and spin axes in term of 0 are:

aI a -g cosA sin mO

aO - -g cosA cor me cor ne -g sinX sin nO

aS - g cosX cos me sin n0-g sin) cos nO

where g is the acceleration of gravity and A is the astronomic latitude

angle.

When the values of m and n are properly chosen, correlation among

coordinate functions can be reduced to a minimum to obtain optimum

separability of the coefficients to be evaluated; however, the coordinate

functions for DF, DII, and DSS will be correlated independently of the

choice of m and a since their coordinate functions contain bias components.

Correlation is also dependent upon the number of data points used for

solution of the coefficients. This is true because sin ae is correlated

with sin be, and coo aO is correlated with con bO.when Ia b hi equals

the number of data points.

R-I1
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PLANE OF MOTION OF THE
SECONDARY FIXTURE AXIS

LAM POLAR AXIS /

NORTH

PRINCIPAL FIXTURE AXIS

SECONDARY FIXTURE AXIS
(PARALLEL TO THE GYRO

INPUT AXIS)

FIGURE 2

ALIGNMENT OF THE TWO FIXTURE AXES
FOR THE TWO-AXIS TUMBLE TEST
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To determine which values of m and n yield minimum correlation

solutions for a given number of data points computer simulations were

used. The results indicated that for a 36-data-point cycle* examples

of low correlation ratios are: 5/2, 5/3, 5/4, 6/1, 6/5, 7/1, 7/2, 7/3,

7/4. Other ratios such as 4/3 and 7/5 do not permit separation of the

coefficients due to high correlation. Therefore, a continuous tumble

test using rotation rates about the two axes of 600"/hr and 450*/hr,

respeccively, would be unsuitable, while 750*/hr and 300/hr would

make separation possible.

5.3 Least Sauares Method

5.3.1 Drift Coefficients

If the error in the data is normally distributed and

uncorrelated with mean zero, the least squares fit of the performance

model to the data yields the maximum likelihood, minimum variance esti-

mate of the drift coefficients. In matrix notation the least squares

solution is as follows:

Y - XD

where:

Y matrix of data (n x 1)

X matrix of coordinate functions (n x 9)

D matrix of drift coefficients (9 x 1)

When both bides of the equation are multiplied by the transpose of X

T T
X Y *tX XJD

* A complete cycle is defined to be a rotation through e - 2w. Therefore,

when ! 5/2, the gyro is rotated through lOw about the principaln

fixture axis and through 4w abo4:t the secondary fixture axis.

R- 13



SOW"ia for D yields
T TD [X ]1_ [x T)

5.3.2 Srmndard Error

The standard error of a drift coefficient is an

estimate of the standard deviation of the error in the drift coefficient

if the sean of the error is assumed to be zero. It is a useful statistic

in that it permits a t-test in order to determine the significance of the

estimated coefficient. For the jth coefficient the standard error is

SE - r *

where a it the term on the jth :ow and jth column of [X X]-;

and the standard deviation of the z-tsiduals is defined
• ()•ko Yck)2

k-1

where yok is the observed kth data point aid Yck Is the kth date point

computed by substituting the nine estimated 4rift coefficients into the

performance model. The magnitude of a jj deczeases as the number of data

points is increased. Hence, the standard error may be decreased to some

eitent as the density of the data points for a cycle is increased, allowing

recovery of smaller drift coefficients.

5.4 Drft g[jI fflcients -g a .Function of Tie

After the gyro is rotated through a complete cycle each additional

data point allows a now solution. This type of sliding fit of the perfor-

moce model to the data permits a number of solutions in a short period of

tim;e howmvor, the new solution to not independent of the previous one.

Altboug several independent solutions are necessary to masure drift coef-

ficient Instability, a plot of the non-independent solutions indicates time

R- 14
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dependent characteristics over shorter periods of time. If any time

dependent characteristics can be detected and modeled, a true operatifg

instability of the coefficient can be determined. Present methods of

determining operating instability are based upon the assumption that

the drift coefficients are stationary during the time required to take

enough data for one solution (about 10 hours). Since the time required

for one two-axis tumble test cycle is under 2 hours, this assumption

is more nearly valid.

6. TWO-AXIS TUMBLE TEST PERFOIMED AT THE CIGTF

6.1 Test Description

To investigate the feasibility of the two-axis tumble test, a

test was performed on a Century Detroit two-axis test platform at the

CIGTF. Since this fixture has no provision for automatic positioning,

the positioning was accomplished manually to an accuracy of 0.1 degree.

It was not possible to control closely the time between data samples;

thus the data were not equally spaced in time. The test was performed

using a 5:2 ratio. The torquer current was sampled for ten seconds at

50* intervals about the principal axis and at 20* intervals about the

secondary axis. The time required for each cycle (36 data samples)

was 5 to 5 1/2 hours.

6.2 Test Results

In Figure 3 a sample of the gyro output is shown for four

consecutive cycles. The first solution for coefficients could not be

obtained until a full cycle was completed. Thereafter, each new position

made possible a new (though not independent) solution. Three representa-

tive coefficients recovered from these four cycles of data are shown in

Figure 4. A new estimate of each coefficient was made at 8 to 9 minute

R-15
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Intervals, thus providing a plot of the coefficient versus an approximate

time. These plots show trending for some coefficients while others appear

to have a long periodic variation. The fact that no coefficient demon-

strates a variation with a period equal to that of one test cycle indicates

that these variations are not test or position dependent.

6.3 Conclusions

The results indicate that the two-axis tumble test is feasible

and that a pre-programed, automatically positioned test fixture would yield

drift coefficients as a function of time with data samples at intervals as

amll as two minutes. The reduced test time will provide instability

values which are more nearly "short term." Long term tests such as 60

hour tests would yield information concerning the time varying characteris-

tics of the drift coefficients htich would aid in the prediction of gyro

drift.
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PROBING THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

OF CRYSTALS BY PRESSURE

Dietrich W. Langer

ABSTRACT

The determination of the electronic energy levels in crystaline sub-

stances is of prime importance for the description and prediction of such

properties as electrical conductivity, mobility of charge carriers, photo-

conductive response and optical absorption and emission spectra. The

location of these energy levels is determined by the chemical elements

which compose the crystal under consideration, as well as by the separa-

tion of these elements; i. e., the distance between atoms in a given lattice.

In order to separate these two effects experiments were carried out in

which the inner atomic distance was changed and the resulting effects on

the energy levels were studied, Changes in the lattice constant were

introduced by uniaxial extension or compression and by hydrostatic com-

pression (up to 20000 atm. ) Systems studied were the band edges and

excitons in fI-VI compounds (CdS, ZnS, ZnSe, TnTe and ZnO) as well as

the levels of localized ions (HO, Tm, Mn) in II-VI compound- and Cr in

A1 2 0 3 (ruby). The experimental results are compared with band struc-

ture and crystal field calculations.
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Probing the Electzonic Properties of
Crystals by Pressure

Dietrich W. J. Langer

Aerospace Research Laboratories
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

I. Introduction

In today's technology the properties of single crystals play a very

important role. Think for example of transistors, the ruby laser computer
memories, light from fluorescent lamps or of the cadmium sulfide expo-
sure meter in your modern camera.

These and other applications make use of the motions of electrons,
or their transitions between discrete energy levels in an appropriate cry-
stal. These discrete energy levels are analogous to the allowed energy
levels of electrons in an isolated atom, i.e. to their different possible or- *

bitals. Each kind of crystal exhibits an energy level scheme usually called
"band structure" that is characteristic for its chemical composition, and
its crystallographic structure. Impurities, when added to the crystal,
usually cause the presence of additional energy levels. The band structure
and the impurity levels determine all and every electronic and optical pro-
perty of a crystal.

Our knowledge - today - of such energy bands is derived from an
enormous amount of data determined by experiments. Theoreticians, at
present, have all the tools (e.g. quantum mechanics, theory of relativity)
to predict electronic bandstructures in principle. In reality however, even
the biggest computers are not large and fast enough to do these calculations
completely and exactly. Thus their main effort is centered around finding
suitable approximations which make the calculations manageable and which
still furnish reasonably exact results. Therefor- :9lcuh'ions are made
oy vat * us methods mainly for crystals with relatively well determined ex-
perimental band structure parameters. The degree of agreement with ex-
periments determines the validity of the method which was used for the cal-
culation. In the case of semiconductors such parameters used for com-
parison with theory, or for adjustment of theory, are usually energy differ-
ences between extrema of certain energy levels (i. e. band gaps between
conduction and valence bands at points of high symmetry in the momentum
space). In order to obtain good agreement with experiment, theoreticians
often feel free to adjust one or a few parameters. However plausible and
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corr-!ct those adjustments may be (they are usually justified as lump sum
refinements of previously made approximations) no one can maintain that
che resulting agreement with experimental bandstructure may not be pure-
ly accidental, i.e. that it is a convincing argument for the validity of theory
and the approximations used. A simple anad real acid test, however, is
possible at this point by considering the effects of pressure on the system.
Pressure causes a lattice dilation and a theoretician can proceed to recal-
culateje. g. bandgapswithout further adjustments according to his original
scheme by changing the lattice parameters by a small amount. Now the
degree of agreement between measured and calculated pressure coefficients
is a valid test for the value of the theory.

Besides aiding such, let me call them, emerging theories, pressure
coefficients are useful in other ways too. Let me summarize in short what
we gain by their knowledge:

1) In conjunction *'ith a well established theory we can identify so
called "symmetry assignments" of energy levels by observing the way in
which they shift and (perhaps) split.

2) Knowledge of the dilation effect on certain levels (in conjunction
with thermal expansion and compressibility coefficients) enables us to re-
value, because the effect of the thermal expansion is otherwise inseparable.

3) The pressure coefficient directly determines the amount of pres-
sure necessary to obtain a given optical frequency variation e. g. in solid
state lasers (say: pressure tunable laaers) or in electro-optical crystals.

4) The pressure coefficient offers an invaluable check on emerging
theories, as pointed out above. It will be the primary purpose of this talk
to show how our work contributes in this respect. In three examples I
will show how our experimental results have interacted with theory and
contributed to the present state of the art.

a) In the area of bandstructure calculations we have measured
the pressure coefficients of bandgaps of several II-VI compounds (ZnO,
ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe, CdS, CdTe). Theory, though able to compute bandgaps
pretty well, has not yet come up with the correct pressure coefficients
and in thus forced to refine its original approach.

b) In an area where the crystal field theory is applicable e. g.
the energy levels of Cromium in Aluminum Oxide (Ruby), we measured
the pressure dependence of the Cromium Levels and found good quantita-
tive agreement of our values for the change of the crystal field with lattice
dilation and the value expected according to the theory. Thus we showed
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that in this respect the theory in its present state is adequate.

c) The binding theory of excitor.,s is a third area we engaged in.
(An exciton is a hole in the valence band and an electron in the conduction
band forming a hydrogen like entity). Here we found experimentally a qual- -ýY

itative disagreement witl, theory. Energy levels split with pressure. This
was not expected according to the conventional treatment. The results .
could be accounted for only after considering a spin exchange term which - -
in turn is relevant also for the zero-pressure binding energy of excitons.
The consequences of the presence of "exchange", demonstrated by these
experiments, will be highly significant in all large band gap semiconduc-
tor s.

The last three items, examples of our work at ARL, will be present-
ed in detail in Section III. In Section 11 some experimental details and diffi-
culties will be discussed.

II Experimental Procedures

Conceptually the experiments are simple: One observes spectra in
luminescence, absorption, or reflection. These spectra can be related to
induced transiltions of electrons between two energy levels of the crystal.
One applies pressure, hydrostatic or uniaxial pressure, and records the
shift in energy of said structure as a function of the applied Dressurt. The
difficulties, however, become obvious when one tries to do just this: With
those pressures which one can easily achieve there is no noticable energy
shift to be observed and with very high pressures the optical accessability
of the sample becomes a problem. The minimum shift which is still ob-
servable also depends on the "linewidth" of the absorption lines or the re-
flection characteristics. Furthermore we set ourselves the goal of obtain-
ing coefficients with less than 10%o error (in order to be of value for the
comparison with theory).

Our approaches were along two different lines, each with its owi
particular advantages and drawbacks; I) application of hydrostatic pres-
sure and 2) application of uniaxial pressure. In both cases it is advan-
tageous to work Pt as low a temperature as possible because the linewidth
becomes narrower and therefore the necessary pressure is lower. Also
theories are generally worked out without the inclusion of lattice vibrations
and thus we would be as close as possible a common basis with theory.

The hydrostatic system designed and built at ARL which finally did
the job consisted of a pressure generator capable of compressing gas up to
20, 000 atmospheres (about 300, 000 PSI), and a testvessel with two windows
which when submersed in a specially designed dewar could be used at the
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temperature of liquid nitrogen (-320 0 F). 1) Measurements with this test
chamber have been routinely done at this temperature to about 12, 000 at-
mosphe.es (about 180, 000 PSI). It should be pointed out that optical ac-
cessability in this pressuw . and temperature range by itself was a unique
technological achievement. Materials had to be used beyond their conven-
tional design limits and even apart from special problems of window seals
the design azea was technologically adventurous. The window plug e. g. in
the test vessel on Fig. 1 had to withstand a force equivalent to the weight
of a B-52 bomber.

As a byproduct, or figure of merit for the system~we could establish
the freezing point of helium at liquid nitrogen temperature (14, 140 bars
= 212, 000 PSI). 2) The point was about 5016 nigher in pressure (and tem-
peramtre) than the highest one measured otherwise. The apparatus still
marks the design limit. It was copied by workers in the high pressure field
and is working presently in Laboratories at Harvard University, University
of Cambridge, England, and at the Sarbonne in Paris. Our complete setup,
including spectrograph is shown in Figure 2. The hydrostatic pressure co-
efficients measured were all measured to better than + 5j0 error, some to
+ 2%.

Uniaxial pressure applications don't have the glamour but also don't
involve the difficulties of the hydrostatic techniques. No huge forces are
required if the crystal area is reduced. Several difLrent arrangements
have been used; 1) placing a crystal at the extension of a hydraulic ramp,
A) bending a thin crystal, thus observing the effects of compression and
expanslon on the reflection spectra and finally 3) pulling a crystal up to
only 1/2 pound maximum. In this last case, for absorption spectra, the
crystal was not thicker than 2 micron 0. 00004 inches). With a width of a-
bout 2mm (0. 08 Inches) this again corresponds to a stress of about 5, 000
atmospheres (or 75, 000 PSI).

The limit here is set by the brittleness of the crystals, which usually
break even before this stress is reached. Though we were able to work at
still lower tempo-awres with miiaxial presiures by imme:.ing the stresh
apparatus with the crystal into liquid helium (40 K or -452 0 F), the pressure
coefficients could not be determined too accurately because of the greater
difficulties in determining the stress to better than 10%. Nevertheless this
arrangement proved useful because with uniaxial stress, cubic crystals
ad especially hexagonal crystals (as the wurtzite IU-VI compounds which
we were most interested in) give several non equivalent directions to apply
the stress to, and thus several pressure coefficients to compare with theory.
Se Frig. 3.
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UI Experimental Results

a) Bandstructure

In the study of semiconductors we studied band-to-band transi-
tions usually by measuring the characteristic structure in the reflection
spectra. Fig. 4 gives an example of such structure and the change, (the
energy-shift) as a function of hydrostatic pressure. The electronic transi-
tion in this example does not correspond to the fundamental bandgap of
CdTe, but to a higher one, the so called E 1 gap. Fig. 5 demonstrates the
band structure of CdTe as calculated by k. p method. The three heavy
arrows Eo, EI and EI + A I indicate the gaps on which we investigated the 141

pressure coefficients. This figure also may serve to indicate how much
information the calculated bandstructure may offer. The few parameters
which are available as experimental checks are a few vertical band sepa-
rations and curvatures at the top of the valence band and bottom of the con-
duction band at the r point.

Fig. 6 gives you an example of the evaluation of two sets of
measurements in CdTe resulting in pressure coefficients for the transition
and the L 3v -+ Llc transitions, also called EI and El + a 1 where the
small splitting A 1 is the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band at the L
point. This assignment had been supported also by the pressure coeffi-
cients, for El + A 1 have very aimilar pressure coefficients. This points
to the fact that the transitions do not occur at different symmetry points in
the momenthu space but at one and the same point b-tween a split band
and a single band, because the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band is
not expected to change appreciably with pressure.

In a similar fashion, as demonstrated in the above example,
wn meAsured the hydrostatic pressure coefficients for a variety of UI-VI
compounds. 3) They are summarized in Table I.

The significance of these coefficients lies in the fact that theo-
.etical calculations will have to reproduce theru. Calculations made
according tn various methods, which may or may not use a few adjustable
parametars, are offered in the form of these coefficients a simple method
to check their validity. A recalculation with different lattice constants
would not imply new complications or adjustable parameters and thus
should furnish a true check of the method of calculation. Unfortunately up
until now such agre( ment has not been found quantitatively, but that is not
the fault of the experiments.
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*.hat the three unknowns, the three pressure coefficients of Dq, B and C,
wore equal to 1.05, -0.03 and -0.35 cm-I/kbar respectively. The de-
pendence of Dq upon P is also easily estimated theoretically because Dq is
inversely proportional to the interatomic distance raised to the fifth power.

Using Bridgeman's value for M we arrived at = 1.07
A w rie tA theor ý10

(cm- 1 /kbar) which we find to be in surprisingly good agreement with our
measured value of

AP, 1.05 (cm- /kbar)

Thus we concluded that the change of the crystal field could be adequately,
i.e. qualitative and quantitatively predicted by the classical crystal field
theory. 4)

c) Exciton Theory

In this third example of our work of probing electronic proper-
ties of crystals by pressure we first found an experimental disagreement
with theory. Consequently we had to implement the theory in order to des-
cribe our findings. Finally we succeeded and in turn our implementation
showed up consequences for the binding forces of excitons in all large band
gap semiconductors.

Applying uniaxial pressure in directions perpendicular or para-
llel to the c-axis of wurtzite II.,VI compound crystals shov' d shift the ener-
gy bands and accordingly the exciton ground states if one follows the con-
ventional deformation potential theory. 5) Figure 8, however, shows, that
if the pressure is perpendicular to the c-axis and the propagation direction
of light is parallel to the c-axis, that the exciton transition energy splits
into two components, one completely polarized with E 11 P and one with
EL.P. These results could be explained only after we added to the usual
Hamiltonian, which determines the exciton energies, a term 1/Z J Oh3 c
which represents the spin exchange interaction between electron and hole.

Fig. 9 shbws the experimental pressure dependences of excitons in
ZnO, CdS and CdSe, where the points are fitted to the data according to the
augmented theory. The resulting parameters are listed in Table II.

Especially emphasised should be the following two points: 1) It has
been only with the help of these uniaxial pressure measurements that the
crystal field parameter ( A 1). and the anisotropic spin-orbit parameters,
(A2 and (A3) could be determined. Without pressure one always had to
rely on a quasi-cubic model to approximate the actual anisotropic case.
Z) The sise and the effect of the exchange (J) could be determined. It is

( 8shown that its effect increases in large bandgap semiconductors. In the
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case of zincoxide it can be shown that the energy separation between the
three excitons at ,he point even at atmospheric pressure is as much deter-
mined by the spin •bit interaction as by the exchange interaction (42:J),
which had previusly been completely ignored in ZnO and in all other sim-
ilar crystals.

Table II

Coefficients used for the "best" fit in the 15 matrix

ZnO CdS CdSe

Crystal Field a 1  .0268 .0460 .0712
SOr A2 .0074 .0157 .1286

4r 3  .0155 .0191 .1424

Fxchange 3 .0066 .0022 -. C0•ol

SC 1  -. 0040 -. 00091 -. 00078
C2  -. 0058 -. 0041 -. 0038

DeformationI C 3  -. 0010 -. 0035 -. 0039
Potentials 1 C4  .0037 .0021 .0023

C5 .0014 .0015 .0012

IV Summary

Three examples of my pressure work were selected. Example-
were presented to demonstrate their significance and contributions to the
state of the art as well in the field oi pressure technology as to the thea-
retical understanding and description of energy levels in crystals.

In example B) we verified the classical crystal field theory as far as
its predictions of pressure dependence are concerned. In example A) the
experimentally derived pressure coefficients are proid'ng vrJluable checks
for emerging new methods to calculate :e band structures of semiconduct-.

ora. In example C) unlaxial pressure measurements showed up serious
deficiencies in the accepted binding theory of excitons. We were succe's-
ful afterwards in augmenting the theory so that it described the experi-
ments and we were able to deduce important parameters consequently.

Finally I would like to thank here all those who had assisted me in
this work over the years: Dr. Warschauser, who !nterested me in prey-
sure work to begin with, Mr. Sheffield who had so diligently manufactured
the apparatus, and finally Dr. Euwema, whom I have been consulting in
many theoretical questions.
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Fig. I The test vessel for optical experiments at hydrostatic
pressures up to 12, 000 atmospheres at the temperature
of liquid nitrogen. A) denotes the sample space, B)

two saphire windows and C) window plugs.
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40

4.10

3.586 j

3.54

Cd Te atl 77K 3.52

48 12
PRESSURE (k bar)

•i g. 6 Plotted are the points of inflection of the set of curves of
Fig. 4 and similar ones corresponding to the El+A1
transition in CdT.. The small scatter of points from a
straight ine is a measure of the accuracy of the linear co -
efficient.
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Table I

Pressure coefficients of bandgaps of Il-VI compounds

Con- Energy k-point (dE/dPLT
pound gap (eV) (1l0- eV/bar)

CdTe 1.6 r 8.0 + 0.2
3.4 L 6.4 03
4.0 L 6.7+ 0.3

ZnTe 2.3 r 11.3 + 0.2
3.7 L 5.9 + 0.6
4.3 L 6.2 T 0.6

ZnSe 2.8 F 10.8 + 0.4

ZnS 3.7 F 6.3 + 0.2

CdS 2.6 F 4.5 + 0.1

ZnO 3.4 F 2.7 + 0.1

b) Crystal field calculations

The conventional crystal field calculations describe the modi-
fications of energy levels of single impurity atoms or ions when surrounded
by a crystal matrix. Such calculations usually involve three parameters,
B, C and the strength of the crystal field "Dq". Figure 7 shows such a
plot for Cr 3 +. The particular value of Dq which in indicated by the dashed
line corresponds to the crystal field of Aluminum Oxide (A12 0 3 ). The in-
tersections of the dashed line with the slanted solid lines represent the en-
e- gy levels in an A1 2 0 3 :Cr crystal, i.e. ruby crystal. The lowest one,
2E(G), is the familiar upper energy level of the lasing transition. We in-
vestigated the shift of the 4 A2 -. E transition as a function of hydro-
static pressure and obtained a value of -0. 9 + 0. 0, cm- 1/kbar which
means that the lasing line would shift by about 4. 3A or 270 GHs for a pres-
sure of 10 kilobars. In conjunctiorn with the theory and with pressure co-
efficients for the other transitions previously obtained by other investiga-
tore we could derive from four equations for i = 1, 2, 3, 4

1 +
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B8655 CmaI at
C 3618 cmO latm

* ,

II

orM 0

CRYSTAL FIELD Dq (cm") 4%(F) j

4r 0 1000 2000
rig. 7 A crystal field plot of Cr 3 + in an lattice of the A1 2 0 3

symmetry. The vertical dashed line corresponds to
the exact value of the crystal field in A1 2 0 3 . The
heavy dotted lines indicate the direction of shVLt nf the Cr
levels with pressue applied. The transition from the
Zt to the 4A ground state corresponds to the lasing transi-
tion in ruby.
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ZnO *0714-1 I.8K PlC, KIC
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C)Lzto
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3680 3670O 3660 3650 3640 3630
WAVE LENGTH (A)

Fig. 8 Variation of the exciton reflection spectra of ZO under ,,iaxial stress.
Both reflection minima split into two components, completely pola~rised.
The direction of stress is perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal
IP.L c) and the diirection of lightpropagation is parallel to the c-axis.

The splitting is observable only in this conliguration.
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Output Energy Decay Observations in Ruby Lasers

ABSTRACT

The use of lasers in rangefinding and other applications requires that
the laser be capable of being fired many times without its output character-
istics ch sWe have observed a gradual reduction in

ruby (Cr in AIp03) laser output energy during repeated firing. This re-
duction is found to occur with varying degrees of severity in all ruby rods
tested. We have traced this to the formation of color centers within or on
the surface of the ruby rod: defects, impurities, etc., present before ex-
posure can be converted into color centers by the blue and ultraviolet con-
tent of the pumplight. Color centers in Al 2 03 have a characteristic absorp-
tion vs. wavelength dependence (Levy, 19A1); it is on this basis that they
were identified. We h&ve shown that the subsequent pumplight absorption
bytheae color centers, which serves to deplete the pumping ene gy intern-

y in the rod, plus the bulk absorption loss they cause at 6943 A fully ex-
plains the degradation observed to within the limits of experimental error.
A reliable indicator of color center formation is the orange-brown appear-
ance which develops in the ruby; only a partial restoration of output energy
can be achieved by heating the rods at 9000C for 24 hr, the use of Pyrex to
filter the ultraviolet from the pumplight can reduce but not eliminate the
rate of energy decay. The principal contribution of this work is thi- we
have determined one mechanism out of five or six which explains the energy
decay observed. The complete solution will be known when it is understood
how to prevent color center formation in A12 0 3 .
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the course of carrying out extensive tests on a number of ruby laserrods of different sizes and origins, we observed that: (a) the energy out-put of Ine was considerably less than that of three others similar in sizeand Cr + concentration; and (b) the original low threshold energy of twoother rods could not be reproduced after they were fired only severaltimes. We have continued the study of this effect because of its obviousimportance to all applications of ruby lasers: the maintenance of high en-ergy output. One does not desire to use lasers whose output energy is lowor gradually degrades from shot to shot. Examination of the literatureshowed that Roess (1963) had previously observed this effect in a ruby laserrod which had turned from a reddish-violet color to a "strawberry" color.He commented only that "such a ruby has poorer laser properties thanother rubies with the same crystal structure"; his tabulated data shows thethreshold energy to be higher for this rod compared to two similar ones.Much more recently Johneon and Grow (1967) reported the results of astudy to obtain increased energy output from ruby by prior y-irradiationbut found instead that the energy output decreased owing to, in their opinion,a reduction in quantum efficiency of the ruby. Also Arkhangelskil I(1967) have reported a study of color centers in ruby rods taken from oneruby boule. They observed a threshold increase of 14 percent for one rodalong with an increase in absorption in the region of the pumping bands ofthe sample.

The aim of this paper is to expand upon Roess' observations (1963) byshowing that the effects which we have referred to here can be quantitativelyaccounted for by the gradual development, with firing of the laser, of unde-sired bulk and surface absorption. We have observed this absorption, andtherefore a color change, to varying degrees in all ruby rods tested, andhold that it indicates the presence of color centers that have been filled bythe pumplight. This conclusion is based primarily on the fact that the addi-tional absorption as a function of wavelength which develops in the ruby(Cr 2 0 3 in A1203) agrees with that found by Levy (1961) who studiedy-irradiation ofundoped a-A12 0 3 . These color centers serve as uselessabsoroers of pumplight (which reduces the actpal pump rate internally inthe laser rod) and the laser radiation at 6943 A. and cause its energy out-put to drop as color centers are formed. The variation in energy outputdegradation from sample to sample, the presence o4 impurities in large 
-:quantities, the lack of appreciable conversion of Crs+ to other valence #5.states, and the close similarity of the absorption we have observed withthat measured by Levy on undoped a-A12 0 3 , all suggest that color centerformation in the samples we have studied are primarily controlled not by aprocess which would be common to all ruby rods as suggested by Maruyamaand Matsuda (1964), Schultz (1964), and Arkhangelskii, gL&L (1967), butby defects and impurities which develop or are implanted during crystalgrowth. The processes suggested by Arkhangelskii, IjJ (1967),Maruyama and Matsuda (1964), and Schultz (1964) might ultimately be ap-plicable in causing energy degradation in the limit of no defects or im-purities (of the type which can lead to color center formation) being pres-ent in or on the surface of the rod since all ruby rods so far have been

T,•5
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fowad to have useful life of no more than several hundred thousand shots
_00rat~tser, 1968). However, this limited life may well be due to surface

amlntlonoccurring during cleaning of the rods rather than by conver-
it o Cr3 + conversion to other valence states.

80Oti 2 describes the experimental setup for making most of the en-
*dgadtion measurements. Section 3 lists the possible mechanisms

_.Vcold lad to an energy output decay, whereas Section 4 contains a
of each,ý as weon as experiments and calculations performed for

#atan of the ones felt to be responsible for the degradation. Section 5
*~mseswhether the bulk absorption found ie to be attributed to Cr 2+ or
V~ cm' Olor centers associated with defects and impurities in the ruby;

*8vtokln 8 states the conclusions of this work.

2. LoSE ENERGY MEASUREMENT SETUP

figure I is representative of the setup used to irradiate the rodse as
well as measure the delay to oscillation. the duration of oscillation. and
VW output energy. The spectral distribution of tkie puxnplight incident on

ru.4by rods was measured in the 2000 to 4000 A wavelength region using,
%-* oallbwjt~d ZOW Model 580/585 Spectroradiometer. In going from 4000 A
to,ý A,.* linear (to within 4 percent) decrease by a factor of 8 units of
Wa*s/on* (unit wavelength) was observed; no Pyrex glass was used be-
,Ilk t e lamp and the ruby rod. The radiometer was removed to permit

14pnOWn of the system with the 6328 A gas laser and then replaced. A
~ewmirror and resonant reflector formed the resonant cavity these

wnchosen to minimize mechanical instabilities and to reduce the number
Of dile.ctric mirfor surfaces in the system. For this same reason the
r~.s wer not antireflection coated. The mirrors used never had to be re-

* ocsed evei though they were exposed to tens of thousands of long-pulse
User bursts of several Woues per cm2 per firing. The flashlaznps were

~~aidseveral times during the course of this work; owing to these
dbs~ssas well as occasional mechanical redesign changes of the laser

VW~4 evemntual energy decay figures accepted as factual (see Table 1)
WObtained b~y comparing the energy output before to that obtained after

~ tAs rods. With this technique, the effects of any long term
a the laser tost system were nullified. Cooling was accomplished

ccutrol of the power flow into a resistor located in the bottom of
*,~ropdevar. the cooling rate was set so that the laser was fired (about
#WSLS min) when the thermocouple indicated room temperature. An
AlSS ' dluodm puplight reflector wrapped around the helical flashtube

*us *Wd W006al; after probems with reflectance decay and system con-
~St~iop.a quarts clamsehell-like structure filled with packed MgO pow-

4k' Ia *si- e frteauinum reflector. This improved the long
UMw MI64ty of Wb system considerably. Finally, a four-place digital

wa useVd across the capacitor bank to monitor accurately the
$=m~imr;In the. power supply.
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3. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS LEADING TO OUTPUT ENERGY DECAY

The dependence of the energy output of a ruby laser can be written as

t r W1l(tth)N2(tth)1 1 lrr211

out= 0 -o-las tpump th' tnrr + r pJ
(1)

where
NO0 = Cr3+ density in atoms/cm 3

hy = energy of the 6943 Alaser transition. 2E (y.) to 4A 2
ground state (the RI line)J,

Vlas = lasing volume of the ruby rod,

tpump = duration of pumping pulse,

tth = delay time to threshold measured from the beginning

of the pumping pulse,

T- = lifetime of the RI line,

N2  = population of the R 1, R 2 , and all higher lying
levels, cm- 3 o

-3
N= No - N2 = ground state population, cm

tiI. . 211 at threshold,

scatter loss coefficient, cm1,

a = R1 line absorption coefficient, cm

r1 , r 2  reflectivities of the two mirrors,

L = length of the laser rod, cm,

W actual pump rate within laser rod

2
average pump band cross section, cm ,

pband width. Hz,A V average pump
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. average energy of the pump band above ground state,

'/n * speed of light in the medium,

. average pump power density incident on the rod,

"T - transmission of pump light through rod exclusive of
normal transmission losses of pumplight due to pump
band absorption

o efficiency of electron transfer from the pump bands
to the R levels.

From this array of parameters upon which the output energy is depen-
.t, et factors could explain the energy decay: (1) a change in the las-

gduration (Siegman and Allen. 1965) (tPum - tth); (2) a change in the
oaae at the rod Vias in which laser action Is occurring; (3) a decrease

#a the lifetime T as a result of an increase in the nonradiative transition
rt•e from the R lines back to the ground state; (4) a decrease in the aver-

epump power density •Pn arriving at the rod; (5) a reduction in the
density of W.3 + ions No by loss of electrons into traps or conversion into
cater valnde states; (6) a reduction in the transfer efficiency , resulting
from the presence of neighboring impurities or defects which serve to

round state; (7) the development of a competitive absorption mechanism
wbb can reduce the effective pumping rate internally in the rod - - this
*00ldr be acounted for numerically by a decrease in T away from unity;
sod (3) an increase In the loss coefficient, i, either by an increase in in-
teasel crystal damage due to the radiation flux (Flopvers and Jenney, 1963)
or brthe development of a bulk absorption at 6943 A.

4. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND
INTIRPEeTATION OF DATA

4.1 Uxpanatiao at Groupings in Table 1

Tabl 1 summarizes a large number of the experimental observations.
Toe in Io d roop all about 0. 635 cm diameter X 2.6 cm long, of ex-

Mr n P q %%ny(owe frlng or less in the central region), and of sig-
,....& diffent . The rods In group U are all about 0, 635 cm
- °imwr by I.4 cm long and cut from the same boule. The rods in the

1 VV•enproup are al 0. 95 cm diameter and 7.5 cm long. The energy
theM rods decayed measurably, whereas for the group IV

i. d osbvs1 ,y0 to 20 percent) and seemingly noureproducible decays
wore 8 ruiop V rods are those grown more recently by Linde which
A.s -•ae tf-o. N- zxperiments summarized in groups Vb and VI were
4Whý old by sxposing the samples to UV radiation for 2. 5 h from an

iA- :Z9, "&" A.
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It should be noted that energy decay was observed to varying degrees
in all samples studied independent of their growth method or location.
Discussioi of these results will be organized primarily by discussing each
of the possible mechanisms listed in the foregoing which could produce en-
ergy degradation.

4.2 Mechanisms Found Not Responsible for Energy Decay

Mechanism (1), a change in the lasing duration, has been observed by
Siegman and Allen (1965). It is attributed to the excitation of internally
trapped modes in rods having polished sides and attached mirrors; this ef-
fect goes away if the rod sides are roughened. For the case of these ex-
periments, all rods had rough sides, and no effect such as those observed
by Siegman and Allen were seen. (It should be noted that a decrease in las-
ing duration due to an increase in threshold will be observed if a constant
pump energy is used and some of the following effects develop. This will
be a secondary effect which can be taken into account by calculating the av-
erage power produced by the laser rather than discussing simply the ener-
gy output. )

Mechanism (2). a change in the lasing volume, was examined by taking
streak photographs of the near field of group U rods 87 and 106. The las-
ing diameter was in each case about 0. 6 of the rod diameter, in agreement
with theory for roughened side walls (Jerrick, to be published).

Mechanism (3), a decrease in the life time T, was studied by crowbar-
ing the power supply at the end of the pump pulse. This was done for the
group I rods before they were annealed. No departure from the value 3
milliseconds was found.

Mechanism (4), a decrease in the lamp output, did occur to some de-
gree in the course of the work. However, most of the energy degradation
values quoted were determined by the following methods: (a) by annealing
the rods and then measuring the increase in output (group I); (b) by com-
paring the output with a relatively unfired rod originating from the same
boule and cut to the same size and orientation (group If; or (c) by noting
the energy decay after illumination with radiation from a mercury lamp
(groups Vb and VI). All of these changes would be independent of flash-
lamp decay over a long period; thus it is reasonable to discount this as the
reason for the decay seen in the groups M and IV rods.

3+
Mechanism (5), a decrease in the Cr density, was Investigated by

measuring the absorption of the ruby samples at 6043 A with respect to the
background transmission before and after firing with a Bausch and Loomb
Spectronic 505 Spectrophotometer. As indicated in column IX no definite
chanjes were seen for any of the rods investigated using this measurement
technique; the measurement was reproducible to about t percent corre-
sponding to an uncertainty In N0 of about *2 X 101 cm for the rods !a
groups I and IL For rod 87 of group U (and rod 86, a mate to it) no large
changes in R1 line absorption were seen after annealing at 900"C for 8 hr

T..9
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ha *'. Since significant longitudinal Cr$+ concentration gradients are
!"a to esst• In early Linde Csochralski ruby boules. it is felt that the
+r nc1d~ es inRllne absorption in the group 11 rods did not arise

f' -cgs but existed prior to 1 od fir . Measure-
ANN| s met however. ot N.Lc absorption changel at 5600 A on rod 86 and
""pA et3. M I dit that perhaps a decrease in Cr + concentration of
-- X 10" cm* da d occur (see Section 5) during the flashlamp irradiation

er Is close to the limit of reproducibility of the R1 line absorp-
0 1s-mest and, thus. is felt to be reasonably conslatent with it).

eWeoosnts at the most a reduction in density of only 3 percent of the
I=* and as such. only a small effect, which would not account di-I Wiý kw the degradation eon. However. If these lost electrons from

- VWOios are converted to absorbing centers having large absorption
era" sctios, this could be a mechanism that could account for the en-

e8e degrudatic. This will be discussed more fully in Section 5.

(6). a decrease in the traner efficiency, has been sug-
•1ed<I by Johnso• and Grow (1967) as a possible way to account for the de-
"casen e�rm output. Their mechanism requires that electrons asso-
aiae With r+ which are raised to the pump bands by abporption of a
pmmp photon relax into long lived traps rather than to the zE levels. We
s M thatt VasIs unlikely since the transition rate between the pump

* . hadthe •J leyIo is fast, being in the neighborhood of X 108 / sec.
A likly mechanism is excitation of electronc from the AN levels to

I band whereupon they are lost in traps. However, the re-
. I• time at af these trop would bqve to be less than two min, no

n beIng visible at 894)A (two mrin is the elapsed time in
'ooed mseasuri the 6943 A absorption relative to the back-

oa"d tI-Afmnision as soon as possible after firing the laser rod). In
aummm:'y. altbou we cannot positively rule ots the possibility that elec-

sare being lost to traps for perhaps several minutes or less, It seems
thi aWl at the 90e0v deoays we have seen. with exception ot the expeor-
We"ui wrnlt eiwmm -arnsedu group Vb ot Table 1. can be explained by the
mseha lms in te fICowhg section.

+4.8 Meckesui Found Rsponibe for Rnorgy Decay

4.!,- k A1bsr214k Deltw-oon3O004500 - 8

MsebaalM ) Is the jaosslbllty of developmeat at a competitive bulk
*e~w~s. echa isInthe same Wavlnt zai as the pump bands of

*. zw de @ the effetftve M og raft within the rod. By
of about Ietclrods (grpop 1, I. sand NV)

X94 ambem after annealing s , v and V inthe
Wibed E~m ~atrssmlsis ban of such so absorption was

a i..T S" & yl fmmd are isted in coamns XI of Tabl 1. and
at the I.du.ed absorpton plaotted In Figure 2.
0 off..t ca the outpot +energy will be given, and

ati it min be becus in 5.



4. 3.2 Bulk Absorption at 6943 A

During the course of this work two methods evolved to determine if
mechanism (8), an increase in the loss coefficient P, could be contribut-
ing to the decay observed. Initially, when energy decay and an increase
in threshold was observed the fluorescence energy at the threshold voltage
(measured with one mirror blocked) was found to be constant, that is, in-
dependent of threshold voltage. This procedure was used for the rods in ]
groups rn through Via and would indicate that no increase in ft was occur-ring within the sensitivity of the measurement (see column VII, Table 1;
for toue sIPII t rods the nu berous in this column havinrase Iuncertaintiess

due to Cr differences making this technique uselesa for determination
of whether a increase occurred for them).

Subsequently, however, background transmission changes a. 6943
after annealing were detected *,,d directly measured using the Bausch and
Lomb Spectrophotometer (see Figure 2). Thus the bulk absorption that
devel gps in the rod upon repeated firing can extend as far into the red as
6943 A; a detailed calculation performed in the following section will show
that even such low absorptions can contribute aignificantly to an energy
output reduction.

4. 3.3 Sample Calculations of Output Power Decay

To determine if the bulk absorption in the pump band region and at
6943 A could explain the energy degradation, series of experiments were
performed on rod 86, a rod almost identical in size, doping. and state of
energy decay to rod 8?. These experiments consisted in a ceries of treat-
ments of the rod interspersed with transmission and energy output meas-
urements to determine what effects the qarious cleaning and heating steps
had on its energy output recovery. These are summarized in Table 2.
Note that changes in output energy occurred cnly when the rod was im-

erIsed for 2 hr in boiling nitric acid, chromic acid, and whtn annealed
at 900"C for 24 hr. Since the bulk transmission T and 6943 A absorption
P changed only during the annealing treatwent, we assume that the output
energy increase subsequaently observed is to be attributed almost wholly
to changes in these factors.

To verify this, a computer program for determining absorbed pump
power vs. radius, doping concentration, and diameter in ruby rods with
rough sidewalls (Jerrick. to be published) was modified so that the reduc-
tion In the absorbed pump power could be computed In the presence of a
competing and nonintri ctlng absorption mechanism having the charac-
teristics show In Figure 2. Calculations were carried out for R. a 0. 3
cm, F a 0. 03 percent (rod 86), and Po u 0. 476 cm and F a 0. 05 percent
(rod 520) as shown inFigure 3; the oirdinate scale Is absorption rate of
pump energy and equivalent in our terminology to the product WNI; the ab-
scissa is the radial variable p normalized to the rod radius R. The light
scattering characteristics of the rough sidewalls were assumed to be
compoed of two factors: 50 percent of the pump flux would be transmitted
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according to the laws of reflection and refraction at a polished surface and
50 percent according to those for a Lambertian scattering surface. The
spectral distribution of the lamp was taken to be that used by Cooke,
MoKenna and Skinner (1964); the absorption cross section of the ruby was
taken to be an average of those values reported by Dodd, Wood, and
Barns (1964), and Cronemeyer (1966). From Figure 3 the expected in-
crease ýn the product WN1 for rod 86 after annealing is 1. 11.

To calculate the change in output energy or power from Eq. (1), it is
necessary to determine values for W and N1 . The fractional population
n ( N2/NO) in the R1 level at threshold can be written as

1 Ii~nrlr 2t

I + ft+- r I ru.21 (2)

For a small diametoro lightly doped ruby rod which is approximately
,iptUcally thin to tht pump radiation, the increase with time of n2 can be
described (Sooy, Congleton. Dobratz, and Ng, 1964) as

02t Wll7 I- e-(r"'T (3)

,quations (2) and (3) can be equated at t 2 tth and W can be determined.
Knowing W, one observes that the !rrction•l grcund state population n1
can be determined from Eq. (3) since n1 = 1 - n2 . The expected output
power can then be computed from Eq. (I), crr the change in output power
can be written as

snh a. anealing or UV exposure, which changes the energy output of 2
the rod.

For rod -6, . O0l64 t "h Lb 2.215cm, rlr 2 a 0.92 (allowance

wa made here for the resonance between the ancodted end of the reatetnd

the transmitting flat mirror aligned parallel to it); -a " 0. 007 cm" , de-
termined by the change in rod threshold as a function of temperature
(COins• and Nelson, 1983) over the range 296' to 120"K on a similar
piece of Csochralskl ruby and 01 a 0. 007 + (0. 006 + 0. 003)cm" 1 where
theN ncreahe In A over A is taken from the data of Figure 2. The un-
Certainty n U due to L lack ot repeatabilUty of the transmi|,sion

mamorement of *0. 5 percent. Here a" and "b" denote after and before
ae.ling respectively.

Table 3 summarites the laser oboe-vations an•, associated calcula-
tim far rod 86. The uncertainty in the observed output powers o stems
tram the lack of a constanst pump power over the time (to, 0 - tth). The
reamanidr of the uncertainties originate from the uncertain~y in Ab" In
the alcl s, method A refers to the procedure outlined, that is,
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knowing tt), a, Pb and the other constants, one can compute WT, n 2 , and
PP from Eqs. -1) to (3). Method B uses the computer results shown in
Figure 3 to deduce the new pump absorption-rate "after annealing" relative
to the value calculated by method A for the "before annealing" data.
Method B, then, is the one which really tests the deduction that bulk ab-
sorption is altering pump rate; both methods test the deduction that bulk
absorption at 6943 7 is present before annealing in the amount of
0. 006 ± 0. 003 cm- for this rod. Note that the absolute values of the ob-
served and calculated output powers do not agree. This is felt to be at-
tributable to the assumption m Eq. (1) that uniformly intense plane waves
are depleting the population inversion. In fact (Stickleyo 1964), the modes
are the multihumped wavefronts characterized by Herrmite -- or Laguerre
-- Gaussian functions which could lead to incomplete consumption of the
population inversion (the unaccounte,' for power would be lost as fluores-
cence) and a reduced output power. More applicable, then, is a compari-
son between the ratios of the observed and calculated output powers.
Since the uncertainty in the ratio calculated by method B falls within that
of the observed ratio, it is concluded that undesired bulk absorptiun in the
region of the pump bands and 6943 A can account for the energy degrada-
tion in rod 86. . 2.

A similar cae-ulation can be made for rod 520 in the experiment sum-
marized in group VL The pump rate W cannot be calculated exactly since
the time- to-threshold is not known. Hlowever, Eq. (4) is not very sensi-
tive to it if WT>> 1. Since before UV exposure, Eob was about 0. 5 joule
(for this case b denotes before T!V exposure), it is reasonable to assume
Wb'r a 8, a number which is conslAtent with other observations and calcu-
lations made as outlined and for rods of this diameter. Next, the ratio
WbNlh/WaNla could be taken directly from Figure 3. However, that
computation used the bulk absorption shown in Figure 2 for rod 86 rather
than the lesser amount of absorption which was actually induced in rod
520. To correct this, it is assumed that the above ratio can be linearly
reduced by the ratio of the A*(4800) of rod 520 to Aa(4800) of rod 86.
Also, we assume that the relative duration of laser oscifla•ion of after ex-
posure to before exposure to be 0. 95, that Pb 0. 005 cm- (a measured
valu. for rod 574 which is similar to rod 520) and that Pa * (0. 005 + 0. 002)
cm-1 based on the absorption increase seen in rod 521 (a mate to rod 520)
after UV exposure. Knowing that o a 0. 20 ana r r 2  0. 80 and carrying
through the calculation of method B using Eqs. (2)to (4) we obtain
Eoa!Eob x 0. 815 compared to the observed value of 0. 79 ± 0. 06 fromTableh |

Similar calculations have not been made for all the other rods, but it
is believed that bulk absorption in the region of the pump bands and at
6943 plus surface absorption (discussed in Section 4. 3. 4) can explain the
results with tho exception of the one experiment on rod 521 (group Vb);
this will be discussed in Section L 4.
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4.3.4 Surface Absorption Between 3500 and 6500 A

It is evident from exAmination of Table I that there are cases where
the color change (column XII) and induced absorption in the center of the
rod (column X) are not well correlated with the energy decay. For rod
99 (group MII) it was observed that there was a radial dependence of the
absorption as determined using a 1-mm diameter argon laser beam.
This suggested the possibility that a non-negligible amount of absorption
was occurring immediately at or near the surface of the rough-sided rods
which would not show up with the standard measurement technique for de-
termination of induced absorption. Another factor which gave credence to
this possibility was that rod 87 of group II did not expand at a greater rate
when pumped through a quartz filter compared with the thermal expansion
observed us~ng a Pyrex filter; the other rods in groups I and H did so to
varying degrees. A possible explanation for this observation follows: If
it is assumed that the surface of rod 87 was absorbing sc strongly in the
UV (and presumably, then, the visible spectrum) the additional UAV which
would be passed by the quartz filter could not get into the center of the
rod to heat it during the time duration (1 millisecond) of both the pump
flash and the measurement.

Furthermore, if strong surface absorption existed, the color change
seen in the rods when viewed from the side might be only a surface rather
than a bulk effect; this would explain the poor correlation between columns
X and XII of Table 1. To test this hypothesis, an outer layer 0. 5 mm
thick was ground off the surface of rod 99. The subsequent measurement
of its output energy showed a twentyfold increase along with a drop in its
threshold energy back to the neighborhood of its original value. This
demonstrated conclusively that surface absorption was playing a major
role in some rods in cat, rag energy degradation. Also rod 99 after
grinding had an almost pinkish appearance typical of most new ruby; the
small residual orange appearance is explained by the bulk absorption that
still existed in the rod. A third factor that can lead to energy output
degradation must now be stipulated: Much discoloration of various rods
can be explained by changes in surface transmission and reflection rather
than by changes in bulk properties. It is not known what impurities were
Introduced onto the surface during the cleaning process normally used
(washing in alconox detergent and hot water with a final cleaning with
ethyl acetate) and which would cause the browning observed.

4. 4 Further Experimental Observations

The results of testing rod 521 after 2 hr exposure to the light from an
air-cooled AH-6 Hg lamp is summarized in row Vb ol Table 1; the rqd
was placed 2.5 cm from the lamp. The energy output degradation to 0. 35
of the 1nitlaA value was not expected based on the following three observa-
tions: (a) the flashlamp irradiation tests of rod 521 summarized in row
Va; (b) the performance of rod 520 (row VI) in a similar test at Linde (it
Is not known bow close rod 520 was to the lamp, however); and (c) the
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calculated decay based on the amount of bulk absorpt4on that developed
(see column XI). Prior to the UV exposure it was observed that no more
than forty flashlamp firings of rod 521 could induce the amount of bulk
absorption shown at column X, row Va; rod 86 plus a Verneuil rod not
listed on Table I showed little, if any, effect of an identical amount of ex-
posure to the Hg lamp radiation. Furthermore, upon annealing in air at
925°C for 24 hr no recovery of the energy output occurred, even though
its color became pink and the absorption at 4800 A dropped to a normal
value for annealed ruby. This has never been observed with other rode.
A small increase in bulk absorption (0. 003 cm"1 ) at 7000 A was observed
after the anealing treatment, although not large enough to account for the
lack of rise in the output energy.

Filtering the pumplight through Pyrex for rod 9i (group III), which
decayed owing to the development of surface rather than bulk absorption,
did not slow down the rate of decay. Schultz (1967) reported that Pyrex
filtering of Hg lamnp radiation will prevent browning from developing, avd
that this will prevent output energy decay. Dormitzer (1968) reported
that Pyrex filtering also helps to slow down energy decay although not pre-
venting it entirely; it simply xxtends the useful life of the rods. Our own
observations and those of Dormitzer (1968) are that no amount of anneal-
ing (at temperatures of 1000*C or less) will fully restorc a degraded rod
to the same condition as new. Heating for 48 instead of 24 hr at 900°C in
air will still. bring about an improvement in performance, however.
Arkhangelskii, etal. (1967), Maruyama and Matsuda (1964), and Schultz
(1964) indicate that annealing at 3000 C causes recovery of the pink colora-
tion of ruby. Johnson and Grow (1967) reported that glow curve maxima
are reached near 300°K but that the samples must be heated to 800°C to
remove all the traps produced by y-irradiation. Hunt and Schuler (1953)
reported seeing pinkish thermoluminescence at 5000C and that if heated to
1000°C the samples looked identical to those unexposed. Our tests of rod
86 (see Table 2) showed that heating in air at 4500C had no effect. Thus
it is likely that the temperature at which appreciable revitalization occurs,
as well as to what extent Pyrex will prevent browning from developing,
will depend upon the nature of the impurities present in the particular ruby
sample.

5. NATURE OF THE BULK ABSORPTION

Figure 2 contains plots of induced absorption vs. wavelength for rods
86 -nd 521, and for a 3 mm thick sample of rod 73, the same larger rod
from which rod 87 (a mate to rod 86) was cut. The data for rod 86 and
sample 73 were obtained by comparing the absorption vs. wavelength be-
fore and after the specimens were annealed at 900°C for 24 hr in air.
The data for rod 521 and Levy's (1961) data were obtained by comparing
the absorption vs. wavelength before and after the specimens were ex-
posed to AH-6 Hg lamp radiation and y-radiation, respectively. Levy's
data were normalized to 0. 225 cm- 1 at 4000 A, for purposes of conpari-
son with the curves for rod 86 and sample 73.
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The absorption induced in the sample Aa(X) upon irradiation is given
by

&A*) = (OX)N'(X) -

where G'(A) and o and (,) are tihc absorption cross sections for induced
bulk and the Cr 3÷ ground state absorptions, respectively, N'(X) is the
density of induced absorbing centers, and ANo(X) the change in the Cr+
ion density upon irradiation and is positive in sign. Since "holes are
eaten out obe' the Aux(X) curves for the rub_ samples in the wavelength re-
gions of maximum ground state absorpiion _T ruby (this is particularly
evident at 5600 A for all samples and at 4100 A for rod 521 and sample 73;
the uncertainty in the values for rod 86 at 4100 A may have smeared this
out), it is likely that some Cr 3+ was converted to other valence states.
An estimate from Figure 2 at 5600 A of the extent of this gives a'o0 ;)AN -
0. 04 cm- 1 for both sample 73 and rod 86. Using a,(X) = 1. 47 X 16-19 cm 2

for jLc at 5500 A (Dodd, Wood, and Barns, 1964) gives AN, z 2." - 1017
cm corresponding to a change in C," 4 ion density of about 3 percent;
this is similar to the observations of Arkhangelskii, IW. (1967) who saw
a density decrease of 2 to 6 percent resulting from optical pumping.
Maruyama and Matsuda (1964) reported observing a 52 percent decrease
upon y-irradiating a sample until the induced absorption saturated.

Since this is good evidence that some Cr3+ ions lose electrons, is the
absorption in Figure 2 characteristic of other valence states of chrom-
ium? In our opinion, it is not, for the reasons which follow.

A study of the literature has shown the type of absorption in Figure Z
to be somewhat similar to what other investigators have found and very
similar Mn some cases. The curves which appear to fit the data for rod 86
very well are from the work of Hunt and Schuler (1953) and Levy (1961).
Hunt and Schuler were the first to observe this type of absorption in
-A170 3; they irradiated thin samples of Linde Verneuil sapphire with
x- and 7-irradiation. Th absorption saturated. at a value of 0. 37 cm- 1

and pealked at about 4050 A. They also observed a much stronger band
at 2300 A. Levy's results for 7-irradiation of Linde Verneuil sapphire,
which are very similar (to within 50 A in terms of the peak locations)
to Hunt and Schuler's, are plotted in Figure 2. The saturated peak
value he observed was 3.75 cm-1; as mentioned in the foregoing, in
plotting his data, it was normalized to an approximate average value
for the peak transmission of rod 86 and the thin sample of rod 73. Note
that its shape and location are in good agreement with our observations
particularly for wavelengths longer than 4000 A. We consider this to be
the strongest evidence that the observed absorption is not characteristic
of Cr2+ or Cr 4 + since practically the same absor tion spectrum is seen
in y-irradiated sapphire samples containing no Cr3+.

Hoskins and Soffer (1964) arrived at a similar conclusion upon the
growth of A1203 containing Cr 4 +. They observed an intense absorption
somewhat like that in Figure 2 except that the peak value occurred at
4600 A. They attributed this absorption to a color center associated with
the anionic charge compensation rather than Cr 4 + absorption (the charge
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compensaton had to be used during the growth to ensure that the chro-
mium would go into the crystal as Cr 4 + rather than Cr 3 +). Hoskins and
Soffer concluded this since (a) they saw it in a-A12 0 3 crystals prepared
under similar charge compensating conditions but containing no chromium;
(b) the strength of the absorption bands would imply an unusually large
oscillator strength for Cr 4 + based on its deduced concentration; and (c) the
coloration of the crystal did not change when the Cr 4 + was converted to
Cr3+ by blue irradiation.

Ma.ruyama and Matsvda (1964) found a stj'ong dependence 9f the in-
duced absorption (seen in four bands at 4700 A. 3700 A, 2800 A and 2200 tj
with the latter being strongest by a factor of three in absorption) on chro- j4

gium concentration in Verneuil samples grown by the Shinkosha Company
yand -irradiated. They proposed that this could be explained by the fol-

lowing mechanism. The difference between starting and final values of
Cr203 in ruby growth gets larger as the starting amount increases. The
amount that is lost is by vaporization of chromium during the growth.
Thus the crystal may contain cation vacancies and, consequently, anion
vacancies in order to maintain charge neutrality, and the number of these
should be proportional to the amount of Cr 2 0 3 used in starting to grow the
crystal. They suggest that this explanation will hold only when the num-
ber of defects and impurities having no dependence on chrome concentra-
tion is less than the chrome concentration. ESR measurements made by
them showed the Cr 3 + concentration of their 0. 024 percent Cr 3 + sample
to decrease to 52 percent of its initial value after ,-irradiation of 1 X 10 5 r.
They further suggest that the band they observed which peaks at 4700 k is
due to Cr 2 +. From tjeae data it was possible to calculate that if the band
we observed at 4000 A is due to a loss of Cr 3 + this should show up as a
change in the R1 line absorption after heating. For rod 86othis would have
amounted to a change in transmission of 2 percent at 6943 A, a factor of at
least 3 larger than the nonreproducibility of our measurements. Since
only changes of the order of the measurement reproducibility were seen,
as discussed in the first part of this section, and since the bands do not
peak at the same wavelength, it is apparent that this mechanism is not the
correct one for the explanation of induced absorption. It should be noted
that the saturation absorption value at 4600 A for Maiuyara and Matsuda's
lightest doped (0. 001 percent) sample was 0. 076 cm" , considerably less
than the values obtained by Hunt and Schuler (1953) (0. 37 cm" 1 ) and Levy
(1961) (3. 75 cm" 1 ) for sapphire. This could be interpreted as follows: that
Maruyama and Matsuda's samples contained a very low density of defects
and impurities, of the sort that lead to color center formation in ruby.

Schultz (1964) also observed a similar absorption in a 0. 035 percent
Verneuil ruby grown by H. Djevarhirdjian of Switzerland. The absorption
strength was 0. 17 cm-' at peak wavelength of 4465 A after only 10 to 20
flashes of a xenon lamp in a laser setup. His tentative conclusion that this
absorption was due to a valence change of chromium hinged primarily on
the observation that he did not find an EPR signal for the color center at
room temperature, whereas some report having seen such a signal, but
not in A12 0 3 (see Orton, 1959). Others (Hoskin and Softer, 1964; Hayes
and Jones, 1968; Jolley and McLaughlan, 1963), however, were able to
detect such signals only at cryogenic temperatures.
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Arkhangelskli gLj, (19%7) interpret the induced absorption they see
In teoms of absorption by Crd+ and Cr 4 +. Their conclusion is based on
firstd, the fact that Levy (1961) did not choose to consider small variations
In the Induced absorption curves for sapphire as meaningful, whereas they
did; and second, in the argument given for the observed 'bands", that is,
absorption by Cr 2 + or Cr 4 ', one could just as easily suggest it to be a
color center of a different nature and the pattern of their logic would not
.e destroyed.

Finally, mass-spectroscopic impurity concentration measurements
"riere made c.n rods 79, 84 and 87 of group I to determine if sufficient im-

-purities might be present in order that the color centers could be asso-
ciated with them rather than with chromium in other valence states. Since
tke total number of impurities appeared to be four to ten times greater
than the Cr3+ concentration for the rods (Hunt and Pitha, 1968) it seemspossible that there would be enough impurities of the right type present to
cause the coloring seen.

In conclusion, we deduce that the absorption which is seen is charac-
teristic of color centers associatqd predominantly with defects and im-
purities in the rod rather than Cry+ or Cr 4 + absorption since (a) the in-
duced absorption shown in Figure 2 is matched best in terms of peak
wavelength to the observations made by Hunt and Schuler (1953) and Levy
(1861) on e-A120 3 ; (b) the absorption cross section integrated over the
viePble and UV appears on the order of ten times larger than it does for
Cr",, and it seems unreasonable that a change in valence state would be
accompanied by such a large change in integrated absorption cross. section;
(c) there are such significant differences in the peak wavelengths, strengths,
and dependence on chromium concentration reported in the literature and
between all the various crystals that we have investigated, that it seems
unlikely that a simple explanation which would apply to every ruby sample
would be valid; and (d) sufficient impurities appear to be present (in the
group I rods at least) that the color centers could be associated with them
rafther than Cr 2+ or Cr 4+.

S. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the gradual output energy decay of ruby lasers
upon repeated UV irradiation from typical xenon flashlamps used for pump-
ig can be qvely accounted for by a bulk absorption induced in the
ruby, which both robs the center of the rod of pumplight and acts as a non-
satrtin 0loss mechanism at the laser wavelength. Comparison of the
n e absorption vs. wavelength with the absorption curves for ov-ray
induced color centers in undoped o-Al20 shows them to be essentially the
samoe, indqtling that the induced absorpion does not depend upon the pre-
fnceot Cr+ for Its development. Measurements of ruby sample impurity
aomeentration by massa spectrographic analysis shows that sufficient Im -
pw es are present in the sample& analyzed to account for the development
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of the color centers. Specifically which impurities lead to this are not
known.

Contamination of the side surfaces of ruby rods followed by flashlamp
irradiation can lead to the development of strong undesired absorpttio at
or near the rod surface and cause energy degradation. Bulk and sureace
absorption is somewhat reliably detected by an orange-brownish appear-
ance upon comparison with unfired ruby. Heating in air at 900"C for
24 hr will anneal out the color centers, thereby bringing about a useful
(but not complete) restoration of the output energy; filtering the UV from
the pumplight will reduce the rate of filling of the color cernters an thus
the rate of output energy decay. Finally, bulk absorption at the laser
wavelength can lead to catastrophic damage; the energy densities calcu-
lated for this process are of the order of 105 joules per cm 2 , however,
and thus would only be of concern in long, extremely high energy systems
where unintentional focussing might occur. i r
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Table 2. EFFECTS OF CIZANINO AND ANNEALING ROD 86

After 2 Hr After 2 Hr After 2 Hr After 2 Hr After 24 HrONOW Boil in Boil in Heat in Air Boil in Heat in Air
Comlic. Water Nitric Acid at 450"C Chromic Acid at 00"C

•T
at ýrJs01 34.0 33.0 33.2 32.5 33.0 45.4

at 0

Z 73 mJ 78 mJ 102 mJ 102 mJ 115 mJ 211 mJ

ZO& at
21at 99 mJ 103 mJ 143 mJ 158 mJ 266 mJ

Jin

T•e•, 3. LASER OBSERVATIONS AND CALCIAATIONS ON ROD 86

Observed Calculated

VL %h Type of wnc tc p
We Calculation W Wc WAa+0 '..-0. 009 ...- 70

aeli Il203* * 16 139 Method A 22.-0. 8 0.597". 103070"" "0.7 0 0013 120

AfterI
448*•2 20 111 Methba A 35., 0.5v7 1520

Method B 24.1+0 0.597 117. 1435*31
I 09 +4 -30

Cbc.r• d Calculuftd Calculated
b j Method A by Method B

+010 1 141. 81, A ., 04 1 1.493o. 1.3*:1
pc.1~ 1510.4 0.8 16 -0.17
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Modern Thermal-Imaging Techniques
for High-Temperature Research

ABSTRACT

Thermal-imaging methods and equipments have improved markedly
during the last few years. It is now possible to attain thermal fluxes and
temperatures in the laboratory that are comparable to those available
when using the sun as a source. This advanced technology has been
especially applied to high-temperature crystal growth, but can also be ap-
plied to many other problems including: (1) melting, vaporization and
ablation studies, (2) fuel ignition, (3) heat blast and burn effects, (4) char-
acterization of windows at optical and microwave frequencies, (5) energy
conver3ion, (6) generation of water, (7) radiative parameters, (8) and
many physical and chemical investigations requiring very high tempera-
tures such as phase determination, purification, alloying and X-ray dif-
fraction. Such experiments can be carried out quite easily in the 1500-
3000fC range, and temperatures can be extended well beyond this range.

The basic concept involved in thermal imaging is to produce heating
by focusing an image of an intense light source onto a material. This
process has two major advantages: the heating process is clean, and es-
sentially any atmosphere can be used. The use of thermal imaging has
been limited in the past by the necessity of having adequate sources, opti-
cal systems and associated equipments. These restrictions can generally
be eliminated by careful design and good experimental technique.
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A modern high-performance, dual-compound, thermal-imaging fur-
nace will be described. Its application to materials research, especially
sgle crystal growth, will be covered together with application to other
problems of importance to the Air Force.

1. INTRODUCTION

Almost everyone has at one time or another experimented with the
use of a magnifying glass and the sun for starting a fire. The modern
thermal-imaging furnace or heat source is merely an advanced adaptation
of this simple concept. If the sun is utilized as a heat source we have a"solar-furnace", and if some other source of light is utilized we have a
"thermal-imaging furnace". These methods all have one concept in com-
mon; heat is produced simply by focusing or concentrating an intense
light source onto the material it is desired to heat.

It is interesting to note (Benveniste, 1956 and Gradstein, 1961/62)
that the use of lenses or mirrors for lighting kitchen fires and altar flames
was known to antiquity and that as early as the year 1540, solar furnaces
using mirrors a foot in diameter were capable of melting gold. A large
solar furnace was also built in 1774 and used by Lavoisier for a numberof chemical experiments. This furnace had an optical system composed
of two lenses, one of which was four feet in diameter. This furnace was
capable of tracking the sun and could reach temperatures of 15000C (about
the melting point of steel). The first arc-image furnace (that is, one
using a carbon arc as the source) appears to have been demonstrated by
Tyndall (1866) In his lectures on high temperature chemistry.

Modern well engineered thermal-imaging furnaces (Field and Wagner,
1967 and 1967a) have several advantages that are important to research
and to certain Air Force applications. These are: (1) the heating process
Is very clean, (2) essentially any atmosphere can be used, (3) there are
no electric or magnetic fields present, (4) very high temperatures (3000°C)
can be achieved, and (5) using the sun as a source permits the generation
of energy without the use of any other fuel. The later advantage has po-
tentlal applications for support facilities in remote locations.

While the author's work in this field has been mostly on single crystal
growth the method is, however, applicable to many other problems in
materials research. It is the purpose of this report to describe the state-
ct-lhe-art, and to point out the role of thermal imaging to research and
to other applications of potential importance to the Air Force.

2. THE THERMAL-IMAGING FURNACE

The basis of all thermal-imaging furnaces is the simple solar furnace
shown in Figure 1. Nearly parallel rays of light coming from the sun are
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focused by the parabolic mirror to form an image of the sun with the sise
of the image depending upon the size and design of the mirror. While
the solar furnace has advantages, it is generally not satisfactory for ma-
terials research problems that require a steady application of heat for
long period of time.

The type furnace that is most commonly used is the two-mirror sys-
tem shown in Figure 2. The source, placed at the focal point of one
parabolic mirror, produces a parallel beam of light - as in the case of a
searchlight. This beam is collected by the second parabolic mirror to
form an image as in the solar furnace. This A'esign has proved quite
successful for a number of studies but heats only one side of a specimen.
This is a serious disadvantage for many applications, especially single
crystal growth. A design (Ploetz, 1959) that circumvents this difficulty
is shown in Figure 3. In this design two parabolic mirrors are placed
facing each other with very little spacing between the mirrors. In this
manner the focal point of each mirror is actually outside the adjacent mir-
ror. A small hole cut in the center of each mirror allows the light from
the source to completely illuminate one mirror, thereby producing the
required parallel beam of light to illuminate the second mirror. The
light from this second mirror is then focused out through the other hole.
In this manner the point at which the light is focused (the hot-spot) is ac-
tually outside the optical system. If two clam-shell systems are placed
facing each other as shown in Figure 4, both sides of a specimen can be
heated. Two light sources X illuminate the two mirror systems C,
which in turn heat the specimen R on both sides. The two back-up mir-
rors M collect a portion of the light that does not normally enter the
mirror system, and refocus it back through the lamp to increase the over-
all efficiency. The back-up mirrors increase the thermal flux by about
25 percent.

At this point it is important to stress one vital point in relation to
heating with light; that is, unless there is an absorber present there is no
heating produced except that due to a small absorption of the air itself.
It is, therefore, incorrect to speak of the temperature that a particular
furnace can reach but rather to specify the thermal flux (energy/unit area)
that can be produced. Temperature specification is sometimes helpful,
however, if one remembers that it applies to an essentially flat absorber
that will retain the major portion of the light that falls upon it.

The choice of the type of source to be utilized also presents another
design factor to be determined. The sun is the best from the standpoint of
power and attainable temperature. As sunlight can be collected over as
large an area as desired, large amounts of energy can thus be collected.
Very large solar furnaces (Laszlo, 1965) are capable of producing about
one million watts of energy into a focal area that will permit attaining
temperatures of nearly 4000"C. Such large furnaces are very expensive,
require provisions for tracking the sun, and are limited by the whims of
the weather. For these reasons thermal-image furnaces today utilize
an artificial source of light. The carbon arc can produce a very high
temperature but is not steady and, due to consumption of the electrodes.
is not suitable for experiments requiring long periods of operating time.
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For the reasons outlined above, the source normally used for re-
search purposes is the high-pressure xenon lamp. A 5000-watt lamp is
shown in Figure 5. These lamps have a spectral distribution of light very
similar to the sun except for a series of peaks in the 0. 8- to 1. 0-micron
rangt. These lamps are commercially available up to 20, 000 watts, and
40. 000-watt versions are in the developnjent stage.

The high-powered laser deserves more investigation as a possible
source. Such lasers can now operate at continuous power levels of ap-
proximately 9000 watts, and together with a lens or mirror system can be
easily focused. Such sources should be excellent for many applications.

A double clam-shell furnace utilizing two 5000-watt lamps and three-
foot parabolic mirrors is shown in Figure 6. This furnace can produce a
maximum thermal flux of 1900 watts/cm 2 and an average flux density of
850 watts/cm' over an area of 5mm by 5mm. This value of maximum
flux is approximately ove-half that attainable in a good solar furnace.
The attainment of such operating characteristics requires careful atten-
tion to the optical components of the system (Wagner and Field, 1967).
The temperature stability in this furnace is very good. The temperature
of a melt can be maintained to ±5*C with only current control of the lamps.With intensity control, the temperature variation should not exceed ±2 °C.

Atmosphere control can be achieved by surrounding the specimen
with a glass or quartz envelope. As quartz is quite transparent to the
wavelengths of light present in the source it absorbs very little heat and
is, therefore, heated mostly by reflection from the specimen. Pressures
of 100 psi are easily attained, and under certain circumstances pressure
up to 1000 psi should be possible.

3. APPLICATIONS

It is not possible to cover all present and/or possible applications of
thermal imaging in a short report. Several important uses will be de-
scribed and a Dumber of others outlined in sufficient detail to indicate the
potential of this method.

3. 1 Single Crystal Growth

Single crystals serve two important functions: (1) It is from such
crystals that the fundamental properties of a material can be determined,
and (2) they are also the heart of such devices as the transistor, maser,
laser, etc. The growth of high quality crystals is, therefore, an im-
portant function in relation to obtaining a better knowledge of materials
andto the oonotruction of many actual devices. The adventages of clean
heat, atmosphere coatrol and high temperature capability make thermal
ima" a natural choice for a number of vital materials.
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There are a rumber of methods for crystal growth but most are
based upon growing either from a melt, liquid or vapor. Melt growth is
essentially a process involving the melting of a mass of material and then
permitting it to solidify in such a manner that a single crystal of the ma-
terial results. It is this method that is most successful when thermal
imaging is used as the source of heat. Growth from a melt also embraces
a number of different approaches that are given various names. Two of
the best and most general will be described.

The first of these methods is best described by again referring to
Figure 4. Here is seen a rod R of material being melted. For the growth
of a singlv crystal the sequence of events will be as follows: The lower
portion ot the rod (normally round) would be a piece of a single crystal.
The top portion would be a source of supply for additional material called
the feed rod. This can, for example, be a rod prepared from material
of the same composition as the seed crystal. The rods are then positioned
so that their ends nearly touch, and the lamps are turned on to melt the
ends of the two rods. If they are sufficiently close together the two molten
ends will join, forming a molten zone supported by surface tension. The
rods are rotated in different directions to assure good mixing and uniform
temperature in the melt. If the rods are now slowly lowered together as A
a unit, the mo]ten zone will move up the i.od. As the material freezes,
growth of the crystal will continue. At least forty different materials
have been produced by this method. Work at AFCRL has been on the fer-
rites, spinel, stabilized zirconia, sapphire and especially ruby (Field and ý14.
Wagner, 1968).

The purpose of the work on ruby has been to develop a better material
for laser applications. Thermal imaging has several advantages that
should permit the production of better crystals with repeatable character-
istics - the cleanliness of the process and the fact that the temperature of
the molten zone can be higher than other m athods resulting in an increased
fluidity of the melt. The interface between the crystal and the liquid can
also be easily contoured with an external heater in order to decrease the
dislocation density, and by utilizing the zonse leveling principle the
chromium distribution in the cryL tal should be more uniform. One of the
ruby crystals is shown in Figure 7. This crystal is approximately 1/4 by
2 inches, has a dislocation coumt of 104 dislocations/cm3, very few low
angle grain boundries, a total impurity concentration of 200 parts per mil-
lion, and the chromium. distribution across the crystal varies by only
±1 percent. Further work should produce better crystals with improved
characteristics for laser applications in communications, ranging, etc.

Another melt growth technique is the Czochralski or pul.iMg miethod
shown in Figure 8. This is the two-mirror, thermal-imaging furnace but
in this case the optic axis of the mirrors is in the vertical position. The
light from the top mirror is directed onto the matertal contained in a
crucible. When the charge is molten, a seed crystal is lowercd until it
touches the top of the melt and is then slowly withdrawn. As the tempera-
ture of the seed crystal is below the melting point material will solidify on
the seed, and as it is withdrawn a single crystal is formed.
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Thermal imaging has one important advantage for Czochralski
growth - the ability in certain cases to eliminate crucible contamination.
Consider the case where the material is dense, fills the crucible, and is
a good thermal insulator. The light beam can then be focused on the
center of the charge in the crucible and as heat is being supplied only in
this region, it is possible to melt in only this central region. In this
manner there is no reaction between the charge and the crucible. Also,
the melfing point of the material can actually be higher than that of the
crucible. For example, material that melts at 2850"C can be handled
in an alumina crucible that melts at about 2000"C. A crystal can still
be pulled from the central molten region as described above.

3. 2 Other Applications to Materials Research

The characteristics of a thermal-imaging furnace also make it
readily adaptable to many other physical and chemical investigations re-
quiring very high temperatures with or without atmosphere control as:
(1) melting and alloying, (2) phase determination, (3) thermal expansion,
(4) purificatiop, (5) and X-ray diffraction.

There are two basic properties of the thermal-imaging technique that
are responsible for most of the above applications. First, there is the
ability to direct light onto a small region of a sample. This eliminates the
requirement for a container in many cases. The second point is that very
rapid heating is possible. By placing a specimen directly at the focal
point, materials can be heated to temperatures in the order of 3000"C in
a few seconds and, since the lamps iean be rapidly turned off, the sample
can be quickly quenched or cooled. Thiese two facts permit alloying,
phase determinations and othe.- experiments to be made at high tempera-
twes in a short period of time.

The float-sone method of crystal growth that was described previously,
is also one of the best for purification of many materials. It has for years
been one of the main techniques for the purification of semiconductor ma-
terials such as silicon and germanium. By this process certain impurities
ma be "swept" out of a material. Thermal imaging provides the addi-
tional advantage of utilizing an absolutely cl an source of heat; light cannot
add any additional impurity.

3.3 Optical and Microwave Windows

Missiles and very high speed aircraft have various requirements for
windows that will transmit optical and/or microwave signals. In addition
to adequate mechanical and electronic properties, these windows must
withtand severe heating. These conditions present a difficult problem;
that Is, the measurement of properties under actual operating conditions,
especially at high temperature. Here again thermal-imaging techniques
could provide a simple solution to this problem. The experimental setup
would be as shown In Figure 9. Here there is the usual clam-shell fur-
mace, but this time the light is injected into a device (Chen, 1963 and
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Glaser et al, 1963) called a "light-pipe". The purpose of a light-pipe is
to produce a more uniform distribution of thermal flux and, therefore,
more uniform heating of a specimen. The increased uniformity is the
result of multiple reflections within the light-pipe. The light-pipe usually
has a square or rectangular cross section. The cross section may re-
main constant in size or may be in the shape of a truncated pyramid; that
is, shaped likc a horn. The window under investigation may be placed
within the end of the pipe or adjacent to it as shown in Figure 9. As the
thermal flux is very uniform, the temperature in the window will also be
uniform with proper experimental precautions. If it is desired to heat
both sides of the specimen, a similar clam-shell unit can be placed on
the opposite side. However, in most applications a window is heated only
from the outside by friction with the atmosphere and the arrangement
shown in Figure 9 is perhaps the more realistic.

Optical transmission of a window can be determined in a simple
fashion. The spectral distribution of the light emitted by the light-pipe
can be directly measured. A similar measurement of the light passing
through the window permits determination of the absorption of the window.
The high intensity of the light provides the heating of the window.

When one considers that the light-pipe is a metal pipe generally having
a polished silver interior and having a square or rectangular cross-section,
one realizes that this is the ideal configuration for a wave guide. Micro-
wave probes for injection of signals and for measurement can be inserted.
The light then heats the specimen, and the light-pipe at the same time
forms a microwave measuring system to evaluate the parameters of the
material. Again, measurement of the microwave energy incident to the
specimen and that transmitted would give the absorption. Light-pipes
have been successfully operated in a variety of sizer comparable with
usual microwave wavelengths, so that measurement& could be made at
the wavelengths of most operating systems. The high heating rates at-
tainable with thermal imaging also can provide for proper simulation of
high heating rates encountered in reentry applications.

3.4 Energy Conversion

No one needs to be made aware of the importance of solar cells in
the space program, especially for powering unmanned satellites. But
what about terrestrial applications ? In remote areas or where supply
functions are difficult, the sun is an often overlooked potential source of
energy. While sunlight is not always available, modern batteries and/or
energy storage devices can provide for periods when sunlight is absent.
It is interesting to note that as far north as Boston, Massachusetts there
are normally 120 days a year when the sky is clear and when solar radia-
tion is suitable for most solar furnace work.

While many experiments have been made and various devices devel-
oped for heating and energy conversion using the sun, further work must
be done to develop systems suitable to ml: . applications. However,
the results all indicate that this approach is a sound one.
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When considering the use of solar cells for terrestrial applications,
it has been shown (Berman, 1967 and Herchakowski, 1965) that the most
efficient system is one combining a solar cell with a simple integral con-
centrator. Such a system is capable of providing 100 mw of power with
normal solar radiation. It has been estimated that the cost for such a
cell-concentrator arrangement would be less than $10. 00 per watt.

Energy conversion can also be achieved by other means. Recent in-
vestigation of a solar-powered Stirling engine power unit (Trayser and
EMbUng, 1967) have resulted in the design of a small unit for field use.
This unit can provide 50 watts of power, weighs about 15 pounds, is
estimated to cost around $500. 00, and is 15 x 16 x 24 inches in size when
folded for shipment. These studies also resulted in the results shown in
Table 1, for comparative weight and cost factors of various systems.

Table 1. Weight and Cost Factors of Power Source

Power Source Pounds/Watt $ /Watt

Solar-Stirling Cycle 0. 32 10

Solar Cells, Flat Plate Cl-
lector 0.2 150

Solar Cells, C mncentrating
Collector 0.1 15

Solar-Thermoelectric 0.75 50

Solar-Rankin Cycle 2.6 12

bimple portable solar concentrators have also been developed for
other applicatiLus such as cooking food in desert areas where fuel is
sore.

ater O.meration

The production of drinking water by desalinization of sea water is
apVl benoming co oý world Importance. It is not our intent to enter
bo a dlcaslon of this problem, but rather to consider Just two possible

• tio�~ Of thermal energy to the problem. The first is the production
amounts I pure water by distillation of sea water, and the see-

diW the ouaeirt o& oroducing w ater from rocks.
]R-=Gasmnts in the Order of 100 gallons or loss per day in remote

ar~a area water is avaiuLLe. are best handled by usmg solar heat
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(Daniels, 1967). Small easily constructed and maintained plastic stills
have been designed. A small plastic still of 30 square feet costing about
$15 for materiaIs can produce about I gallon per day-. These small
stills are easily constructed by unskilled labor and are very easy to main-
tain. An area of 50 by 50 feet is, therefore, capable of producing 100 gal-
lons per day. For any larger amounts, some type of fuel operated system
would be better. i

Most rocks on the earth and possibly those on the moon may contain
as much as 0. 13 cubic meters of water per cubic meter of rock (Anony-
mous, 1968). To reclaim this water requires sufficient temperature to
decompose the rock. Such heat can easily be supplied by a solar con-
centrator. In fact, several experiments (Anonymous, 1960) have suc-
ceeded in obtaining water from rock. Heating w~s performed in a solar
furnace at a vacuum of 10-5 torr. The steam was then cundensed in a
cold trap at -40°C. Both vacuum and condensing temperatures are
readily available on the moon. Solar radiation on the moon is also ap-
proximately 2? percent more intense than the maximum available on the
surface of the earth. Whil this concept may not be logical for errestrial
use, it may be vital to the needs of any moon base. In this case, large
scale operations where sunlight is readily available are not too unreason-
able.

3.6 Radiative Parameters

Researcn on and design of high speed vehicles that arc subject to re-
entry through the atmosphere require a knowledge of the radiative para-
meters of the materials used in their construction. Such parameters in-
clude the amount of light and heat emitted and/or reflected frorm their
surface, The study of such parameters requires the ability to rapidly heat
a material in a controlled atmosphere to very high temperatures.
Thermal-imaging can easily proviJe this type of environrient. However,
the measurement of the radiative parameters themselves presents a dif-
ficult problem. This stems from the fact that the heating is produced by
light that contains a large portion of visible and infra-red radiation, ard
the separation of this light from that emitted or reflected from the sample
is a difficult problem. There are, nevertheless, some method ,f aeaaure-
ment (Noguchi and Kazuka, 1966 and Lasslo, 1964) that are reaaonaoly
satisfactory and can provide reasonable good results. Adequate instru-
mentation in this area needs one thing; namely, a gnod idea. It is an-
13icipated that future research in this area may provide better methods tor
such measuremen ts. Thermal imagir.g would then provide ar excellent
technique for the evaluation of such parameters.

3.7 Miscellaneous Applications

Under this heading we will consider a few additional appliAations of
thermal imaging. Their listing here is not meant to indicate a lack of
importance, but rather the extent to which this technique can and has been
applied.

U-Il
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The severe heating of missile reentry can produce vaporization and
ablation of nose cone materials. Many high temperature materials have
been studied by this method (Laszlo, 1965b). Items determined include
the vapor pressure and rates of vaporization together with the nature of
the vaporized products. The ablative characteristics of a number of high-
temperature materials including composites have also been measured.
Thermal-imaging has the advantage of both high temperature and simula-
tion of the actual atmosphere through which a missile travels. However,
it is difficult to include mechanical effects of friction other than thermal.
Ablative rates can be determined as well as the nature of the material
and gases given off during ablation. The increase of temperature with
time can also be controlled and measured. For extremely high tempera-
tures, a plasma generator can be utilized as a source. In this case the
process of thermal imaging can provide the temperature and spectral
characteristics of the plasma without the usual contamination.

Thermal imaging has been applied to many other engineering and
scientific problems, and will undoubtedly be applied to many more in the
future. Such studies include: (1) the evaluation of mechanical properties
of materials at high temperature for engineering applications, (2) the
determination of fuel ignition characteristics, (3) the effects of thermal
blast of clothing and various military items, and (4) the production of
high-temperature burns on both animals and man for study of thermal
blast and other biological effects. This is a partial listing, but indicates
the tremendous scope of thermal-imaging research and application.

4. SUMMARY

It has been the purpose of this r•.port to present the results of in-
dependent research by the authors, and at the same time emphasize the
potential importance of thermal imaging to the possible solution of various
Air Force problems. The results obtained on single crystal growth and
the outline of other important applications, demonstrate the validity of this
approac.h as a basic and applied technique with a bright future.

U-12
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. Caption

1. Simple Solar Furnace

2. Two-Mirror Paraboloidal System

3. Single-Compound System or "Clam-Shell'"

4. Dual-Compound Thermal-Imaging Furnace. C, compound mirror
assembiies; X, xenon lamps; R, specimen; and M, backup
mirrors

5. 5000 Watt High-Pressure Xenon Arc Lamp

6. Thermal-Imaging Furnace

7. Single Crystal of Ruby Grown by the Float-Zone Technique in
Thermal-Imaging Furnace. Size approximately 1/4 x 2 ifiches.

8. The Vertical Two-Mirror Furnace

9. Experimental Setup for Evaluation of Windows at Optical and
Microwave Wavelengths
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Simultaneous Rocket and Radar Backscatter Studies of the 0
Electrical Structure c4 rk Lower Ionosphere

. PSr"'P.ACT

In October 1967 a field program was carried out in Puerto Rico in
which the electrical structure of the lower ionosphere was studied by means
of siu.'iltaxrous ro,:ket-borne experiments and radar backscatter measure-
ments made at the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory. Charged particle
densities anel te.. i..-ratures were measured as a function of time and spatial
position over tht altitude range 80 to 180 krn. On the day nlights electron
and neutral particle temperatures w.re fvond to be nearly equal to an alti-
tude of 125 km. Above 130 km the electron temperature was found to in-
crease more rapidly than the neutral gas temperature exceeding it by
500"K at apogee. The electron temperature decreases rapidly with time
after sutset, then a nearly isothermal temperature distribution develops
between 130 ,nd 180 km which persists through the night. Over this alti-
tude region and at times when comparison is possible, good agreement is
found between the results of the rocket-borne experiments and Thomson
backscatter measurements at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

Analysis of the daytime results shows that the diurnal variation in
charged particle temperature is in fundamental agreement with the theories
of Dalgarno. Howen.ir, significant variationr from the theory are found in
the electron temperatures in the vicinity of 110 km during t"e. day and at
all altitudes at night. The significance of these results to the understandi,.
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of ionospheric processes including heating, collision pheno.nena, photo-
ionization, chemical, and transport processes is outlined.

During October 1967 five rockets were launched from Vega Baja,
Puerto Rico with launch elevation and azimuth set to intercept the back-
scatter beam as illustrated in Figure 1. Four independent experiments
with high precision and high sampling frequency were flown on each rocket.
These included electron density and temperatures and positive ion density
and temperatures. On the daytime flights Lyman a intensity was also
measured. The sensors for each experiment were mounted on booms, ex-
tending four feet from the surface of the rocket to minimize disturbances
introduced by the vehicle (Figure 2). These disturbances include rocket
potential effects, space charge sheaths, and vehicle motion.

The Arecibo backscatter radar was operated 2 to 10 hours before and|
after each rocket launch. The launchings took place both day and night, the
exact times having been chosen to maximize the study of special phenomena.
These included:

(1) Measurement and interpretation of E- and lower F-region electron
and ion temperatures.

(2) Measurement of small scale charged particle irregularities by two

independent techniques.

(3) Determination of the "near field" correction for the Arecibo radar.

(4) Measurement of the rate of decay of ionization in the ionosphere
after sunset when solar Xrays and ultraviolet radiations are absent.

(5) Determination of the influence of conjugate point electrons on iono-
spheric temperatures.

Until the investigation under discussion was conducted, there was often
significant disagreement in the results of direct and indirect probing of the
ionosphere. This has been particularly evident in the area of electronic
structure and ion and electron temperature measurements. These experi-
ments, carried out at the same place and time, have shown, xor example,
that at the times and over the altitude range where the Thomson back-
scatter is sufficiently sensitive the electron and ion temperatures are in
very good agreement (Figure 3). The charged particle distributions are
also in agreement although there are differences in detail (Figure 4). It
has been shown that the fine structu!Ye differences are partly due to the
large volume (approximately 16 kinm) sampled by the backscatter radar.
The analysis also indicates that the fine structure backscatter measure-
ments can be improved by using different pulse widths and changing in-
tegration times. The electron density and temperatures obtained one hour
after local sunset on 24 October 1967 are shown in Figure 5. It is seen
that shortly after sunset there is a rapid change in the temperature and
density distributions, The charge density decays primarily due to the
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dissociative recombination of 02 and NO,. The electron temperature be-
comes essentially isothermal above 120 km. Analysis shows ti-, the elec-
tron temperatures are maintained with little change through the night be
cause of the low frequency of elastic and inelastic coUislons between
electrons and the neutral gas molecules. The backscatter data became
unreliable below 200 km immediately after sunset due to the very low r.n-
vironrmental electron concentrations and re&`atively large receiver noise
signals. This study demonstrates that, until the Thomsom scatter sensi-
tivity is sign.ficantly improved, "in situ" rocket experiments wili be par-
ticularly valuable for interpreting lower ionospheric phenomena at night.

These coordinated experiments have provided a new level of confidence
in both rocket e!ectrostatic probe techniques and in ground-based Thomson
backscatter systems for ionospheric investigations. The many specific ex-
perimnents carried out have contributed to the solution of several problems
including: daytime ionospheric E-region heating; the source of presunrise
electron temperature enhancements; and ionization production and decay
measurements in the lower ionosphere.

The altitude region studied, 70 to 200 kin, is important for radio wave
and radar absorption and reflection. The knowledge gained will provide a
basis for the interpretation of all types of ionospheric disturbances and
should be useful in the prediction of many natural perturbations.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Rocket-borne and Backscatter Studies of Ionospheric Structure

Figure 2. Location of Experiments on Nike Iroquois Nose Cone

Figure 3. Comparison of Rocket and Backscatter Measurements of Elec-
tron Temperature Te for Launch of 24 October 1967 at 1314 Hours

Figure 4. Comparison of Electron Densities From Rocket, Backscatter,
and Plasma Line Measurements for Launch of 27 October 1967 at
1 14 Hours

Figure 5. Post Sunset Electron Temperature and Density Profile for
Launch of 24 October 1967 at 1859 Hours Local Time
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Simultaneous Radar, Aircraft, and Meteorological
Investigations of Clear Air Turbulence I

ABSTRACT

Siminuultaous studies ol the lower 15 km of the atmosphere by multi-
wavelength radar, jet aircraft, and special radiosondes have been con-
4uctd at the JAFNA radar facility at Wallops Island, Va. Probably the
mot importat result is that for the particular aircraft and velocity used
in these experiments, every clear air radar echo above 3 kmn has been as-
sociated with aircraft reports of at least some perceptible degree of turbu-
lence. Between the altitudes of 3 and 6 kin, all CAT was detected by the
radars; towever, ttae abintty of tne radars to detect weak CAT decreased
wfth increasing altiude and only the more intense turbulence was detected
above 12 km. The indications are that more sensit.ve radars than those at
Wlops Island should make it possible to detect most, if not all. of the
si-gzificu CAT up to altitudes of at least 15 kin.

The vector wind shear appears to be the most significant meteorologi-
Sfactur In specifying clear air turbulence. The presence or absence of

ftrb•lewte was correctl specified in 89 percent of the cases solely on th,!
basis at shear greater tha0.9 X 0 sec.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1965, the sensitive multiwavelength radar facility at Wallops
Island, Va., has been used to investigate the nature of clear air radar
echoes, and in particular to evaluate the use of radar as a sensor for clear
air turbulence (CAT). The use of radar for CAT detection has been
prompted by the fact that the radar backscattering from clear air regions
is related to the mean gradient of potential refractive index and to the de-
gree of turbulence. The sharper the original mean gradient and the more
violent the turbulent mixing, the stronger the inhomogeneities that will be
created; consequently, the radar scattering will be increased. There is,
however, a large gap between the eddy sizes that affect aircraft and those
that create the inhomogeneities detectable by radar. The radars are sen-
sitive only to refractive index variations over scales of one-half the radar
wavelength. Thus, for the 10. 7-cm and 71. 5-cm wavelength radars at
Wallops Island, eddy sizes of about 5 and 35 cm are detected. On the other
hand, aircraft are responsive mainly to turbulent eddies over scales rang-
ing from about 10 to 1000 m, the high values applicable to heavy, high-
speed aircraft. Because the energy at large eddy sizes is broken down into
smaller and smaller eddies, radar measurements should provide some in-
formation on the turbulent kinetic energy at the larger scales.

It is postulated that at least three conditions are necessary before tur-
bulence of considerable intensity will develop. First, the wind shear must
progress beyond the point where the shearing stresses produce a fully de-
veloped turbulent flow despite the stabilizing influence of negative buoyancy.
Second, some irregularity in the flow must be present in order to initiate
the transformation of energy from the mean flow into turbulent kinetic en-
ergy. The third, and most basic, condition is that the initial lapse rate
must be strongly stable in order to allow a strong vertical wind shear to
build up before the turbulent motion is induced. The larger the original
shear, the larger will be the turbulent kinetic energy that is extracted from
the mean flow, and the more violent will be the turbulence and its effect
on aircraft.

The consequence of the above argument for radar measurements is
that at high altitudes, a correlation ,etween the degree of turbulence and
the magnitude of the mean vertical gradient of potential temperature should
be apparent in the sense that large temperature gradients are necessary
for the development of strong turbulence. Large temperature gradients
may of course exist even though wind shears are small, but in such a case
the small-scale inhomogeneities that give rise to radar signals are not in-
tense enough to be detected. Consequently, turbulence of considerable in-
tensity should be associated with large stable mean vertical gradients of
potential temperature. For' %,he radar, this means that the backscattered
signal intensity -. 1i" be at least a crude quantitative meaoure of the degree
of turbulence.

The preceding qualitative discussion may be described with the aid of
the gradient Richardson number
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where g is the acceleration due to gravity, 80/Oz is the lapse rat.e of po-
tenial temperature, and A is the vertical wind shear. Here we ars not
concerned with negative Ri's because for these cases, buoyancy forces
are actually contributing to the turbulent kinetic energy. We do not con-
sider such situations to be representative of the conditions we want to dis-
cuss. The Richardstn number may be taken as an indicator of the relative
strength of the stabilizing influence of negative buoyancy and the turbulence-
inducing forces from wind shear. Large Ri's are indicative of stability,
where eve-y turbulent disturbance or irregularity will decay rapidly with
time. Small Ri's indicate that a fully developed turbulent flow will be
maintained.: values less than 0. 5 are likely to be characteristic of de-
veloped turbulent flow. Low Ri's are a necessary condition for strong
turbulence; however, it is not a sufficient condition, because a low Ri may
arise from a small O8/8z in association with small p values indicative of
weak turbulence. We consider that Ri cannot be used for any quantitative
estimate of the degree of turbulence but has to be regarded as a discrimi-
nator between regions where the turbulent flow is developed and regions of
high stability where every turbulent disturbance is suppressed. The addi-
tional requirement for high turbulence intensities is large P values, which
we think cannot occur except in regions of high D8/8z.

This paper deals with the results of simultaneous probes of the lower
15 km of the atmosphere for clear air turbulence (CAT) by multiwavelength
radar, jet aircraft, and special rawinsondes. The: experiments were con-
ducted from December 1967 through March 1968, during which a total of
58 flights of uninstrumented aircraft of the jet fighter type (F-100. F-86,
and F-4) were made in the region surrounding the Wallops radars.

2. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The measurement technique is illustrated in Figure 1. Each set of
observations began with with an aircraft ascent at a rate not exceeding 700
m/min, from a height of 8 km to approximately 15 kmn, along an 18-km-dia-
meter spiral path. Occasionally, spirals from 3 km upward were obtained.
About every I0 to 15 sec the pilots reported their altitude and qualitatively
estimated the severity of any turbulence encountered; these data were
recorded on tape throughout the f1ight. Upon completion of the spiral ascent,

*During the period of the observations, the essential radar character-

isl~tics. w ; minimumlX detectable reflectivity at 15-km range = 2.2 X 10-15,
. and .8 X10-1% cm 1 ; beamwidth s =0.21", 0.48, and 2.9;

pulse length a 2. 0, 2.5, and 5 Asec; and wavelengths * 3.2, 10. 7, and 71.5
cm, respectively.
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the aircraft were directed to the highest altitude either reported as or
suspected of being turbulent, and a ground controller then vectored the
aircraft along a horizontal racetrack pattern approximately 60 km from s
end tL end. During horizontal flight, the aircraft generally maintaiLed a
relatively constant indicated airspeed of 260 ± 10 m/sec. Upon completing
each racetrack, the aircraft decreased altitude by 300 m and then resumed
the racetrack course until the entire turbulent altitude region was pene-
trated in closely spaced vertical intervals. Each flight consisted of these
horizontal passes through as many such turbulent regions as possible dur-
ing the approximately 1 hr of flying time available. When necessary, air-
craft soundings of the higher altitudes were given first priority. The radar
procedure consisted primarily in taking slow elevation scans (I. 0 0/sec) at
azimuths corresponding approximately to the azimuth of the aircraft as re-
ported by an ancillary tracking radar. From photographs of the three
radar displays, it was possible to determine both the location and extent of
each clear air layer (Hardy et al., 1966). Aircraft probes were requested
for a.a altitude interval extending approximately 300 m above and below
each clear air radar echo. Temperature, humidity, and wind profiles re-
presentative of the conditions during the aircraft and radar observations
were obtained from the ascent of a tandem pair of standard USWB radio-
sondes, with one sonde modified to provide a continuous record of temper-
ature.

3. RESULTS

Thirty-nine aircraft flights on 31 days provided reports of CAT be-
tween the altitudes of 3 and 15 kin. In general, radar and meteorological
observations were taken during each flight. There were, however, some
flights for which one or more data sources were inoperative. As a result,
there are some slight but insignificant differences in the flights compiled
in the radar and meteorological results that follow.

3. 1 Radar and Aircraft Observations of CAT

Reports of CAT during 36 flights were broken down into a relative
scale based upon the pilot's comments of none, light, moderate, and severe
CAT, or combinations of these terms. Altitude profiles of turbulence in-
tensity were constructed from these reports and compared with similar
composite profiles of radar-echo height obtained from the radar photo-
graphs. The radar data were restricted to observations obtaired when:
(1) the aircraft was within the maximum radar range of 37 kin, at which
high-altitude clear air echoes are generally detected with the Wallops
radars and (2) there were no clouds within 300 m of the aircraft repdrting
position. From these data, 176 cases were obtained. Each case consisted
of a 1-km altitude characterized by the maximum CAT intensity in the in-
terval, and the presence or absence of a corresponding clvar air radar
echo. For a confirmed radar detection, we required at least two successive
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phetographs that showed radar echoes occurring at the same altitude as
the aircraft report of CAT. No further consideration was given to a par-
ticular altitude interval unless all these criteria were satisfied.

The 176 cases of simultaneous radar and aircraft observations are
summarized in Figure 2, where the observed incidence of CAT and the
presence or absence of corresponding radar clear air echoes are arranged
according to altitude and CAT intensity intervals. The clear regions re-
present those cases where the aircraft and radars gave identical indica-
tions of the existence of CAT, whereas the hashed areas represent those
cases in which CAT was not detected by the radars. Probably the most
obvious and the most important result is that for the particular aircraft
and velocity used in these experiments, every clear air" rada," et-ho above3 km Las been associated with aircraft reports of at least some percepti-

ble degree of turbulence. At the lower altitudes, where the influence of
water vapor upon the gradient of refractive index is strongest, this some-
what surprising result suggests that turbulence of a strength at least per-
ceptible to an aircraft must be present to create detectable refractive index
variations even if the mean gradient of refractive index is fairly strong.

From these data, it is quite evident that the detection capability of the
Wallops radars decreases with increasing altitude. Between 3 and 6 km,
the radars detected turbulent regions with a perfect score; all cases of
CAT, regardless of intensity, were detected by the radars. With increas-
ing altitude, however, the percentage of c:ases detected decreased; above
12 km, most regions of CAT were not detected by the radars. Such a re-
sult was to be expected since the influence of water vapor upon the mean
Iradient of refractive index also decreases with increasing altitude.

The percentage of cases detected within each of the individual altitude
intervals has also been computed by regrouping the turbulence intensities
according to two categories: (1) less than light and (2) light or greater.
As shown in Table 1, these observations clearly demonstrate that as the
detection capability of the radars decreases with altitude, the stronger CAT
is conaistently more likely to be detected than the weaker-intensity turbu-
lence is. This general result is consistent with the thesis of Atlas et al.
(1966) that at the higher altitudes, where the mean gradient of potential

Table 1. Percentage of Observed CAT Detected by Wallops Island Radars

Altitude

CAT
11"neSity 3-6 km 6-9 km 9-12 km 12-15 kri

Less

Than 100% 38% 21% 0%

or 1000% 100% 41% 17%1
Greater
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refractive index is considerably reduced, turbulence intense enough to
significantly affect aircraft is a necessary condition before a clear air
stratum can be detected with radars comparable to those -f the Wallops
Island facility.

It is not surprising that the Wallops Island radars fail to detect all
turbulence at the higher altitudes. Using relationships developed by
Ottersten (1968), it is possible to deduce a probable minimum value of the
energy dissipation rate (a measure of the turbulence intensity) that would
be detectable with these radars at high altitudes. Assuming a votentil
temperature gradient of 1. 3 X 0-4 °C cm 1 and a shear of 10-2 sec
minimum detectable energy dissipation rate at a range of 15 km is 0. 6 cmr01se .For the aircraft velocities used in these experiments. this valuew•zUl probablly be classilied as -light-to- moderate according tC a zcale

given by MacCready (1964). These radars are therefore not sufficiently
sensitive to regularly detect light-to-moderate CAT in the upper tropo-
sphere or lower stratosphere. As also noted by Ottersten (1968), how-
ever, strong CAT at high altitudes will generally be associated with zones
of increased variability in the atmospheric refractive index. This result,
when added to the experimental results presented above, suggests that
radars more sensitive than those at Wallops Island should make it possible
to detect most, if not all, of the significant CAT up to altitudes of at least
15 km.

Radar echoes from altitudes above approximately 5 km were strati-
fied, relatively thin (0. 1 to 1. 5 kin), and - at 10. 7-cm wavelength -
somewhat patchy (horizontal dimensions on the order of 5 to 30 kin). Mere-
over, the echoes were not particularly persistent, often lasting for less
than a few tens of minutes. A similar horizontal stratification and patchi-
ness was evident in the aircraft encounters with CAT. The transitory
nature of both the radar and aircraft observations prohibited a detailed
comparison of radar echo and CAT intensities.

3. 2 Meteorological Analysis of CAT

CAT reports from a total of 29 flights were correlated with Richardson
number (Ri) and vertical vector wind shear (0) derived from the special
rawinsondes released from Wallops Island USWB station. With few excep-
tions, the rawinsonde observations were made during or within 1 hr of the
flight time. For purposes of the meteorological analysis, the aircraft
CAT reports were grouped into four categories: (1) negligible (smooth or
very, very light), (2) very light, (3) light, and (4) light-to-moderate and
moderate. No CAT of intensity greater than moderate was encountered.
From the aircraft and rawinsonde data, 127 cases were obtained. Each
case consisted of an altitude interval of about 1 or 2 kin, characterized by
the presence or absence of aircraft-detected CAT. Most of the turbulence
episodes were contained within single intervals. Each interval consisted
of two or more subordinate layers a few hundred meters in ueptb. having
quasihomogeneous lapse rates and wind shears. Values of Ri and A were
computed for each layer on the basis of the original detailed rawinsonde
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records. The lowest Ri value and its corresponding p within the interval
were used to characterize the entire interval. With minor exceptions, the
kowest Ri also corresponded to the highest P in the interval.

An illustration of the method of analysis is given in Figure 3 for 26
Jamatry 1968. The diagram shows the regions of CAT, the radar layers,
and the rawinsonde data. The heavy segments of the temperature curve
represent the layers used in the computation of Ri, and the intervals or
"cases" of CAT or no CAT with their corresponding Ri and P are marked
with vertical arrows. A profile of CAT intensity is shown at the right of
the sounding. At a particular height, the indicated CAT intensity corre-
sponds to the maximum intensity encountered by the aircraft, regardless
of its horizontal position or the time spent at that altitude. For the case
in Figure 3 the tropopause is irregularly developed, but the main tropo-
pause is just above L km. The flight encountered two regions of CAT be-
low this height. No definite radar detection was obtained from the region
of light CAT near 12 kin, but the region of moderate CAT between 10. 5
and 11. 2 km was a-tected. In the region of light CAT, there is no obvious
relationship between the CAT and the meteorological profiles; however,
the lower region of mode-ate CAT is characterized by a stable lapse rate
and strong shear.

From the meteorological analysis of the 127 cases, it was found thata Riardson criterion of Ri < 2 could serve as an indicator in specifying
regios of CAT. However, the data show further that the prediction of
C&T irmproves • in addition to the Richardson criterion, a shear criterion

of ( P 0. 9X 10- see-c is employed. This general result is consistent
witih e thesis outlined in the introduction that the requirements for strong
CAT are low Richardson numbers and, in addition, strong vertical windshears.

A closer look a; the data further revealed that the shear criterion,
0. 9 X 10)2 sec -1 would alone serve as well as the combined Richard-

sea and shear criterion in specifying regions of CAT. The reason for this
is that for the cases of strong shear the associated Richardson number is
Smral•y low. Once a shear criterion is applied, an additional Richardson
aibrmio wil not sayntiay change the specification of turbulent regions.
A appea• that on the basis of rawinsonde data, a shear criterion alone is
a ,ScceosMh Indicator in specifying regions of turbulence that will affect

Ths real•t is demonstrated further in Figure 4. which is a histogram
dia 6=4 Incidence f CAT in 127 cases grouped into four categories

:: w and ftour cutegories at CAT intensity. From Figure 4 it is
'Ovienit *at both the Incidence and Intensity of CAT increase sharply as the

i w~d eheaW = increases; 85 percent of the cases with P . 5 X
1..*..•go l -.--hehl Izarbl-. " ; 43 percent of the cases with shears
boo. C .8 sad 1.OX 10" sen" were turbulent although only 18 percent

Ig or reater. For wind shears between 1. 0 and

5.#LX j~X 64percent at the cases were turbulent, with 38 perient
~ or geater.For wind shears exceedIng 2.0 X1.ft• ti.balsa iii ocourred ia 7 percent of the cases, and 60 percent had
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turbulence of light or greater intensity. The probabilities of CAT indi-
cated by our data may not apply to normal level flight, however, since the
project aircraft probed the regions in depth. With the particular aircraft
andivelocily used in our experiment, the wind shear criterion • > 0. 9 X
10-2 sec- applied to rawinsonde data specified the occurrence or non-
occurrence of very light or stronger CAT correctly in 69 percent of the
entire group of 127 cases from 29 separate flights, including 74 percent
of the turbulent cases and 93 percent of cases involving CAT greater than
light.

In our estimation, these results do not contradict earlier results, es-
pecially those of Penn and Pisinski (1967), which have demonstrated good
correlation between low Richardson numbers and the incidence of turbu-
lence and have also certainly revealed the importance of the vertical wind
shear as an energy source for turbulence. Simultaneously we must em-
phasize that the limited resolution in our temperature and wind data pre-
vents a quantitative comparison with the results obtained by Penn and
Pisinski. Standard radiosonde measurements tend to underestimate tern-
perature gradip"la -4.,• 4n particular, vertical wina shear. Clear air tur-
bulence often appears in thin layers extending vertically for about 100 m.
The limited resolution in the radiosonde wind profiles pre-vents an accurate 4
estimate of the vertical wind shear over such small height intervals. The
deduced shear values can be severely underestimated, and consequently
the estimateb of Richardson's numbers will be too high.

Despite the limited resolution in rawinsonde data, it appears feasible
to use wind shear criteria based on rawinsonde winds for the delineation of
regions in the atmosphere, where the probability of aircraft encounters
with signILIcant turbulence is high. Further, it is interesting to note that
all 14 cases of CAT with light-to-moderate or greater intensity occurred
in altitude regions where the rawinsonde indicated a layer of increased sta-
bility. This is consistent with the thesis that strong vertical wind shear,
which is a necessary condition for strong CAT, can develop oniy in the
vicinity of layers of strongly stable temperature lapse rates. The conse-
quence is that strong CAT will generally be associated with zones of in-
creased variability in the refractive index. Since the radar backacattering
from the clear air will be enhanced at these regions, it appears that radars
of sufficient sensitivity should be a powertu) tool in detecting CAT. ..
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Artist's concept of the simultaneous probing of the atmosphere
for CAT by multiwavelength radar, jet aircraft, and special radio-
sondes.

Figure 2. Observed incidence of CAT and corresponding radar clear air
echoes according to altitude and CAT intensity. Note that in no case
was there a radar echo associated with a nonturbulent atmosphere.

Figure 3. Heights of radar echoes, reports of CAT and meteorological
soundings. Clear air radar echoes are indicated by the shaded layers,
and the profile of aircraft encounters with CAT is given by the heavy
line to the right of the sounding.

Figure 4. Observed incidence of CAT according to vertical wind shear and
CAT inensity. The magnitude of the shear is given in terms of
SX 10- sec-1.
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Abstract

IM dowm range flash from the perforation of thin aluminum plates by
steel and aluminm fragment simulators; one half inch diameter cylinders
with hemispherical heads; was investigated to determine time, size, and
tesperature. By comparing the relative intensities of vibrational band
Structure in the AlO green system an effective vibrational temperature
hr the flash was determined to be be~tr.,en 3400K and 41000K. The overall
dimensions of the flash were found to *e approximately 14 inches long and
five inches In diameter. The time duration was fouid to be between three
ad five milliseconds.
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BALLISTIC IMPACT FLASH*

Experience has shown that modern jet aircraft are vulnerable to frag-
ments and projectiles fired by conventional air defense weapons. In order
to design survivability into an aircraftg the engineer must know the effect
of fragment penetration of thin plates. Unfortunately, research in rmie-
tration mechanics historically has only been active during periods of need,
(wartime). Thus, there is still no theory available which adequately de-
scribes the process of ballistic perforation of a thiu elastic plate by a
fragment. One interesting and important part of this impact and penetra-
tion process is the resulting flash. This flash or spark has been found to
be capable of causing fires in aircraft fuel systems.

The object of this investigation is, therefore, to describe one as-
pect of the impact mechanism; specifically, the flash of light resulting
from the impact of high-speed fragment simulator projectiles on thin alu-
minum plates. The temperature and duration of the flash are the primary A..

areas of interest.

One of the first extensive investigations of impact flash phenomena
was made by Norman Brown (Ref 7) in 1948. His method involved estimates
from still pictures and use of a high-speed framing camera to determine
time sequence and duration. In 1952 R. L. Kahlir (Ref 19:1-7) observed
that an inert atmosphere reduced the impact flash, and that pure oxygen
enhanced the flash. His results confirmed Browngs finding that reduced
pressure reduced the flash. In 1952 Roland G. Bernier (Ref 4) conducted a
series of tests with various target and projectile combination*. His find-
ings related projectile mass, density, and velocity to the flash lsie and
duration. In 1955 W. T. Thompson (Ref 33:80) published a report on armor
penetration in which he suggested that the target-projectile interface was
molten. The existence of the molten interface formed the basis for g.o .
Recht's theory of impact failure, which he called "Catastrophic Thermoplaso-
tie Shear." (Ref 29:180) 1:* proposed that failure occurred when the local
rate of change of the temperature had a negative affect on strength Which
was equal to or Creater than the positive effect of strain hardening.
Joseph H. Krafft (Ref 23:1249) conducted a series of experiments to esti-
mate the percentage of projectile striking energy that was absorbed by
sliding friction. He found that for "mechanically" clean surfaces the

GBased on a theois submitted by John 3. Abernathy in partial fuIll-
ment of the requirements for tho degree of Master of Science in Lneern..inh
at the Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Farce* Sme,
Ohio.
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"fi•otion accounted for 3% of the energy loss, but ordinary handling intro-
dosed enough lubricant to reduce the loss to lees than 1%. In 1960 D. D.
teough (Rtf 20) used a photo-multiplier system to detect flashes from micro-
particles at higher velocities. His work was an indication of the shift in
emphasis to space application and micrometeorite particle detection. He
repcAted that reduced atmospheric pressure resulted in longer rise times
for the flash luminosity although other descriptors remained unchanged. The
mwe recent Investigations have been primarily concerned with space appli-
eations and hence, have usually been in the hypervelocity range. In 3.964
F. W HacCormack (Ref 24) made a thorough investigation of the impact flash
at hypervelocities and low ambient pressure. He concluded that microscopic
particles of ejects emerge, and due to high-speed aerodynamic effects heat,
ablate, and radiate in the manner of meteors. A. P. Caron (Ref 10) sug-
gested that the pyrophoric oxidation reactions of the impacted projectile
and taget material with gaseous oxygen were the cause of the luminosity.
Be used the ideas of Bull (Ref 9) and Bjork (Ref 5) to show that the impact
compossed the target and projectile to hih pressures and temperatures.
The "excited" ejecta particles were thrown into the gaseous oxygen where
oxidation could take place with the finely dispersed metal.

Backms•n and Stronge (Ref 2) have recently (1967) correlated luminosity
with the vapor-phase-combustion process. Their conclusions are similar to
those of NacCormack; the high speed flow causes the material eject& to heat
and ablates and then burn in the oxygen aLmosphe.,e.

IX Phvmlesl Medaly

The overall physical model o: the flash can be divided into three
phases. The asterial must be removed from the plate by the rupture phase.
Theno because of high speeds the particles are heated, and the surfaces
melt and flow during the ablation phase. Finally, the exposed surface area
and the ogen available In the atmosphere combine chemically Civing the
burning plase.

I

•tompsons discussion of a dynamical approach to armor penetration
(Not 34)6 Tzefft's experiments on friction (Rof 23), and Recht's thermoplas-
tic soear (Nsf 29) have presented careful documentation for increased ten-
ietatuires in the particles being ejected by a ballistic impact. Although
the veoIAitieg of this investigation do not qualify as hypervelocitys the
qpuatatve argumento of Sjork and Olshaker (Ret 5) certainly are appIA
Cable In that the material has been shocked to a higher energY state and
during the recovery retain* a percentage of that energyy. There can be 1At
tie dcobt that the particles torn from the target plates during the Impact
ae at am Increased temperature. The discussion by Rinehart (Ref 31) of

spadll asd Scabbing indicates a Mechanism for thrusting eXcited particles
Uao a Stroam ot down range ejects.
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Ablation Phase

The ignition of the pa-ticles is most likely a surfacc burning phenem-
ona (Ref 14:20). If the particles are subjected to hieJ speed flow, the
surrounding gas envelope would melt the material and hence ablate, continu-
ously exposing new surface area and also providing smaller particles or
droplets for the burning phase.

Burned Ejects Phase

T. H. Rautenberg and P. D. Johnson (Ref 28) investigated the charac-
teristics of the Aluminum-Oxygon reaction in flashbulbs. By cmpar the
spectral lines of aluminun and sodium; known to bet in thermal equilibrim
with the other degrees of freedom in flmes (Nef 1.3:169), they concluded
that since all the temperatures observed were essentially the sin, the AlO
system was excited thermally rather than directly' by the arc. The emhanced
energy production by aluminum powders in explosives and rocket fumls led to
extensive investigation of the mechanism of reaction. Irvin Glassman (Ref
14), R. W. Bartlett, et al (Ref 3), Andrej Nack (Ref 2S), and Thomas
Brzustowski (Ref 8) were primary workers in the field. The ultimate wodel
for combustion appears to be a diffusion controlled flame front surromuding
the solid or liquid metal core. (See Pigure 1). Brewer and Searcy (oef 6)
investigated the Al-AI2 0 3 system in an effusion cell, and from the vapor
pressure measurements they obtained a boiling point of 3800* -. 2000K for
A12 •O. lassoa asserted (Ref 14:S) that the boiling point oF the oxide
mighl be taken as the combustion temperature. Aluminum is in the category
of metals which have a vaporizatior temperature for the oxide (3800"IK)
greater than the vaporization temperature for the pure metal (2720*K), and
hence it follows the 1odel of Figure 1.

III. Sectroscopic Temperature Measurement

The intensity of spectra! line structure in emissim, 141. is defined
as the energy emitted by the source per second. If there are MA atom$ in
the initial state, ad if Am is the frction of at in the initial state
carrying out the transition to v per second then:

where hcv is the energy of each light quantum of wave number V emitted
In the trAition. As is the Einstein transition probability of spontaen-
ous emission and is given as$.

A (Ar(Nef 1; 7-176) (2)

where t (trs ition mW ents) are the matrix elements of the electric
dipole moment of the system.
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The to= '%tad spectrum" is used to designate a spectrum which origi-
note" th either maltsion or absorption in the molecules of a coupotaid.
STo istensity of bad system stricture depends on three things: (1) the
tIeUMM 1v1 (2) t•,e nmnber of molecules in the initial state, and (3) the
tmeasitiom probability.

I•b m.•gy associated with a molecule may be separated into three ele-

ments whtch ane: (1) electronic, due to changes in outer electronic struct-
twn; (2) Abratiam.e, hue to vibration of the component atoms relative to
e** other; and (3) rotational, due to rotation of the molecule as a whole
about the conter of gravity. To indicate the division of energy in molecu-
lar spactra, the wa number or term value expression is usually given:
T * G . P where:

To-m electronic term value

C a vibrational tets value

F a rotational term value

* di5cemeS0i a particular transition, v'ov'. the wave number correspond-
Ing to the transition is g~van by:

v n T.r, (3)

or V- ve V V y (4)

Pot a liwo electrnic transtion ve is a constant representing the differ-
sme beenem the two minl ma of the energy tstes; uid since, in general, F
is wmell cuwvod to G, v a (P'-1") may be neglected. These simplifi-
N-iAerstsult ine a Coa;rs strwucture of the electronic transition which may
be _.1d 4 ft vibMiOal ttructure since vV is the only variable. 4mnc*
the o=f the won number expression is:

AM4 a* a vibmtlmsl frequaecy (CM)
* 'WlitW* of first overtone or second harmonic

and sig o an all coeffictiots on svv'osslw terms in the two expan-
sins. Sim thawr sa o strict selection rules fOr vibrational quantua
u061es Oqutism (S) repsesents all possible transitions between the
dia wit vtbrftimal levels of the two participating electronic states.

soe distrib t of m~l*c*1es my be determined from the ewell -
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Boltzmann law when thermal equilibrium exists. Since only discreet values
of vibrational energy are possible, the number of molecules in each of the
vibrational states is proportional to the Boltzmann factor

exp[-E/KT]

where: E - G (vl') hc

G (v') = vibrational term value (cm")

h a Planck's constant (6.623 x lO' 27 erg-sec)

c = speed of light in vacuum (2.998 x 10 10cm/sec)

K v Boltzmann's coustant (1.38033 x lO' 16erg/degree)

T a absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin)

The quantity exp[-Go(v')hr./KT gives the relative number of molecules in
each vibrational level referred to the number of molecules in the lowest
vibrational level. The total number of molecules N is proportional to the
sm of the Boltznann factors over all states, (the partition function). , 1

aVI l.-exp[-G(o)hc/KTr]exp[-G(1)hc/KT]J... (6)

Therefore, the number of molecules in the state v' is

Nv' a N exp[-G(v')hc/KT (7)

Transition Probability

The Franck-Condon principle for mission relates the transition prob-
ability to band intensity. According to the principle, (Ref 37:315) elec-
tronic transitions to lower energy states take place at constant internu-
clear distance (i.e. vertical lines in Figure 2). In order to avoid a dis-
continuity in velocity the lower state selected must also be one with the
saw turning point location.

In Figure 2 the transitions from A and B are more probable because
the molecule spends more time near the turning points. If there is to be
no change in position end velo.ity, imediately after the jump the molecular
positions would be F and C respectively (i.e. vertically below the turning
points) this would produce two vibrational intensity maxima (*Rf 16:197).
The wave mechanical fomulation of the Franck-Condon principle rests on the
assumption that the variation of R the electronic transitiors momaent) with
internuclear distance y is slow an msay be replacd by a mean value
1q. The transition probability is proportional to [I1.]2 or l( 'qt,'drJ2
whore: 0' and OvP are the ei9eni~mctions of the wave equation for the two
states ievolved (hof 16:200).
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So:

By properly normalizing the orthognal eigenfunctions, the sun of the
squares of the integrals for all transitions can be shown to be equal to
one (3sf 16:203). By stiing over all transitions and rearranging, equation
(8) becomes:

a N(9)

Then, equating this sun to the population (Boltzmann distribution) and tak-
tag the logarithm gives:

x vfv , I 'V•o ' .IZ Ci - _G(vI') hc C1  Constant (10)

where the quantity I__ is called the band strength. Sy plotting the log

of the suMs of band strengths, as measured in the -' progressions (v-'
constant); against the vibrational term values G (%s') times the constants
a straigh line with slope ( - I) is obtained.

IV. Experimental Method

Since several iavestigators (Ref 2, 10, 35) have indicated that a
inimiDU veloci '" is necessary •o cause an impact flash, it was decided to

use the mAxiMn velocIty consistently attainable with a powder load of 240
grains of Loupont 3031. The Iont of powder did not completely fill the
cartridge, so one and a half cleaning patches were usAd to fill the void and
keep the powder density uniform. The neck on the cartridge was resized be-
tween shots, and crimp ring was pressed into the neck so that the projec-
tile would rest a, a common position for each loading. See Figure 3 for

MPtg layout and equipment. The velocities attained fall essentially into
two groups, one for the steel projectiles and the other for the aluminum.
The difftMC'.A in velocity is due to the difference in mass of the two pro-
JeCtile types. The mean steel projectile was 115.4 grains with a standard
deviation of 2.78 grains, and the mean aluminum projectile was 82.2 grains
with e stamdard deviation of 2.12 grains. See Figure 4 for projectile di-

ASsMiu . IWe projectiles were designed with a hemispherical nose so that
effects of small variations from normal impact on impact flash were mini-
Olsod.

A =pectrograph, streak c•mer, anWd image converter camera were used to
"cordthe overall View, spectral response, and time history of the impact
flash.

The imaga convertor tmrn could be used to develop a sequence of
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Figure I - Diffusion Film Burning Model (Ref 14:37)
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D IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA
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Figuire - Range Layout
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Figure 4 - Projectiles
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three exposures for each event. The delay between exposures and the ex-
posure time was adjusted so that various intensity levels were observable.
The usual method employed was to limit the exposure time and aperture to
the minimum in an e~fort to penetrate as far as possible into the luminous
cloud core.

*4

a C

Figure 5 - Image Converter Sequences

Figure 5a, b, c show the results from experiments A1O, A1S, and A23,
respectively. The projectile was traveling from left to right with an fll
lens setting; the exposure sequences (top to bottom) are listed in Table I.

Delay Exposure

(microseconds) (microseconds)

15 2

2 10 2

3 20 1

Image Converter Sequences

Table I

A distance vs. time picture of the event was produced by locating a
streak camera so that the film and projectile were moving on mutually per-
pendicular axes. One millisecond interval timing marks were used to calcu-
late the film speed, and a reflective tape grid was positioned to give down
range distance information. Failure to move down range was indicated by a
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streak parallel to the long axis of the film. In addition, variations in

intensity also were recorded by the streak camera (See Figure 6).

40 120 200 2M0 360 440
T NE m eeinda)

Figure 6 - Streak Camera Print, Experiment S6

The photographed grid system was used to calculate distances traveled
down range, and the time marks were used to calibrate the long axis of the
film so that accurate readings of distance and time could be taken.

The spectrograph was focused on the intended impact point. The field
of view extended a distance of 1.6 inches along the projectile line of
flight axis when the spectrograph slit was 16 inches from the impact aim
point. (See Figure 7). The time integrated spectral response was recorded
for each shot. The film was carefully developed, and useful film records
were measured on a Jarrell-Ash 21-OSO microphotometer with a Bristol
Dynamaster Recorder. The film was calibrated using a General Electric NBS
source lamp so that relative intensity could be determined from the
spectrographic plates (Kef 15:145). The microphotometer record was then
translated into intensity using the method developed by Johnson and Tawde
(Ref 17:580). The readings were then tabulated and processed through a
computer program to form Deslandres tables of the AO bands. Figure 8 is
a print from experiment A19 showing the AMO green system.

0 *

Figure 8 - AO Green System Spectrum
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Table IV contains the set of relative intensities ,hich resulted frou
experiment AI8. The experimental conditions are presented in Tables II
md I11. The results of the spectrographic analyses were coubined and
awe fotd in Figure 9. The man value and standard deviation are indicated
fo each term value.

4.5

4.0

0
.j

3.0

I 2 3, 4 5 6

Figure 9 - Vibrational tmperatu
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Area
Shot Weight Velocity Material Thickness Hole Dia. H

No. (grains) (ft/sec) (inches) (inches) Area
p

A 1 85.2 4680 2024 T-3 0.063 0.65 1.69
A 2 79.8 4710 2024 T-3 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 3 80.0 4710 2024 T-3 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 4 81.1 4670 2024 T-3 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 5 81.1 4690 2024 T-3 0.063 0.65 1.69
A 6 79.8 4710 2024 T-3 0.063 a b
A 7 79.S 4720 2024 T-3 0.063 a b
A 8 80.4 4690 1100 0.063 0.65 1.69
A 9 81.0 4740 1100 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 10 83.7 4700 7075 T-6 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 11 84.7 4710 7075 T-6 0.063 0.65 1.69
A 12 86.0 4780 7075 T-6 0.063 0.60 1.44
A 13 84.6 4760 7075 T-6 0.063 0.65 1.69
A 14 80.7 4730 1100 0.125 0.80 2.56
A 15 80.8 4690 1100 0.12S 0.85 2.89
A 16 80.6 4780 1100 0.125 0.70 1.96
A 17 80.0 4630 1100 0.125 0.80 2.56
A 18 80.3 4900 1100 0.125 0.80 2.56 .
A 19 83.2 S050 2024 T-3 0.125 0.80 2.56
A 20 84.8 4800 2024 T-3 0.125 a b
A 21 80.0 s010 7075 T-6 0.125 0.70 2.89
A 22 80.6 4760 7075 T-6 0.125 0.70 2.89
A 23 85.0 4850 2024 T-3 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 24 84.5 4780 2024 T-3 0.190 0.80 2.56
A 25 79.8 4910 2024 T-3 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 26 83.8 4910 2024 T-3 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 27 84.6 5040 2024 T-3 0.190 a b
A 28 80.7 4960 7075 T-6 0.190 0.80 2.56
A 29 83.2 4880 7075 T-6 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 30 80.4 4940 7075 T-6 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 31 84.3 4570 7075 T-6 0.190 0.75 2.25
A 32 80.8 4760 7075 T-6 0.190 0.75 2.25

a - Not measured
b - Not calculated

Aluminum Projectile Data

Table II
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Area
Sot eight Velocity Material Thickness Hole Dia. H

ND. (grabs) (ft/see) (inches)S~p

S 1 121.7 4360 1100 0.063 o.55 1.21
5 2 120.6 4330 1100 0.063 0.55 1.21
3 3 115.2 4580 1100 0.063 0.50 1.00
S 4 115.2 4560 1100 0.063 o.55 1.21
s S lS.S 1470 2024 T-3 0.063 o.so 1.00
3 6 115.6 4490 2024 T-3 0.063 0.55 1.21
S 7 120.3 4330 7075 T-6 0.063 0.60 1.44

S 8 116.1 4540 7075 T-6 0.063 0.50 1.00
S 9 114.3 4590 1100 0.125 0.65 1.69
8 10 114.1 4460 1100 0.125 0.65 1.69
S 11 116.S 4450 1100 0.12S 0.65 1.69
S 12 118.5 4360 1100 0.125 0.65 1.69
5 13 a 4450 2024 T-3 0.125 0.55 1.21
5 14 a 4450 2024 T-3 0.125 0.55 1.21
5 15 116.7 4330 2024 T-3 0.125 0.55 1.21
816 112.0 4440 7075 T-6 0.12S 0.55 1.21
5 17 112.8 4460 707S T-6 0.125 0.50 1.21
5 1i 112.6 44SO 2024 T-3 0.190 0.60 1.44
S 19 112.0 4S10 2024 T-3 0.190 0.60 1.44
8 20 113.1 4400 2024 1-3 0.190 0.60 1.44
8 21 113.0 44S0 2024 1-3 0.190 0.60 1.44
5 22 113.8 4440 7075 T-6 0.190 0.53 1.21
5 23 a 4500 7075 T-6 0.190 0.55 1.21
8 24 a 4S80 7075 T-6 0.190 0.55 1.21
5 2S 114.S 4370 707S T-6 0.190 0.60 1.44
S 26 113.7 4400 7075 1-6 0.190 0.60 1.44

a -Mat measured

Steel Projectile Oatt

TOble III
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V", 0 1 2 3 4 S 6

0 100.00 45.9S 10.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 16.22 21.62 35.14 16.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 32.43 51.35 18.92 2.70 10.81 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 16.22 32.43 0.00 21.62 10.81 0.00
4 0.00 0.90 18.92 27.03 0.00 21.62 13.5
S 9.00 0.00 0.00 21.62 10.81 0.00 16.22
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.22 0.00 0.00

Relative Intensity Table for Experiment AIS

Table IV *

V. Discussion of Results

Due to the difference in projectile mass, the velocities attained were
separated Into two groups. The maui velocity for the steel projectiles was
44S2 fps with a standard deviation of 78 fps, and for the aluminum projec-
tiles was 4788 fps with a standard deviation of 121 fps. The aluminum pro-
jectiles camusistmntly caused a larger Woe in the target plate. The most
probable reason was the gross deformation of the aluminmu projectile during47
the perforation process. See Piguve 4 for a recovered projectile shape.

The Rockwell hardness of the steel projectiles was approximately C54
prior to the impact and 110 afterward. An attemt was mode to examine the
miciostructure of the steel, but so changes ware detectable except for some
craeks in the rear half of the projectile generally parallel to the loagi-
tudinal "xIs.

The overall dimensions of the flash varied considerably. The length
is estimated to be 14 inches and the maximum transvers diamisius appmls-
mutely five inches. (See Figure 10a b).
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Sa. b.

Figure 10

.. Steel Projectile b. Aluainio Projectile

eon Range Flash

ITM streak camra results (See Figure 6 for typical print) indicate
that the* are two flash intensity maxim&. The first occurs when th* pro-
jecttile breaks through the target and the second is approximately 40-75
micros"oods later. 7he still photographs and streak comers prints locate
this secod maxima approximately 3-5 inches down rongo. Since the spectro-
s&wo Mositioned to view the area iinmediately behind the plate, it
p Fy did not record the later increase in lumirnsity. This error in
YIOWUi point selectiou may have accounted for the small number of useful
spetWroscopic plates. Only four of 32 alminum p•ojectiles and one of 26

Mee! projectiles successfully exposed the spectroeraphic record. When
the 8asphere behind the target plate was a gas mixture with 961 oxygen,
the thlo ahuMIma projectiles resulted in succestful exposures even though
the JGe~t point was hot as accurate as for the steel project'les. The
lacHIseed stuccess rate cam be attributed to the addtional availability of

Wto react with the ftoshly exposed aaminum surfaces.

An Wocoseatl attaspt was made to nesunm the effect of nitrogeil on
the Rush. A qualitative exalmnation of the still pictures indicated that
tW syStM did Mot sTWreOs the MA•xi. This may be attributed to a lati•v
aesozygem Comteat of aproximately A at the time of the impart.
Uese esults indicate that although increased oxygen availability enhanced
the IPt Oas. the re•ownI of oxyg" to suppress the flash would require

The resdts of tho spectreruphic smalysis givan in Figure 9 indicate
*hat 2M offectin vibrational tesperature (frwi the AIO green system) is
41W0K. As om be seem by the incresing separiti~m of the data. the higher
Wt va•ues ate more difticult to loate and interpret. Horebcrg (bef 16:204)
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points out that the success of the "sun rule" method of temperature deter-
mination depends on two things; first, measuring all of the bands in the
progressions used, and second, the source has to be in thermal equilibrium.
Tawde (Ref 32:734) reported that there were 34 bands of the A1O system.
His data included the sequence Av a .3. Apparently the equipment used in
this investigation was not sensitive enough to distinquish this sequence.
Failure to include this term would lower the sue for progressions after -.

the third term value. Figure 9 shows the least squares fit for the first
three term value points, and also, the fit for the entire collection of
data. The temperature (as determined from a least squares fit of the
data) for the entire collection of data was 3400"K, and the value for the
first three terms is 4100"K. The 4100"K temperature is identical to that
reported by Backman (Ref 2:38) and the 3400K corresponds to the findings
of Tawde (Ref 32:734) for an A1O system excited by a carbon arc. These
values also bracket the 38000 t2000 K (Ref 6:5308) for the vaporization tem-
perature of A1203 at atmospheric pressure. The vaporization temperature
was suggested in the model (See Section II), and the reported bounds in-
dicate that these values should be considered as reasonable estimates for
the spark temperature.

Since there was no spectroscopic evidence of anything but AIO and
sodium, (a contamination) it was decided to luep all the data points in-
cluding the steel projectile before computing the least squares fit.

VT. Conclusions

In conclusion, the results of this investigation indicate that the
impact flash produced by cylindrical projectiles with hemispherical heads
on thin alutinue targets lasts approximately 3-S milliseconds. The di-
mensions of the flash were found to be approximately 14 inches by S
inches. The effective vibrational temperature, determined from the AIO
green system, was found to be between 3400" and 4100*K. These temperatures
agree with previously reported information (Ref 2:32) and are compatible
with the physical model,
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ABSTRACT

This paper covers a system that is designed
to measure the spectral shift and energy
output change caused by the rapid temperature
rise within the laser rod during each pulse
of a high energy pulsed ruby laser system,
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The Range Measurements Laboratory at Patrick Air Force
loe, Florida, has been assigned a special project that requires
the us of a high energy pulsed ruby laser. The system to be
delorped ret.ired the use of very narrow spectral bandpass
ftlt•n• centered around the ruby wavelength of 6943 Angstroms.
The qw ion arose as to what was the minimum bandpass filter
•tat could boo utilized? The next question was, due to variations
in coolant terperature, how can one control the output wavelength?
It was calculated that due to the relative long periods between
Pulses, low duty cycle, the system would stabilize after three to
five pulýes at the rate of one pulse per second and a nominal
6943 Angstrom output wavelength could be maintained. However,
because of the short pulse duration and the extremely low
efficiencies of ruby laser systems, a rather sharp rise in
temperature, within the internal structure of the ruby rod,
mould result every time the laser is pulsed. Exactly how much
this sharp temperature rise in the ruby would detune the system
from the 6943 Angstrom operating point was unknown and what the
magnitude of this temperature rise as well as changes in output
eoergy were and are still unknown.

This paper describes a system that is designed to measure
the sptctral and energy shifts in the output that occur in all
high energy pulse lasers to date. This particular system is
designed to measure the spec.tral and energy output shift as a
Waction of ruby coolant temperature and pulse duration of a high
enrY pulsed ruby laser that is operated in the conventional
m9o vith an output pulse width of approximately one millisecond (ms).

The term high energy pulse laser system in this paper shall
refer to a laser system that has an output energy capability in
excess of one hundred joules in approximately one millisecond
prse duration. Also, spectral and energy shift shall be defined.
as the variations in the laser output wavelength and energy for a rod
cWolut temperature (T) at any time () within that pulse.

A A (T, T) ; a J(, T)

'o The spectral and energy shift in most high energy laser systems
"should be predictable, within livaits, after thermal equilibrium
.-U bose achieved. However, this has never been measured and
to only b6 assumd at this time. Measurements have been made

the ot'put energy and it does stabilize after three to five shots.
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The system described in this paper is being built to
measure the actual spectral and energy shift of high energy
pulsed ruby lasers for a single pulse configuration to a maximu
of one thousand pulses. The only limitations on the upper limit
are the associated data recording equipment.

The requirement on the measurement in the spectral shift
was to measure the shift in spectra to an accuracy of 0.5
Angstroms or greater with a time resolution within a single
pulse of at least ten microseconds.

The approach that has been taken in the design of the
Pulse Spectrometer is to use standard commercially available
products wherever possible and reconfigure them to meet any of the
special requirements that are unique to this system.

The instrument chosen as the dispersing instrument was the
Jarrell-Ash, Model 78-466, 1.0 Meter Czerny-Turner Scanning
Spectrometer/Spectrograph shown in Figures Number I and 2. The
grating for the experiment was an 1180 groove per millimeter
grating that provides a dispersion of 2.73 Angstroms per millimeter
when operating in the third order and using a 10 micron slit
width.

The sensor chosen to measure the variation in wavelength
was a 28 element lead sulfide(Pbs) linear array. This element
was chosen primarily because it was available. The individual
sensors measured 0.21 millimeter by 0.21 millimeter and were
arranged in a linear array of 7.0 millimeters in length. With
this configuration each sensor element has a resolution of 0.68
Angstroms when placed at the focal plane of the spectrographic
output of Jarrell-Ash instrument. The sensor array is shown in
Figures Number 3 and 4.

Two types of temperature monitoring sensors are required.
The first, which measures average coolant temperature of the ruby
rods, flash lamps and cavity, were selected to have a long time
constant so they would not measure the sharp rise in the rod
temperature but would be used only to measure the time required
for the system to reach thermal equilibrium. A photograph of
these quartz thermometers is shown in Figure Number S. The
second type which measures the rapid temperature variations at
the rod coolant output were selected for their short time constants
and availability. These indium antimonide (InSb) sensors with
narrow bandpass filters provide the detectors for an optical
radiometer and are shown in Figure Number 6.

Y-5
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SIn order to insure that all required information is
;recorded, the calculations covered in Appendix A were performed

I • to determine the electrical bandpass requirements to record

all necessary data. The bandpass calculations show a required
Soelectrical bandpass of 1000 Hertz. The recording system was
chosen as an FM multiplexed configuration with 8000 Hertz constant
bandposs voltage controlled oscillators as the input device. The
reproducing system, for post test data processing, was chosen

-- to have the half power point at 4000 Hertz with a linear phase
cutoff filter. This keeps the overall electronics system well
within the calculated limits.

M The system operation can be described very simply. Figures

Number 7 and 8 show optical and electrical signal flows of the
Pualse Spectrometer System. The scanning drive system of the

S~Spectrometer remains stationary during the complete operation.
Trhe 6943 Angstrom line is on one of the sensing elements, then

-- during the pulse period any change in the laser output spectra will
~be shifted across the linear array. As the output spectra is

shifted across the sensor array each sensor element will produce
volagies output that is proportional to the energy incident upon

its surface. This output is then amplified and applied to the
inu of the constant bandwidth voltage control oscillator (VCO).
The outputs of the VC0's that operate at different frequencies
are multiplexed together and recorded on magnetic tape. In addition
t all sensor outputs being recorded a sync pulse is also recorded

--- for later use in the data processing.

•• The playback signal flow shown in Figure Number 9 describes
I how the signl is reproduc~ed to an analog form for insertion into

a special stapler, digitizing and fretrating system. This system
oks by certain external ccamands generated by the previously

-atioe sy pulse.

I The Digital Formstor will, upon command, sample the simultaneous

outputs of all sensors within a time late of 90 x 10-9 seconds.

a reore an a digital recorder. 7he analog tape system will
Zetm tv the start point and remain there until a now start
tommad Is provided. Once the Digital Formator cycle is completed,
a commad to add a now delay from the sync pulse to the sampia is
SSivon, fol~lowed by s new start command to the analog playback system.

Ms; Ocle is repeated until all sensors hawu been sampled for
__-__ .••the W1u tt pulse tbewidth.lO The system then goes to the next pulse and

its Oa te previous cycle. This system is shown in the photograph

¥-6
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The signal flows for the display of the data are shown
in Figure Number 11. At this time either system could be
used. The type of display can either be a two dimensional or
three dimensional plot or a computer listing. A typical two
dimensional display may appear as shown in Figure Number 12.

The system described will provide information on the minimium
bandpass optical filter useable if only the shift in laser output
spectra need be considered. The system will also provide information
on the coolant requirements of future laser systems if tightly
controlled spectral output is a requirement as well as information
on the time required for the system under test to reach thermal
equilibrium.

The system described is now in its final stages of fabrication
and only subcomponent testing has been completed. The first
complete system test is.now scheduled for the first of October 1968. -4
Any results, as well as a discussion on the output energy shift
will be presented at the presentation of this paper."--
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PULSE SPECTPONETER SYSTIEM BANDWIDTH CALCULATION

f(t)

A

-T t t

1. Determine the Fourier Series of f(t). For a positive interger T

nad we * 2w, th& terns of the sequence 2"/T cos nw.t, (n * 0,1.2,...) are

otoomal on the interval (-T , T J.Thus, we may write

A(t) * c /'iff cosnw.t on T where

neo n2 2j4

T/2
C I fft) /2/T cos nw.tdt

O 72TTf A I cos nw.tdt
-7/2

r 27" A [sin rmel/2 - sin nw.(-r/2))

=2IT A sin nw.T/2

- 2/T• TA S("Tr/2) ; or

Y,.b

S" "•Q ~ ~ _ ",•4 • • ', .:



- -~ ~ .,-.., --. --.. .- - -- . --.---

Li A 1+ Z S (nw 0 T/2) C~o nu~tj
T n a

2. Determine the Pumber N to which is required to sum to maintain a mean

2
squazi error, c of eQul31 to or less than 0.! per cent of A T.

T/2 2 N =
i f(t) SN ( ! dt where S C( i cos kwot)

-T/2 k=O

By Eq. (-9), Pg. 465 of MATHEIiATICAL PNALYSIS by T. M. Apostol

T/2 2 N 2
Sf- f2(t)dt r C

-T/2 k=O k

A.T/2 2 dt - 2A2 2  E S (kwoT/2)

T kwO a

2 2 2A2 2  N 2
A 2T A T 2AT S (kw.T/2)

T T k- a

N
£ t-2t r S_• (kwt12)

A22

-3 22 x0-3

For T 10 ,T- 1, w. a 2r, c <A x - we have

10-3 -3 N 2 -3
1 x 1- 0 2x10 1 S (ksxlO or

-kal a

- 1 N 23
-.997>-2x 10 £ S (kwxlO ) ,or

k-l a

N 2 3 u
r S (kwxlO ) 498.5

ka
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FOkThN• PRDRO(A TO SOLVE FOR N

I P a .00314I5926

2 D a 0.0

3 G=0.O

4 G =G+1.0

S D = D+((SIN(G*P))/(G*P))**2

6 IF(D-498.5)4'7,7

7 N G

8 PRINT 9,N

9 FORMAT(////12H ANSWER: N=.15)

10 END

ANSWER: N= 1537
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Woddwide Solar Radio Patrol and

Proton Warniaig System

ABSTRACT

In 1967. the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories established
in Manila, Philippine Islands a second solar microwave monitoring pro- e
gram to complement chat at the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory.
Hamilton, Massachusetts. Stressing burst spectral investigations gener-
ated from high-accuracy fixed-frequency measurements of flare associ-
ated radio bursts, a worldwide program of virtually continuous observa-
tions was assured. The combined effort of the two patrols provides
warning of the incidence of principal proton events, A warning system
quickly establishes, from the radio signature of the event, the fact that
an important solar event has taken place. It then employs the finite but
variable delay time between solar event and actual arrival of particles in
near-earth space for warning automated equipment and/or personnel to
take appropriate precautionary measures.

Based on the general philosophy that adhdio spectra reveal underlying
mechanisms, the peak flu, spectra of all bursts, and in detail the spectra
of principal proton events, have been studied. It has been found that when
the traditional meter-wavelength Type IV evidence alone is used the "false
alarm" rate is very high. Even the better criterion of centimeter burst
flux, with increases > 1000 flux units, is not aatisfactory unless the
hitherto ignored signature of flux increasing in tb)eehore centirneter-
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wavelength direction coupled with high burst intensity (U-shaped) iE con-
sidered. fhis approach has been tested earlier against 1966 principal
proton events and against the principal PCAs of the last sunspot cycle. It
holds up equally wed against more recent investigations of 1967 principal
PCAe. There is evidence, therefore, that different spectral curves
emerge for proton and nonproton bursts and perhaps for proton and non-
proton regions.

Data collected both at Sagamore Hill and Manila Observatory are

available to the Air Weather Service and to the general scientific commu-
nity; daily in the case of the Air Weather Service, and monthly through
ESSA and other bulletins to other users. The more important radio bursts
are reported in real time to AWS Solar Forecast Center for processing
and retransxiission to routine users for warning purposes. The value of
the research is enhanced by the reliability of the data, resulting from em-
phasis placed on absolute accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

The forecasting of solar proton events has recently assumed practical
significance in the prediction of hazards that may be encountered by man
and equipment in space, in alerting scientific investigators to potential
physical dangers in their projected space and related ground experiments.

In space travel for whatever purpose, whether to travel to the moon
to study its composition or simply to orbit our planet high above the earth
to -itudy emission from cosmic space, man must know what conditions he
is likely to encounter. If the elements seem to be lethal, for example, he
must delay his exploration until more definite information is available.

Once having pierced the thin friendly protective mantle of our atmos-
phere and ionosphere, man may not be able to endure the dangers of the
very things he came there to study. The bio-medical scientists are fa-
miliar with the dosages of cosmic radiation man can tolerate. Others
have determined that particle radiation associated with solar proton flares
may ultimately be deadly. In the judgment of aome solar scientists, there
will be no safe period for space exploration through 1970. Whether they
are right or merely cautious, plans for manned space flight continue while
others endeavor to predict safe or dangerous periods. The contributions
of all researchers of solar geophysical phenomena 6re being weighed
carefully.

Future probabilities (there is r.a certaiLly) are suggrested from sta-
tistics of the past. To seek out one single piece of infci iation which af-
fords an infallible clue that a proton flare is likely to occur at a designated
time or even that one has just occurred, before actually counting particles
or observing some effect indicating that particles have arrived is absurd
because it is an oversimplification of a very complex phenomenon. Yet
this is precisely what radio astronomy presumes to do. Its contribution
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at present is one of warning rather than prediction. Although not infallible
the statistical record looks very good.

THE PCA AS AN INDICATOR OF PROTON EVENTS

One of the reliable indicators of an important protkn event as it af-
fects the environment of the earth and the one used by AFCRL to study
correlations for warning purposes is the ground-based 30-MHz Polar Cap
Absorption (PCA) measurement made with riometers. This type of indi-
cation, with an average delay time from flare-burst maximum of four or
five hours to first onset of particles and a much longer delay to maximum
absorption, affords a measure of the severity of the event (see Figure 1).
Proton flux from the 20- to 100-MeV particles can be estimated from the
magnitude of the absorption.

A more direct measure of cosmic particles has in recent years be-
come available from satellite-borne monitors. In time these will become
the basic means for measurements of particle emission. Before that time
arrives, valid correlations with PCAs must be established. Currently,
with sensitive sensors, many so-called proton events (and electron events)
are being cataloged which are not detected with riometers. The energy
level of some of these is quite low. Some have direct flare association,
others have nebulous association; still others represent recurring activity
from active regions that earlier were responsible for important emi3sion
(Fan et al., 1968 and Anderson, 1968). Not all of these satellite-observed
proton events are dangerous, Probably some of the weaker PCAs do not
pose great dangers to personnel in manned orbiting laboratories. There
may, however, be dangerous particle emissions associated with solar
events for which there is neither PCA nor satellite indication. Deep space
probes could encounter these.

THE PCA FLARE-BURST SIGNATURE

The radio astronomy approach to warning is based on the centimeter- ,
wavelength radio signature of 1qrge flares associatb'i wv'h solar distu'h-
an(.u ,- ,n the, visibie alsk of the suii. invisibie prottoi, 1,, es can apparently j
occur on the back side of the sun, just beyond the west limb, for example,
and cause particles to spiral out in the direction of the earth. Obviously,
it is impossible to give real-time warning of such an event. Even before '1
current Air Force efforts, researchers (Webber, 1964) recognized the
superior correlation between cosmic-ray events and centimeter bursts to
other associations. Others recognized that centimeter-burst flux was
more closely related to PCAs than "other" radioactivity (Pick-Gutman,
1961).

An example of "other" radio data often misinterpreted is the Type IV

designation. The Type IV solar radio emission, as first defined by
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Boischot, was a meter-wavelength phenomenon. it is a featureless type of
bursIt in whigh the signal level rises to equivalent black body tempe At res
of up to 1010U or 10 1 A degrees K. Bandwidth is broad, and the intensity
variation is smooth. Circular polarization is generally present. The
event may last between 10 minutes and several hours, and is detected with
sweep-frequency equipment. Information is usually displayed on a C. R. T.
and recorded by photographic techniques. In time the Type IV definition
was extended to include the centimeter-wavelength region.

A Type IV meter-wavelength indication alone without :.entimeter-burst
association is not useful to people in need of warning information. There
would be too many false alarms. If meter-X Type IV data .3 coupled with
centimeter bursts, the flase-alarm rate drops grea~l , Even so, if one
fails to take into account the centimeter-burst spe, trum, iftt ough the in-
tensity may be high in certain parts of the spectrun, false a arms will re-
sult. This fact seems to have been overlooked. If v -a take spectra into
account, the false-alarm rate drops still further. ' "ie pai ticular spec-
trum to which we refer is the so-called "U" spectrum (Castelli et al.,
1967). The peak flux increase of these bursts shows a minimum in the
500- to 1500-MHz range with flux increasing in the hif.h frequency direc-
tion to intensities > 1000 units in the 3-cm range. There is an increase
also in the low frequency direction below the minimum. Typical curves
for PCEs (polar cap events) in 1966 are shown in Figure 2.

SPECTRA

The validity of this type of presentation lies in the fact that in the
centimeter-wavelength region burst maxima at different frequencies occur
at the same time or within a very few minutes of each other and the opti-
cal flare maximum. See Figure 3 for a typical centimeter burst.

Prior to using burst spectral information in a warning system, a
scheme for classification of bursts had to be worked out. AFCRL has done
this using empirical plots of over 700 bursts observed at Sagamore Hill in
1966 and 1967 (see Figure 4). Although the scheme accounts for all
bursts, in our warning approach we are concerned only with events in the
Al category. Actually, the percentage of all events in this group is quite
small ("e Figure 5). Not all of these have PCA association as we shall
see.

Although events in other groupings are not associated witn principal
PCAs, their association with other geophysical events is becoming clearer.
SCNAs (Sudden Commencement Noise Absorption), foi example, are well
correlated with all A groups (Castelli and Strauss, 1967), whereas SFDs
(Sudden Frequency Deviations) seem to favor group C events. Negative
associations are also useful in our warning system. Magnetic storm sig-
natures are beginning to emerge.

Other spectra may be derived from single frequency observations.
For example, energy spectra of bursts derived from burst mean-flux
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density and durati on may be plotted. The merits of this approach are
being studied and c3mpared with peak flux spectra. Errors in energy
spectra might result from the inability to measure burst duration with the
necessary precision. Radio astronomy leans heavily on spectral informa-
tion when determining emission mech-anisms.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Sagamore Hill

Before a valid spectrum can be drawn, one must have a sufficient
number of accurate points to plot a meaningful spectrum. Today the Air
Force has this capability and is identified with precise solar radio meas-
urements. Since early " 966, the solar section of the Radio Astronomy
Branch of AFCRL has maintained a sunrise to sunset solar radio patrol at
Sagamore Hill, Hamilton, Massachusetts. Fixed frequency coverage with
a number of multiple frequency instrumented parabolic antennas is main-
tained at 606, 1415, 2695, 4995, 8800, and 15, 400 MHz. All systems em-
ploy essentially a Dicke radiometric configuration. In some instances
single-sideband operation is employed, in other cases dual-sideband op-
eration is used. The i. f. bandwidth is generally 8 to 10 MHz except where
radio interference (TV, radar, and so forth) is a problem; then the band-
width is narrowed to 1 or 2 MHz.

Most of the frequencies selected operate in the vicinity of radio as-
tronomy guard channels. There are other cogent reasons for the selected
frequency ranges. • '•

Antenna half-power beamwidth (resolution) is generally greater than
2 or 3 degrees to permit a valid total flux measurement, and especially a .0,
valid burst calibration.

Because of the importance of burst spectra and in order to be self-
sufficient, AFCRL is extending its frequency coverage to the 100- to 600-
MHz region, specifically to 246 MHz for a start, in the Fall of 1968. Cov-
erage will also be extended upward to the 30, 000 MHz vicinity for spectral
studies. .

The AFCRL solar radio patrol is also conducted in the 20- to 40-MHz
range with a sweep-frequency system for the detection of classical meter-
wavelength Type I to V bursts.

The data output of all systems is made available in real time to the
Air Weather Service Solar Forecast group which cooperates with AFCRL
in providing personnel to conduct the patrol. High absolute accuracy is
emphasized in all measurements. Lack of absolute accuracy was a recog-
nized major weakness of earlier data in many instances despite the fact
that the measurements afforded quantitive flare amnociated data in all kinds
of weather and environments.
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Figure 6 is an exterior view of a portion of the Sagamore Hill SolarRadio Observatory. The project was and is supported in large measure bythe Laboratory Directors Fund of AFCRL.

Manila

Stressing the warning concept from data derived from fixed frequencycentimeter-wavelength observations, a second site was established in mid-1967 at the Manila Observatory. The station is located about eleven hourswest of Sagamore Hill. It is the site (one of eight) of optical solar observa-tions conducted jointly by AWS personnel and local scientists. Althoughvirtually full-time solar radie monitoring can be provided by the two sta-tions, at some periods of the year there is no overlap between Manila andSagamore Hill. At other times very low elevation data at sunrise or sun-set is somewhat compromised in accuracy due to tropospheric scintilla-tions. There is really no easy solution to these problems other than tohave additional stations. In some instances needed radio data are availablefrom non-Air Force affiliated groups. Figure 7 shows the cove-age ef-fected by the two stations.

The radio equipment used at Manila was AFCRL constructed and as-sembled and was excess from our solar eclipse projects of 1963 and 1966.The equipment is operated jointly by Manila Observatory and the Air Wea-ther Service. It is, however, also under AFCRL control; accuracies andcalibrations are maintained by Sagamore Hill standards. All operationmethods were determined by the Sagamore Hill group. Key Filipino per-sonnel at Manila anda all AWS personnel were trained by the Sagamore Hillgroup.

All AWS solar observing stations including Manila have facilities forreal time reporting of burst data to the AWS Solar Forecast Center atColorado Springs. Presently the Manila patrol is a four-frequency systemoperating at 1415, 2695, 4995, and 8800 MHz on a single radio telescope(see Figure 8). By late 1968, 606 MHz and a 25- to 50-MHz sweep-frequency unit supplied by AFCRL will be added to the system.
The project at Manila supliorts both AWS requirements and AFCRL'sscientific data needs. The principal reason for operating the station is to"capture" all principal proton events. One proton event with PCA associ-atos has been observed by the group. Figure 9 is a copy of 9 June 1968radio data taken at Manila associated with this important proton event. Itis fairly representative of centimeter bursts of large proton events (PCA),though there is some apparent decrease of flux at 8800 MHz. Actually noneof these relatively rare events traceable to a flare has occurred in theSagamore Hill daylight observing hours so far in 1968. Several others re-corded at Sagamore Hill in 1966 and 1967 are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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Athens

A third station midway between Manila and Sagamore Hill is in opera-
tion near Athens, Greece. At present only a single 10-cm wavelength
radio patrol is in operation there. Plans are being made to increase radio
coverage in that area for much needed spectral data. The usefulness of
the Athens site is enhanced by the optical solar patrol there, manned by
the AWS.

The centimeter-wavelength solar monitoring equipment is relatively
inexpensive compared to optical systems and high resolution radio mapping
systems.

DEFINING THE LIMITATIONS OF THE AFCRL
PROTON WARNING SYSTEM

A significant number of all PCAs must be classified as anomalies with
which we cannot cope. Earlier we quoted an example of such an event
where the particle emission might be caused by a solar disturbance on the
back side of the sun. Again we can not presently furnish warning of the
weaker events that sometimes recur and are associated with active regions
or nebulously flare-correlated weak disturbances. What we actually do is
observe all centimeter bursts and, on the basis of how well they conform
to the empirically derived spectral intensity criteria, give an estimate
(warning) whether or not a PCA is likely to follow. Things othcr than the
radio signature are involved in PCEs. It is recognized that the position of
the disturbance on the solar disk and other directivity problems influence
whether or not the earth's atmosphere sees a de facto proton event as a
PCE. A flare-burst, which has all the signatures of being a proton event,
may sometimes occur without any particles being actually detected. These
would be classified as "false alarms" though it is suspected that there was
particle emission which was either trapped in the solar atmosphere or
spiralling out, simply mi-,sed the earth's direction. We are quite content
to be guilty of false alarms in these few instances. Our problem is just
the reverse of that of the riometer monitors. Whereas we observe cer-
tain reliable signatures and look for a PCA, riometer observerE routinel.
record all absorptions large and small, and then try to relate them to some
solar disturbances, sometimes unsuccessfully in the case of weaker
events.

APPLYING CRITERIA TO EARLIER PCA

In an earlier paper (Castelli et al., 1968), we discussed various cri-
teria for proton events and apolied our criteria to principal PCAs of 1966
and to those of the last sunspot cycle. One of the criteria often misapplied
is that of meter-X Type IV radio data. As in the case of large flares,
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there are many more meter-A Type lVs than PCAs. From Sagamore Hill
observations in 1966 we were able to show that using centimeter spectral
data for that year, we could provide warning of principal PCAs with only
one false alarm as compared with 23 false alarms using the meter-A Type
IV criteria alone; 14 with meter-A Type IVs and any centimeter burst; and
3 with rieter-A Type IVs and a centimeter burst greater than 1000 units, at
any frequency regardless of spectrum (see Figure 12). In fact, all prin-
cipal PCAs for that year, whether the associated flare burst was observed
at Sagamore Hill or elsewhere, fitted well into our preferred pattern
(Figure 2).

Considering also Bailey's (1964) list of principal PCAs of the last sun-
spot cycle both the U-shaped spectrum and centimeter-burst signatures
applied very well (Castelli et al., 1968) (see Figure 13). Where excep-
tions occurred, we could not be sure if the PCA was in reality associated
with a non-U-shaped spectrum, whether the radio data was complete and
accurate, or whether the PCA-flare-burst association (always a problem)
was correct. Bailey defined a principal PCA as one whose equivalent 30-
MHz absorption exceeded 2.5 dB. With regard to the U-shaped spectrum,
we caution against too rigid an application of this criterion in the sense
that it is not presently known how far in the high-frequency direction the
peak-power flux spectra increase before starting to bend back. We do
know that there is a general rising trend. We are presently applying 15
GHz spectral data for 1968 to the study and will later this year include
8.6-mm burst data. When Castelli et al. (1967) first called attention to
the U-shaped spectrum, we cautioned that there might be a levelling off or
start to change of the spectral index direction in the 3-cm wavelength vi-
cinity. Note also that the U-shaped spectrum reduced in intensity by an
order of magnitude in the 10- to 3-cm range is possible and often found
even with very large flux in the 25- to 50-cm range. These types do not
conform to our definition of the U-shaped burst for proton-flare associa-
tion.

1967 BURST DATA. SAGAMORE HILL

In reviewing 1967 spectra of bursts, recorded at Sagamore Hill in the
same manner as the 1966 data (Figure 12), a similar pattern emerges.
There were 37 meter-A Type IVs. Only 23 or 62 percent had any centi-
meter association. This is the identical percentage found for 1966.
Among these 23 t1re wc.r five events whose singlu -fre4uency centimeter
fl" reacl,.' L#'Z any frequency. Two of these did not have the
preferred spectrum by our criteria. One had an inverted-U spectrum C1,
exceeding 1000 units at 4995 MHz but dropping rapidly to only 40 percent
ot this at 8800 MHz. Flare importance was lB. The other did not have
any confirmed flare i,.ssociation though the emission at 606 MHz (80, 000
units) made it one of the most intense events of the present sunspot cycle.
This left only three possibles whose spectra were of the Al type (> 500
units at 8800 MHz) and which also exceeded 1000 flux units at 8800 MHz.
This data Is shown in Figure 14. One of these was related to a principalPCA on 23 May 1967 and was one of the largest radio bursts ever recorded.
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The PCA was II dB. We have earlier seen the burst shape (Figure 11).
Figure 15 shows its spectrum.

The other two possibles on 21 May and 27 February with 2B and 2N
Flare association, respectively, had nc apparent PCA association though
we wonder why not. Hence, we would have had two false alarms for the
year.

Applying Bailey's criterion of a principal PCA (> 2. 5-dB absorption) to
Masley's (1968) list of PCAs for 1967 we find that there were four such
events. The largest, with an 11-dB absorption, was observed during
Sagamore Hill daylight and met our criteria. The next largest on 28 Janu-
ary 1967, with a 7-dB absorption, was truly an anomaly for its effects
were clearly seen with neutron monitors but with neither optical nor radio
correlation. It has been suggested that this was associated with a flare
beyond the west limb. The next largest, with 3-dB absorption on 28 May,
was related to a flare starting about 0528 UT (Sagamore Hill nighttime).
Based on available data from Nagoya (Tanaka, 1968) the centimeter event
had the preferred spectrum.

A final principal PCA with 2. 6-dB absorption on 2 February reportedly
related to a 2B flare at 0152 UT had a very weak emission whose spectrum i I
was almost flat in the 1 000- to 10, 000-MHz range. This event is truly up-
setting for we would certainly not have forecast it. It is suggested that it
falls in a second category of PCA bursts characterized by weak microwave
emission and a gradual rise and fall burst shape (Sakurai, 1967). This
same burst configuration possibly identifies weaker flare associated PCAs.

CONCLUSIONS

A careful study of centimeter flare burst data associated with princi-
pal PCAs of 1966 and 1967 leads us to believe that our centimeter peak
flux intensity spectral classification is reliable for giving warning of most
principal cosmic-ray events. Very few false alarms will result from this
approach. We do not urge its use to the exclusion of any other type of data
(the best of all disciplines mt,'* I,, fif~"i and weighed) but in view of the
record, wt fail tu see how tht Air Force can afford to ignore it.

With 1968 data, the usefulness of the Manila operation will provide
much needed self-sufficiency. We visualize having, under central calibra-
tion control, enough complete solar radio patrol stations to enable us to
attempt to find unambiguous flare-burst association for all proton events,
even the weak ones. For the present with the addition of Manila to Saga-
roore Hill operation, we have virtually continuous observation. Personnel
have all been trained and alerted to the same ideas and ideals. With real-
time reporting of burst slectral data we can contribute vitally to warning
of proton events.

Z- 11
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Di "tribution of Principal PCAs (> 2 dB) From 1952 to 1963
(Bailey, jK4). Mean delay flare irom start to flare max (24 minutes)
sho vn by broken line. Mean delay flare from start to PCA onset 4
hours. Mear, delay PCA onset to max 18 hours

Figure 2. Radio Spectra of Proton Event.; Observed During 1966 at Saga-
more Hill, the Netherlands, Nagoya, Tokyo, and Dominion Observa-
tory, Canada. (The points for each event represent the maximum
flux increase at the observed frequency; the events generally occur
within a few mirutes of each other and the ar. ociated 0.jt.'cal flare.)

Figure 3. Complex Radio Burst Observed on 1 April 1967 at Sagamore
Hill Radio Observatory, Hamilton, MaEs.

Figure 4. AFCRL Classification of Microwave Solar Bursts According to
Peak F]ux Spectra. Curves are shown for typical events. Subclasses
are also indicated: (A) type A grouping; (B) type G grouping; (C) type
C grouping; qD) indeterminate spectra grouping. All flux shown in
units of 10-2 W M- 2 liz- 1 .

Figure 5. Percentage Distribution of All 1966 and 1967 Burst Peak Flux
Spectral Graphs According to Designated Spectral Type - Sagamore
Hill Observatory

Figure 6. An Exterior View of a Portion of the Sagamore Hill Solar Radio
Observatory

Figure 7. Solar Patrol Hours (UT) Throughout the Year. Overlap is
shown by linep on dots; dark areas are periods when neither Manila
nor Sagamore Hill can observe the sun

Figure 8. Manila Solar Radio Observatory

Figure 9. Complex Radio Burst Observed on 9 June 1968 at Manila Ob-
servatory

Figure 10. Complex Padio Burst of the Solar Proton E'ent, 28 August
1966, Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory (AFCRL) Hamilton, Mass.

Figure 11. Great Radio Burst of the Solar Proton Flare 23 May 1967 at
Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory, Hamilton, Mass. (Chart
reconstructed-flux values plotted at intervals of one rainute or loss;
flux density in units of 10-2 2 W M- 2 Hz')

Figure 12. Meter-Wavelength Type IV Events and Distribution of Those
Associated with Centimeter Bursts

Figure 13. Principal PCAs for 1952 to 1963 (Bailey. 1964) Associated
With Microwave Burst Activity at Different Flux Density Levels
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Figure 14. Sagamore Hill Meter-Wavelength Type IV Events for 1967 in
Relation to Centimeter Bursts

Figure 15. Radio Spectrum, Proton Event for 23 May 1967. Points repre-
sent max flux increases,. Observations at Sagamore Hill and Ottawa
(2800 MHz)
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DEVELOPMENT OF PASSIVELY PRESSURIZED
PARTIAL PRESSURE SUIT

ABSTRACT

Efforts to improve comfort and reliability of the partial pres-
sure suits leA to the development of the passively pressurized partial
pressure suit. The functionul component of this suit is a family of
sealed tubes affixed to the inner surface of the outer layer of the
suit, runnin- longitudinal along the extremities and torso. These
tubes will expand according to Boyle's Law and apply mechanical or
partial pressure to the skin at any altitude up to and including a
vacuum. Two variables affect the amount of pressure applied to the
skin at altitude: Initial volume of air sealed in each tube; tight-
ness of fit of the outer layer. Flights to altitudes between 65,000
feet and 115,000 feet have been made with no adverse reactions.
Passive partial pressure suits should find application in any long
duration flight to altitudes above 50,000 feet where normally "shirt-
sleeve" cabin conditions prevail, but emergency protection must be
provided.
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The pressurized and climate-controlled aircraft cabin and the sealed
spacecraft environment provide adequL.- physiological parameters for man's
operations in the hostile low barometric pressures of extreme altitude.
With the exception of extravehicular activity in space flight and planned
aircraft depressurization at high altitude, the pressure suit is worn as
a back-up for these systemo Crewmember objections to existing pressure
suits are most often based on encumbrance, impaired vision and loss of
mobility even in the unpressurized mode during the prolonged periods when
they are worn as emergency equipment, needed only in the event of loss
of cabin pressurization.

A vast spectrum of protective capability is required of pressure
suits for various aerospace cystems. On one end of this spectrum are
the extensive demands on a suit for extravehicular activity in space,
where protection wust include pressurization adequnte to prevent both hy-
poxia and decompression sickness, elaborate thermal regulation and rro-
tection against radiation and micrometeorites. (hi the other end is the
requirement for a protective gaement which is unrestrictive and comfort-
able in the normal operation of the pressurized cabin buu with the
capability to automatically raspond in the event of sudden failure of
cabin pressurization. Our efforts have been directed toward this end of
the spectrum of rerairements.

There are two basic methods of proviiing pressure to the body at
hih altitude - pneumatic and mecahanical. The pnewsatic or full pressure
suit is in reality a pressurimae cabin which conforms to budy contours
and supplies gas presaure to the entire body equally. Recent techno-
logical advances have brought th* full prossure suit to the present
level of outstanding reliability and sophistication. For prolonged wear
as a back-up system, however, they do pose difficulties. Because the
full pressure suit is, of necessity, heavy and cumbersome even in the
unpressuriaed mode, they add greatly tc fatigue when worn for several
hours.

2M quest .or answer to these objections was begun iu the 1940t by
tbe "oal Air Force and the anited States Air Force. The basic idea was
to provide a ccuromise gproont which would provide adequate physiolog-
ical protection to allow descent or corrective action in the event of an
mrgeecy, or, If possible, to allow completion of the prescribed mission
at high altitude yet cause 4 ainias of interference during normal op-

Uo search for comfortable yet adequate combinations led to a variety
of prmunte ranging from the pressure breathing mask, pressure helmet with
torso couaterpressurization only to suits providing mechanical counter-
presurisation to the torso and extremities. Pressure breathing with
too couaterpresSelriation only is unsatisfactory for, while the lungs
are protected from damge by the high inspired oxygen pressures, fainting
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due to venous pooling occurs in most subjects after as little as 30
seconds at 55,000 feet. However, when helmet pressure is balanced with
both torso and extremity counterpressure, durations of up to 4 hours at
65,000 feet (ambient pressure 42 mm Hg) with the suit and helmet pressur-
ized to 100 mm Hg above ambient, have been attained with no ill effects.
Peak altitudes of over 198,000 feet (ambient pressure 0.3 fm Hg) have
been attained in the altitude chamber wearing mechanical pressure suits
so configured.

Mechanical pressure has been applied to the skin in two ways. Tn
the capstan or pneumatic lever principle, developed by Dr. James Henry
of the University of Southern California and Wright-Patterson AFB, fa-
bric is drawn tightly over the skin to apply mechanical pressure.

In the so-called bladder suits, pressure is applied by inflation of
confluent bladders covering the entire body except the hands, feet, neck,
and head. Pressures applied to the helmet are contained by a rubber dam
neck seal and balanced with the counterpressure over the rest of the body
by a regulator pre-set to provide a total pressure of 140-150 mm Hg (am-
bient + suit) regardless of altitude attained.

The partial pressure suit is thus an attanpt to provide emergency
pressure protection with as near "shirtaleave ccmfort" as possible in
the normal unpressurized state. With current state-of-the-art partial
pressure suits, disadvantages are the lack of enviromental control
despite large body areas covered by solid bladders, vulnerability of the
large interdependent bladders to damage and loss of pressure and the
need for relatively tight-fitting of the capstan suit.

Efforts to improve comfort and reliability of mechanical or partial I
pressure suits led to exploration of the use of the expansion of trapped
gases at altitude according to Boyle's Law. This was first attempted in
the form of closed cell sponge material with which it was proposed to
make a suit which would inflate automatically at decreased barometric
pressure, applying mechanical pressure to the skin. Inherent difficul-
ties with this material were thickness required even uninflated, rigid-
ity at altitude and difficulty finding a material which would produce
reproducible expansion rates upon repeated exposures to altitude. Using
this basic princiale, we turned to the investigation of other forms of
flexible sealed Sas containers and have successfully completed feasibil-
ity studies on the concept of the passively pressurized partial pressure
suit. The principles to be described may have application as an emar-
gency pressure suit for high-altitude aircraft flight, a constant wear
intravehicular garment for extended space flight and for cremmbers of
the proposed supersonic transport. During development of this new con-
cept, the guiding theme has been the quest for comfort in the unpres-
surized state yet with reliable protection at any altitude up to and
including a vacuum.
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The suit construction is quite simple (Figure 1). The outer layer
is an inelastic, lightweight, porous fabric. The inner layer is incon-
sequential for its only function is to serve as a wicking material for
passive cooling and to protect the tubes before donning of the suit. In
our test suits, the inner layer was cotton underwear. The functional
component is a family of sealed tubes, affixed to the inner surface of
the outer layer of the suit, running longitudinally along the extrami-
ties and torso. Bach tube is pleated in accordion fashion so that un-
inflated it assumes a small cross-sectional diameter yet has the po-
tential for expansion as its contained volume of air increases at the
low barometric pressure at high altitude (Figure 2). The potential
volume of each tube is designed to be so great that its limit of expan-
sion is never reached and *crk is not erpended in stretching the tube
wall as would be true with small tubes of elastic material. The in-
elastic outer layer of the suit thus acts as a restraining layer to
direct pressure to the skip.. One set of tubes extends from the wrists,
across the shoulders, alcng the torso and to the mid-thigh. Another
set extends frof the ankles to the shoulders (Figure 3), Each tube ia
sindependent of all the others (nd is sealed with a filler valve at
either the wrist or ankle to allow adjustaemt of gas volumes. Only two
variables affect the amount of pressure applied to the skin as the sub-
ject goes to altitude: 1. the initial volume of air sealed in each
tube at ground level and 2. the tightness of fit of the outer layer
(Figure 4). Our studies have shown that the optimal fitting techniques
for subjects of varying sizes is to vary only the initial tube volumes

and leave the tightness of fit constant.

A standard partial pressure suit helmet (HCU-8/P) was modified for
-Integration with the suit. The helmet has a standard rubber neck seal

and balanced oxygen pressure to the helmet is programed by a regulator
pre-set to follow the known pressure curve of the suit (Figure 5).

STests have also shown the feasibility of a soft pressure helmet which
can be worn folded back around the neck, to ba doaned at the time of an
eMrgency, for use in situations where the buffeting protection afforded
by the hard helmet is not required. In our studies, hands were pro-
tected by tight leather gloves only and the feet by tight boots.

During the past 3 years of development and testing manned altitude
chamber flights to altitudes between 65,000 feet and 115,000 feet have
been made in five test suits by nine test subjects with no adverse re-
actions. To test mission completion capabile , of tbhe suit, durations
of I hour at 70,000 feet, 2 hour.; at 65,000 feet have been achieved
without ill effects, To study the possible deleterious effects of
Charles Law oa suit performance at che low temperatures of high altitude,
a series of cold chamber tests were run. In manned flights at 65,000
fest, minus 30 degrees centigrade for 10 minutes, the pressure curves
showed no significant change (Figure 6). Skin temperature droppL-
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sharply upon entering the cold chamber at ground level,, tub"e deflated$
but rose toward normal at altitude with tube inflation.

Pressure measurements were made by two methods. In the first
series of experiments, a liquid-filled manometer connected to a liquid-
filled bladder was used to measure the pressure exerted on the skin by
inflation of the tubes at altitude. Later studies showed that the
easier method of monitoring air pressure in the tubes yields equivaluat
results.

Even the small volume of air in the tubes at ground level provides
enough flotation to support the subject in water. With the largest
total tube volume in the torso and upper extremities, flotation is up-
right.

The advantages of the passive partial pressure suit are suInrined
as follows:

1. It is a lightweight, loosely fitting garment offering a mini-
mum of encumbrance and bulk at normal cabin altitudes below 20,000
feet. The first factory test model weighed only 5 pounds.

2. There are no connections to the suit as no outside pressuriza-
tion source is required. This is an important factor in reducing encum-
bering hoses and improving reliability inasmuch as the suit oparates
entirely according to a law of physics.

3. Passive ventilation through the porous outer fabric and
between the tubes in the uninflated state precludes the need for acces-
sory ventilating systems. Accessory ventilating vests have been suc-
cessfully tested under the suit and could be used if required. How-
ever, it is our opinion that where possible, air conditioning should
be made a requirement of the aircraft cabin and not a part of the
pilot's apparel in order to free him from encumbering hardware as much
as possible.

4. In the inflated state at altitude, the tubes are fully confluent,
covering the entire body surface witb a dead air space. This provides
excellent protection against the cold of extreme altitudes. Extension
of this principle to the possible applications in cold water survival i ..
geat by use of apecial insulating tubes which could be manifelded and
partially inflated by a carbon dioxide charge bears further investigation.

5. In situations where buffeting protection is not critical, the
soft helmet can be worn foaded back around the neck, to be closed manu-
aliy or automatically with further development.

AA-7
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. k�epince of each tube so that damage to one does not affect
ou.mterpresure afforded by the rest of the suit in a definite safety
factor. 2b. collapsed, pleated tubes are large enough at full expansion
to allow considerable overlap should an adjacent tube be damaged.

7. Our water tests at ground level have demonstrated that there is
adequate as volume in the tubes to provide flotation for a man.

Out studies have demonstrated the feajbility and many desirable
features of the concept of passive pressurization in altitude protective
gamisats. The test suits meet the criteria for comfort in the unpres-
surtied. normal operating mode, yet provide predictable, dependable phy-
siological protection in the event of emergency loss of cabin pressure.
Mith further development, passive partial pressure suits should find
application in any long duration flight to altitudes above 50,000 feet
where normally "shirtaleeve" cabin conditions prevail but emergency pro-
t-ction most be provided. An especially interesting possibility is for
tsee by pilots of the proposed supersonic transport. Here the possibility
of umexpected loss of cabin pressure will be so small with cabin environ-

mental conditions so ideal that pilots will justifiably reject any
protective garment that does not provide "shirtaleeve" comfort. How-
ever, the unlikely event of rapid decompression at altitudes above
50,000 feet would cause unconsciousness within seconds unless pressure
sualp are worn. If the pilots maintain the capability for emergency
deicent the unconscious passengers could survive.

Uhe final chapter in altitude protective equipment will not be cor-
plate until every possible avenue has been explored. The concept of
the passive partial pressure suit appears to be a fruitful direction for
further studies. As man ventures into new and hostile enviromnents, the
field of aerospace medicine must provide physiological protection without
so encumbering• im that his ability to do useful work is impaired.
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Figure 1. Diagram• of cross section of the tubes1
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NEW CONCEPTS IN WAREHCUSING AND AUTOMATION

A new mechanized warehouse system, engineered and designed at

Will Air Force Base, brings about new concepts in warehousing auto-

"mation never before known to the Logistics Command. These concepts

include automatic dispensing from live storage bins; automatic routing

and consolidation of customer orders; and a unique transportation

system from storage to packaging, which basically eliminates on-base

transportation. The data which proved these concepts was developed

through the use of math models *nd operation simulation programs.

The simulation program revealed that approximately two-thirds of the

jine items stored were less than three cubic feet and constituted 83%

of the items shipped. These small items, weighing less than 70 pounda,

can be stored in a relatively small area and are of the kind and type

that should be consolidated by consignee for economical transportation.

Having this much of our business in a concentrated area made it economi-

caUy feasible to provide sophisticated material handling system, upgrade

the facility, cntrol personnel, and maintain surveillazice over the supply
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NEW CONCEPTS IN WAREHOUSING AND AUTOMATION

This paper describes a mechanized warehouse system that was
engineered and designed at Hill AFB as part of the Air Force Logistics
Command's (AFLC) Mechanized Materials Handling Program. This project
brings about new roncepts in warehousing automation never before known
in the Logistics Command. These concepts include automatic dispensing
from live storage bins, automatic routing and consolidation of customer
orders, and a unique transportation system from storage to packaging.
The data which proved these concepts were developed through the use
of math models and operation simulation programs. Hill AFB has been
chosen as the test site for these new warehousing concepts prior to
implementation AFLC -wide.

'BACKGROUND- -During the past few years it has become evident within
Whe Air Force Logistics Command that our methocsof handling and storing

material have not kept pace with other developments in the logistics
process. Sophisticated methods have been developed to requisition,
account for, and distribute property by automatic data processing equipment.
Transportation to destinations has been improved immensely through use
of high speed aircraft and other transportation means. On the other hand,
storage practices and material handling techniques have remained largely
static, e.g., we store material according to cataloging classification and
maintain this class integrity, disregarding physical characteristics and
activity to a large exteAt. Most classifications of property contain both
very large and very small items and items having both a high and a low
activity rate. While this storage method was practical at a time preceding
automated data processing equipment, it has now become outmoded. Some
of the events which have contributed to this outmoding are: A change from
multi to single line item documentation; from decentralized to centralized
receiving, and from a separate locator file for each warehouse to a
consolidated and computerized file for the entire storage complex. Auto-
mtic data processing equipment has been applied to the tasks of posting
issues and receipts, preparing shipping documents, maintaining storage
locations, and aggregating data for preparation of a variety of manage-
ment data and reports. These changes have had a profound effect upon
our workload. Workers have been relieved of routine posting and card
flue maintenance jobs and have become more truly Materiel Managers.
AU of this, plus an increased state of the art in specialized material
handling equipment, has brought about reasons to challenge cur basic
storage philoepbles. We have found that the former reasons for segrega-
tdeS of material in storage along catalog classification lines have die-

pproved to a large extent. A notable example of one that remains is the
ptactiee of taking inventory by commodity clasaification. While it is
im-t--- to have the capability of taking a full scale inventory on all

stocked items. to allow this consideration to preclude the storage of
ites! according to their physical characteristics and activity is inde-
fetmable.

A •W LOOK AT STORAGE CRITERIA--in serving our customers under
=0e eW, logistic philonopIes w~erein premium transportation is
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utilized, it is important that we package and ship in the most economical

way that will satisfy customer requirements. So that these economies
can be incorporated into our overall aervice, we must consider material
characteristics. The actual physical dimensions, the degree ot fragility
and flammability, and the security requirements are the principal
factors that must be considered in pre-positioning these items into a
storage location. These characteristics determine whether or not an
item can be consolidated for economical transportation. In gathering
this item characteristic data, together with item activity, we used
electronic data processing equipment. This information, partly historical4
and partly operational prediction, was processed through our computer
center, simulating as near to actual conditions as our computer system
would allow.~ Data were reflected for each stock item, e.g., cost category.
recoverability classification, unit of issue and weapon system applicability .

(when appropriate).

An analysis of these listings reveals that issue activity patternevary
among support categories for which we stock materials. As shown in
Figure 1, materials which are provisioned and stocked for an Inventory
Manager have a greater percentage of items in the slow moving or dormant
category. This is to be expected since Inventory Managers are the ultimate
supply source for A-ir Force items and they must, therefore, maintain
stocks of seldom used items. Materials stocked for direct support of a
Special Weapon System show a greater average item activity, while Base
Support Items, stocked as they are for imminent local requirements, are
the most generally active. The curves shown on Figure 1, while varying
quantitatively, generally conform at common points along the "Percent
of Line Items" axis where a significant change in attitude is evident.
Validity of the "I-iventory Manager" curve. as representative, was assured
by comparison with data from a different time period. Out of eleven
computed points of reference, data for the two periods coincided at five
points and varied three activity percentage points at the extreme divergence.
Actual activity of individual line items was compared between the two time
periods. A sample of 250 items, selected to represent the whole activity
range, failed to show a high degree of stability in activity rate between
periods. As can be seen on the comparison chart (Figure 2), there is only
a general tendency of items to remain within a category of activity. It
can be #Loncluded that while percent of activity by percent of stock items

in considerable numbers among activity categories.

Having identified the activity distribution of items in our atocks, thek
next rtep was to discover something about their physical characteristica
Wm lookcd e.t itemsn ink storage which had high issue rates and at itemns
going into the shipment packing area. The most importanat finding here
was that the great majority of items being issued had small unit dimen-
*ions and were of a general cargo classification. In other words, an
aggregation of small, common type items would account for more than
70% of our issue activity and, incidentally, woiuld include virtually all of
the items which could be consolidated for shipment. Additional information
was gathered by extraction from existing records and by dbservation.

Theasr additional data are not detailed here for the reason that they are
commo'n measurements, consisting of range anti distribution



characteristics for: number of items picked for off-base shipment per
day; items picked for local issue; off-bu•e single line item shipments;
off-base consolidated shipments; number of items involved in consoli-
dated shipments; number of receipts, and the number of urgent priority
shipments as compared to routines. Also, a study was made of the
rates at which each of these individual workloads generate during the
24 hours of the day.

DERIVATION OF REQUIREMENTS THROUGH SIMULATION-- A
*lmuMaEtio of the proposed operation was prepared by adapting a general
purposo simulation program (IBM CISS IH) to our specific requirement.
Suitable data from the array previously gathered, together with standard
time elements for warehouseman actions, were passed tl rough the pro-
gram. By varying the number of picking stations, the number of segrega-
tion lines, and the level of manning during a series of simulation runs, it
was possible to evaluate the adequacy of the different combinations. IL was
also possible to identify points in the operation which would be over
loaded by a given activity increase. Capacities of equipment for moving
material from the ship mant segregation lines to the packing area were
not considered in the simulation. The segreation lines were treated as
open ended for output. The is appropriate since the movement is accom-
plished by a direct conveyor unit which can be regulated to provide the
travel rate required. The size and shape of the required operational equip-
sent were now well defined. Consideration of how to control its function
was next on the agenda.

ECCOOMIC JAND DIMENSIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR A SEMI-AUTO-
MAT] ST•UA•E FUNCTION-- The -results of tMe simulation study
-eveled some stimulating facts as shown on Figure 3 (Item Activity
Chart). In general, it showed that approximately 5% of the items stored
at Hill AFB constitute 61% of the activity and that 45% of the material
makes up 3% of the activity. In addition, 83% of the items shipped are
smaller than three cubic feet and weigh less than 70 pounds. In selecting
material handling systems, it was determined that:

a. The first 5% oi our items could be economically handled through
automatic dispensing equipment.

b. she next 40% could be most economically handled by a rapid mecha-
nised stoc.k selection system with sorting capability.

"c. The balance of the stocks should remain under conventional ware-
housing practices.

In view of the gathered data, it was decided to divide our stocks into
two general categories, one of whic' includes all non-sensitive items
with a unit package sixe less than three cubic feet. The second category
is c"Uprised of the remainder of the items. By compressing the stock
of smi4l items within a comparatively small storage area, it is possible
to concestrate approxmately 70% of our storage issue and receipt
activity. This concentration, in turn, makes it economically feasible to
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equip the area with some fast-reacting installed material handling aids
(Figure 4). A subdivision of the small items within the concentration
area was made by selecting ultra-active items for storage in automated
dispensing units (Figure 4). Such equipment had not been used before in
an operation comparable to ours, so we procured small blocks of two
different kinds of equipment. One of these is a vertical, revolving type
dispenser. Various sized units of this kind can accommidate packages
from envelope size up to cartons measuring 4" x 7" x 8". This block of
equipment will store and dispense 150 line items. Provision for another
15) items was made in the second block of equipment. This second block
has mechanisms of the conveyor type equipped with courting escapement
gates, and items ranging in size from five inch cube to 24 inch cube are
acceptable. Both kinds of equipment are operated by a common control
console. The actuating medium is an ADPE p_-repared punch card. When
cards are input, either singly or in decks, to the control console, they&
cause the dispensing of the desired quantity of particular stock items.
An ability to segregate material by consignee is provided by automatic
switching among three conveyor staging lines. Switching is triggered by
a special caAd which is placed as a divider between consignee groups of
cards in the input deck of cards. The capability of this semi-automated
equipment to make issues rapidly is unquestionable. In the equipment
acceptance test the following performance rates were attained: Envelope
or similar very small items were dispensed at a rate of 100 units per
minute, while larger items in the complex were dispensed at the rate of
60 units per minute. If it were possible to apply this kind of equipment
over a broad range of material, it would permit two equipment operators -

to issue and route to packing the same amount of material that now requires
100 men.

A warehouse adjacent to the building which houses the centralized
receiving and shipping functions was selected as the ideal place to locate
the small items. A continuously running towveyor system, with automatic
cart set-off capability, moves material from receiving bays to stations
near material storage locations. For distribution of shipping documents
and for transporting material to a consolidation area, equipment was
selected which would traverse overhead (Figure 5). It has provision
for set-off and pick-up of material tote trays. The trays are tripped off
on a spur of gravity conveyor and are re-engaged for further transport
by simply moving them to the far end of the spur. This selection was
made because the overhead traversing rails leave the floor area unen-
cumbered, and such equipment is adaptable to a varying number of set-
off stations. It has the capability to permit routing of material from
any picking station to any pre-selected segregation line. The number
of segregation lines is also flexible within limits.

Operational procedure is as follows: ADPE batches shipping data
by consignee and sequences the data within each batch by picking station
number. This sorting and sequencing of data will occur prior to actual
document preparation and thus preclude manipulation of paper work.
Batched and sequenced documents will be blown to the storage complex
control area by pneumatic tube. The document dispatcher will select a
free segregation line for the first batch of documents and stamp this line
number of each document within the batch. He will then separate the
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batch by picking station number and route the documents, via tote trays,
to the picking stations involved. The tote tray wiil set-off at the picking
station, the station personnel will pick the material, place it and the
documents in the tote tray, dial the tray set-off mechanism for the
line number marked on the documents, and engage the tray for trans-
port. The tote tray will set-off on the proper segregation conveyor
line. After all tote trays for the shipment consolidation have arrived
on the line, the shipment will be checked for completeness and released
onto a conveyor for movement to the packing area. Each segregation
line will have power capability ao that engaging a switch will clear the
line.

FILTERING THE INPUT AND CONTROLLING OPERATIONS WITHIN
THE PROCE3S - - It was evident that performance within the storage
complex could be gauged in terms of response to input. There was need
then to retain information about picking documents as to the number
routed to individual picking stations, and to decrease these numbers as
material arrived on consolidation lines. It would also be well to have
knowledge about the promptness with which completed consolidations
were moving from the lines. The control pancl, illustrated in the
attached schematic (Figure 6), was designed to fill these needs. In
practice, the panel will display document routing to individual picking
stations and will decrease workloads, shown as outstanding at these
stations, as material ar'rives on a consolidation line. The panel will
also indicate lines which hold completed shipment consolidations and
will, further, call attention to lines which have remained occupied beyond
an acceptable period of time. Voice communication between each
picking station and the control panel will be available. These facilities
will be used for follow-up of delinquencies from the panel operator and
for requesting assistance or reporting trouble documents, etc, to the
control area. The supervisor of the entire area will be stationed ad-
jacent to the control area and will have a group of trouble shooters
at his disposal. This group will consist of unusually capable and highly
skilled individuals, and their job will be as temporary fill-in wherever
and whenever needed and to solve problems. The overall relationship
of these storage concepts and the flow of material through our material
processing area are shown on Figure 7.

OBSERVABLE BENEFITS- - We f eel that this new storage concept,
together with well engineered mechanization, will provide a responsive
supply system commensurate with our overall logistics system. It
will convert a loosely knit series of actions into an integrated function.
We will have a plant which is custom tailored to our current requirements,
but which is basically modular and, therefore, adjustable to future
contingencies. The operation will be sensitive to control so that most
of our problems will be small ones; we will know about them before
they grow to serious proportions. Specific benefits we will experience
are: A reduced opportunity of misrouting picking documents; an ability
to provide better personnel facilities through having more of the work
force in a small area; less requirement for inventory counting of stocks;reduced "load,haul, ,unload" activity; greater ease of accumulating
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shipment consolidations; a general reduction of credit processing time
from computer to transportation; a reduction of on-base transportation
facilities requirements; and a reduction of requirement for non-installed
material handling equipment.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in turbine engine technology and rising costs of turbine
engines have increased the requirements for better methods of turbine engine
cycle analyses. These cycle programs are used to monitor present engines,
deteiuine sensitive or critical areas in near future engines, explore the
advantages and disadvantages of advancod engine cycles, and provide an
economical method for obtaining engine data for aircraft mission analysis.
A cycle program must meet the requirement for a fast, accurate, and in-
expensive method of simulating turbine engine perforru.nce. This paper
discusses the two general types of cycle analysis programs (parametric and
balancing) and the differences between them. The techniques used in
balancing cycle programs are also discussed, with particular attention
being given to a mathematical technique recently develoned within the Air
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The balancing technique is bazed upon
finding a solution for a set of partial differential equations containing
engine variables and errors. The variables are changed by small increments
and the resulting changes in the errors are calculated. The equations are
then solved, using a matrix, for the zero-error or balanced condition.
This method is faster and more flexible than previous techniques used.
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Undoubtedly you are all aware of the rather significant recent advances
'0 twrbine engine technology. The turbofan engines in the F-111 fighter and

ow C-5 cargo transport, and the turbojet engine now under development
fbi the supersonic transport are good examples. Although these engines, and
others either proposed or under development, will be used for widely varying
tssiones, they all have a few things in common. Besides representing signif-
lowet technological Improvements over present turbine engines, they all
aopeate sin coplex thermodynamic and aerodynamic phenomena. Another
IN-ortant point they have in counon is that they are all highly expensive,
both in development and production.

What this means is that any trial-and-error method of developing new
Urbin engine cycles would almost certainly result in excessive expense.

While past experiences, results, and data should still be used as guides,
they should not be solely relied upon in the development of advanced engine
cycles. What is needed is a simple and relatively inexpensive method for
predicting, calculating, and analyzing turbine engine cycles. The basic
method is available in the form of mathematical equations which describe
the aerodynmaic and thermodynamic processes which occur in a turbine engine.
Mbe calculations may be done by hand, but the length and complexity of the
egUations and the iterations involved lend themselves to a digital computer

There are four principal uses for turbine engine cycle analysis pro-
Semi. The first Is to monitor present "in-use" engines and proposed changes
to these engines. For example, a cycle analysis program to simulate the TF-30
"(•-211 turbofan engine) was recently developed and is being used in con-
4wwtlon with actual wind tunnel tests of the engine. Another use is to

eter•mne sensitive or critical areas in near future engines now under
dM lCOwnt. A third and very important use is to explore the advantages
ad Oisadvantages of proposed advanced engine cycles for future airuraft.
%a fourth principal use is to provide an economical method for obtaining
egi datae for aircraft mission analysis. Mission analysis generally

repi' su•h a large quantity of engine data that it would be impractical
to Obtain It tfrm actual engine runs.

- I.bisW pes winl briefly discuss the two general types of cycle analysis
nVf- as (paramtric and balancing) and will then cover in more detail the

t'~~iq u W ~4In balancing cycle programs. Particular attention will be
Swft-to'* mathematical technique recently developed within the Air Force

Alva ftrousion Laboratory.

~NI1C CYCLS ANALYSIS PRIOGRAMS

-49e themynlic equations used are the same as those found in any
00"4 textbook on thermodynamics. The heating value of the fuel is
e"Suftttd aa function of temperature. The properties of air and the
#Oem *o m tion products (for exaMple, the gas constant, molecular

r 'spee•d " of sound) we curve-fitted as a function of temperature,
- #i'•IU, ed ful-air ratio. Each engine component Is treated as a "black
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box"; for example, a compressor is treated as an overall pressure ratio
and efficiency.

With these basic tools, it is possible to calculate the cycle perfoamae.
For a parametric cycle program, it is also necessary to have the inlet or
flight conditions, and all pressure ratioa, efficiencies, pressure drops,
and any other cycle losses. The turbirsi calculations are based on the com-
pressor requirements; that is, the work available must equal the work
required. The nozzle calculations are ba3ed on the available flaw. No
throat area is input and complete expansion is assuned. This amounts to an
infinitely variable area.

The important point to be made is that one :omplete pass through the
engine cycle calculations is all that is riquired. There is no looping or
balancing. The engine is not sized and is essentially comp'etely fle=ible.
Each point or run is equivalent to a design rzint, and there can be no
simulation of the engine at off-design points. The parametric cycle analysis
program is primarily used for optimizing a cycle for a specific single iesign
point.

HIowever, with multimission aircraft being emphasized increasingly and
with the need for determining off-design performance, the requirement for a
balancing cycle analysis prograr (that is, one which simulates a turbine
engine at both design anJ off-design points) becomes definite and essential.

BALANCING CYCLE ANALYjS PROGRAMS

The thermodynamic equations, the fuel heating value, and the gas
properties required are the same as for a parametric cycle program. The
calculations involvec are also essentially the same. However, instead of
inputing the component characteristics (pressure ratio, efficiency, etc.)
for each run point, component performance maps must be made available to the
program. These maps represent the performance of each component throughout
its entire operating region. The basic maps required are compressor (Fig. 1),
combustor (Fig. 2), and turbine (Fig. 3), but actually, maps for all components
can be generated. Generally speaking, the more components that are represented
by maps, the more accurate the simulation of the engine will be. The maps are
usually obtained from analytical methods or component rig-testing data and
are then converted into tabular or curve-fit form for use by the engine
program.

The calculations begin, as in the parametric program, with the inlet or
flight conditions. Also, a power setting representative of the real engine
being simulated must be chosen. This power setting can be in the form of
percent speed, combustor or turbine inlet temperature, or a fuel flow,
depending upon the particular mode of the engine program. In addition, a
set of independent - dependent variable combinations must be considered.

Enough independent variables to provide sufficient entries for all the
component maps must be selected. Two good examples of independent variables
are compressor speed and pressure ratio, which provide the two entries required
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f4" -4a tam sor mnap. The cycle calculations can nov be accomplished, uoini
00- @amm t oharacteristics obtained from each map, rather than from input

**O ewit done fo# the parametric program. Now, however, the work available
S!! •tw'be can be calculated and may not necessarily equal the work
29= 1--b tbe compressor. Similarly, a nozzle throat area is used, and
-4 * ,e Nequired to drive the gas flow through the nozzle can be calculated.
.i1" pie9mE also ma not necessarily equal the actual pressure of the gas

I uiA. •,differences bewveen the turbine and compressor work, and between
S s. ed and .tual nozzle pressures are used to generate errors, or

tva•• ables. There must be a dependent variable (error) calculated
,•,st. i• ieqmdnt variable selected. By varying the independent variables,

- :.: e o ibýe to change the dependent variables until they are zero. Of
0914, dmueig the process, the position on each component map changes, and
U& • c• calculations must be computed for each change.

!ti ?Wanal result, when the eriors have been reduced to zero, is a balanced
-eft*4801V point where each of the components are matched and their character-
S c e compatible. There is, uf course, only one unique match point
ar e•.eh flight condition and power setting. The balancing cycle program

P&OIaNs = "Cllend simulation og the steady-state performance of an actual
t Aegine throughout Its operating envelope. Calculated performance

* WJ)1ca percent of actual ptrformance can be expected, depending upon
-.w .ewact of the component perfo.mance maps available.

*:-- .. sriz,• the three main di,"ferences between a parametric cycle

pnm =4 4 balancing qcle program are:

4. .ibs balancing program requires compormnt maps instead of single-

2. The balancing progrm is an iterative one, looping through
"the %-a* calculations until a match-point is reached.

3 h. s parametric program can calculate only design-point performance,
*3a 1th baleaing program calculAtes both design and off-design performance
S.08ate turbine engine throughout its operating envelope.

M A W•"•• ouly, the balancing cycle program, can be considered

• s a set of Independent - dependent variable combinations,
equatiaos which indirectly relate the dependent variables

t variables. Sam orderly technique must be used to
variables to arrive at the zero-error conditon.

O vpus tecfhnque was to handle each independent - dependent variable
sesntely on at a time. The result was a set of nested balancing

,.a 'W'boet, two basic loops were required (Fig. 4). The cycle
ws-ew doe in sections correspgnding to the loops. The inner

baasood using compressor speed as the independent variable and
"MOMM between compressor and turbine an the dependent variable.
104u balaeod using compressor pressure ratio and the pressure
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required by the fixed-area nozzle. After the inner loop was balanced, the

outer loop was changed in an attempt to balance it. Naturally, changes
in the outer loop necessitated rebalancing the inner loop. This method,
althouwh rather crude, worked well for a simple turbojet cycle.

11ovever, for more complex cycles, more balancing loops were required.
A simple mixed-flow turbofan cycle involved four basic loops (Fig. 5).
Although the method still worked, m&aVy rebalancing passea were needed for
the inner loop, and computer time became excessive. i

A new mathematical technique, which is faster and more flexible than
the old, was developed within the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory.
The new technique handles all the independent and dependent variables as
a set and is based upon finding a solution for a set of partial differential
equations. In order to use the differential equations, the assumption
was made that there was a direct and exact relationship between the independent
and dependent variables. The fact that this assumption is not true does
not affect the final result, but does mean that the set of equations must
usually be solved more than once before the errors are reduced to zero.

The basic set of differential equations is based on the total derivative
of E = f(V), where V refers to a variable (independent varieble) and E refers
to an error (dependent variable) (Fig. 6). The single subscripts correspond
to three variables and three errors, and the double subscripts indicate the

change in a particular error (first subscript) due to & change in a particular
variable (second subscript). There must be one equation for each variable-
error combination. The three equations shown represent a turbojet cycle
where the three errors are generated by the work difference, nozzle pressure
difference, and turbine map limits exceeded. This last error had to be added
to the previously discussed first two errors when it was discovered that
at certain points the turbine map could not be entered as the calculated
entry points were outside the turbine map limits. It is relatively easy
to expand the set of three equations to one of six, as required for a turbofan
cycle, or even further for more complex cycles.

If small changes in variables and errors are assumed, certain approx-
imations can be made (Fig. 7), where B refers to a base or initial value.
With these approximations and the fact that E should be zero when the cycle
is balanced, the set of partial differential equations can be simplified (Fig.
8).

A pass through the entire engine cycle calculations (not just a section)
will generate the required base values. Three more passes are then
made through the cycle calculations, and one variable is changed by a small
amount (L&V) for each pass. The change in each error due to the small
change in the variables (&E/lV) can then be calculated. The set of differential
equations can now be solved for dV1 , dV , and dVr, and the new value of
each independent variable can be ditermuned. Thioretically, these new values
should result in a balanced point with all, errors equal to zero. However,
because of the. initial assumption of a direct relationship between independent
variables and errors, this will probably not be the case.. The errors will

CC-7



bo 310M to sero, however, and several more passes through the entire
posss• (whew. the new values become the base values for the next set of
erkmi ý) vill probably be necessary before the errors are reduced to

A subrouti w to determine the solution of a matrix is used to solve the
wt at of9ful tiai equations (Fig. 9). After each pass through the engine
"eycU elculatios8, a matrix array is loaded with the appropriate values;
atW th required mudber of passes (base pass plus one pass for each variable)
the MatJi suboutine is called to solve the matrix.

As mentioned previously, this new mathematical technique for handling
the indspendemt-deendent variables of a balancing cycle program is consider-
haby am flexible than the old method. The complexity of an engine cycle
am be Increased simply by increasing the size of the matrix; that is, by
icmewst the number of partial differential equations. For example, a
baic triple-spool turbofan cycle could be represented using a matrix of
m eutos. Or, . T-campressor turbofan engine such as the TI-30 (F-ill

=sline) would be represented using a matrix of eight equations. In addition,
this new techniqe requires less computer memory storage and is faster (by
a factor of about four) than the old method.

fnt Ahort the new technique meets the requirement for a fast, accurate,
plao•iesive ethod of simulating the steady-state performance of a

.- m

(hmSIPWOMe WWLJ5-6T01225 Pwar I b 11, "Simulation of Turbofan RIine,"
~ ~*wg~bet 196. ~ (~pt.Gko L S. M~me.
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OF ELECTRONIC-EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTIONS
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VA!1SFACT

K

• An Infrared checkout technique for the diagnosis of faumts; in
electronic circuits is described. A radiometric systemr for !:p1.mentation
of the technique is illustrated. The technique was applied. to 'ore ti-Aux
900 printed circuit panels and is shoun to be effective. A uiscurslon
follows on various beneficial applications and impler'entation re,;uirer"ents.
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Moto MTA•, DECTION, ISOLATION, AND PMI)ICTIOt,

OF ELECTRONIC E.QUIFPTNT M4ALFUTICTIOTIS

By Ruth A. Hernan, AFAPL

Pi.te e hAerica's newest air vehicle, the C-5A (Fig. 1). It is far
1#4&r then a football field, longer than twelve Cadillacs bumper to bumper,

the-tail prqjects as high as a six story building. The C-5A will be ýhe
*"e~t available means of transporting large numbers of troops and their
atiu&pasut to a battle area. The questions ,nay be asked, "Just how reliable

-.. vi- I the C..A be?" and "What can be done to assure maximum operaticaial
efttctivvness?"

"", oreseeing a need for improved fault diagnosis techniques, I initiated
so in-house research effort in 1961 which has continued to the present time
Wig*. 2). 'The effort is directed toward the concept of detection, isolation,
- , possible prediction of malfunctions in electronic systems. The technique
InvolvsW the sensing and analyzing of in".ared radiation eritted by enereized
e•. e�e�t +i circuits. The results of this work have far exceeded the expected
ad. ; ot in the state-of-the-art of checkout and maintenance test proceduren.

T. infrared checkout technique in based on the fact that each res-istive
c:apopent of any energized electronic circuit emits infra.red radatior, or
htat. "M'is radiation characterizes the electrical conrlition an,i topology
-- the "aponent in the circuit, As component characteristics change, so
m "os the infrared pattern of the circuit. Observation end evaluation of
thts pattern chanert can be used to locate the electronic components
(iJnd• dina integrated circuits) that have chunged value or failed . The
14hw*e4 patterns of energized electronic circuits can be illustrated
by three-dimunslonal models (MrI. 3). The peaks illustrute the Intensities
of inf.ared 'geing emitted by the circuit components. Fach circuit
co tim has its ovw infrared sig~nature which may be used for fault location.

4 contribution to the infrared checkout technolony w;as the concepts of
iwltav the U zmfir•&red pattern of complete electronic assemblies, while

in the!r prescribed function, and of comparing the total pattern to,
Stthat oa a knoan, acceptable assembly, but to failure patterns of

440 "itwWtlms as vell. I have been granted a patent for a device
Wow-Islas this monitoring and dairnostic capability. Previous

• ebad sed infrared probingv oikly on a piece-part basis to
a naWLos of a resistor, a diode, or other single component.

r-.r, -j
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Infrared har, the following advantages over conventional checkout • 9."

techniques (Fig. ii):

1. Infrared is the only param.eter measured
2. Lo physical contact is made with the circuit, therefore, the

circuit cannot be damaged from probing
3. Circuit operation is not altered due to the loading effect of ,

contact measurements
.4. Checknut is accomplished of the entire printed-circuit board'ý.,,

including components, connectors, wiring paths and coatings
5. Checkout is accomplished of both analog, ant] digital, linear

and nonlinear, Integrated and discrete-element circuits, all with the same
test setup.

THIE RADIOMETRIC SYSTE4

The flow chart (Fig. 5) illustrates the setup required at depot level
for infrared testing of electronic circuits. The circuit under test is
energized using its conventional AC and DC power supplies. "Me radiometer
detects and measures the infrared emitted by each component in the circuit
under test. Note that the system is passive; that Is, an active infrared
source is not directed at the circuit. Tape equipment may be used to control
the radiometer by providing positioning information. The tape equipment also
may be used to select stored reference profiles which then are compared
automatically with the output of the radiometer. The measurements and
comparisons may be displayed in analog or digital form together with the
diagnostic information.

Infrared testing may be implemented in three ways (Fig. 6):

1. Simply look for hot spots, or
2. Compare a circuit in known good condition with one of unknown

condition and look for infrared pattern deviations, or
3. Compare a circuit of unknown condition with a library of Infrared

reference scans which are annotated as to failure node. This method will
identify the failed component in the shortest time.

In 196h, the Air Force initiated a contract with the Raytheon Company
to conduct a detailed investigation into the feasibility of this infrared
checkout technique. Based on the success of these early feasibility studiess,
Raytheon designed and built a radiometric system for Implementing• the
technique. The system is called COMPARE for Console for Optical Measure-
ment and Precise Analysis of Radiation from Electronics.

The COIPAPE Systm Is shown in the figure (Fig. 7). Printed circuit
boards are loaded onto the rotary feed table and are carried under the
scanning radiometer. AC and DC signals are applied to any of 16 different
boards on the feed table for warm-up prior to scanning. flince 10 minutes
are gererally required for warm-up, the feed table greatly Increases the
number of circuits that can be scanned per unit time. Punched paper tape
controls the Radionetric System by providing positioning Information.

WS.
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The tape also contains Infrared referc-nce ;easure.r~ents. A's the vctect-or
scaws a circuit board, the out-nut eienatl Is converted to a dir-ita1 forrnat
and in stored in a mragnetic core n'ermory. A nuiierical )rintout cont~ain-s
sampled points of the raidiometric scan t)iat dliffer fran tOhc reftcrernce
,ieasurements. The printout is then tvitche2 nzAint a dia~rnostic che.Ort
which will identify the faulty conmponcnt. '.Ile tachnician then rer,;.lrs
the circuit.

A layout of a prlnted circuit board vn' ýýrid overlay is shavni (Fi,'.
).The grid overlay Is used to select the points to 1;e srn"ple,' tiurint:

the infrared scan. The dark squares in Lhc grid Jel'inc Vie an" Y
coordinates of the points sampled for each comp'onent. 1"n o-pticvlt zyta
sweeps the focal Point of an infrared atetctor across thle C.ireujt -ind'
steps the scan line sequentially diown i c lcn~i., of the circuit iaccfc
scan is completed. Tl'ie total scan tin'e is 100 seconds: )15 roi' of
active scan and 55 seconds for retrace. 'J~'e sracinr- bf'twec.;' sc. line--
is 0.OsiC h, the s-pot nize of the t:etector. 'The t&i' crntrrc% rt:z,-Out~orn
is 0.05 C.

T`he detector used iii the Cr?'PMT' ' !vste-. ic -a1le c" ~ :v~>'~"

..err'animi. '.he detection rc!7i'nn nrnqks a~t rahoift rUnn':cr,-
300C (85011.). Therefore, Its chnracteristics match the ranre of terprerature

II~PHARF.D T ;.cI:'QIJ]: VAIIDA-TI0%n

In prepa~ring to zra1\e: lirframrcr zctus of printtr-LU vircult C .

stmnC: rd infrt4.red profile of th.a>*z in i~ooc! ; ~ ci~t~n
required. 11he standard iiifrar.' r~~ofile ij.: oh~tnii;'CL. L..; avý,r%: n
infrared "~eastu-roente troi:. sevc.ral 3erviceabl.- iTh ni-I' 1.1
SCIWB AMe CCO1!pare ar.Pin3t thin 3tP.nMisrf. o.rofil':. 1f '.*y cr n"nu(-
ments diiffer sig~uifics-Alzi fm!,. %'"e averni~e, tiia pivtc-1~i i'i
abnorma~l neasure:m.ents tozy be -susp~ected Asf~u-uty'.

Using~ the :Hadiotietric C0 IPAT~ f~ypto' , V infrare.' techihtl ~
appled to over 900 printed circuit pnrp.ts. .-- r--re trw-bm~r of 2 p.-viels
ca from the !"Unuteran TInTertiobl Guidatnce Syster, ard were suplilie Iy
JDewar'k APS., 4gore than TO0, of anl anomalies were spotted easl, with
infrared witthout the use of Ptfatistical date processinC te0&.:uirtuqr. 4prl::Inc
U** utiatioaI correlation coofficieiit, .i5" of the unanlorIca vrw irr 'ovr

~ Allust &5 of the anonalices also were diagnoued corrtmctly uunitw
~Y~uiope2~ ist nthodse. ::owever, cwy, of the anomalies iCrund usa

~srin Otcction were not found using conventional nethlom L jnd vice vernL.
A-~i5 t~I~ant point is that 3r of all the sriebepaticls tes ted
oti14ý eoztained anomalies which were found usinp Infrared teatinn, l.ut

tAsw' an0atuies wore not found using the electrical testa requirati byj
-. pit wal test procedures. Although 3v iz sarll, It its irnific'tmt,
~ssIn the ficure (?PiL;. s). Olf one group of 7).1# panelct th.Ft had -gMstWd

&U* l eiaetrical Inspections and were ready for use , 23 anar~alies were foundl,
C. qprmiatesly -V. If these 23 anomalies were located in navistitonnl

* eqWpMat and installed in airplanes, 23 airplanes would have faulty
- SY~ttcalequipnent!
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Exampler of the anoalies are shown (Fir. 10). A 5IX' ohm resistor vas
used erroneously in a transistor enitter circuit instead of Cae correct
5,OCO ohri resistor, without beinr, detected in electrical tests. As a result,
instead of operating with the intended 75.' deratirin, the trslsistor was
operating at several tines its normal rating, which would have cucau
early failure.

Another example of a defect not detected using conventional tests is a
reversed electrolytic capacitor. This defect is ofter ovrrlooked since it
takes from 2 to 20 ninutes for an electrol.'tir capacitor with polarity
reversed to affect the electrical operation of the circuit. However, the
capacitor draws enouah excess current when connected backward to shorten
the nean-tine-between-failure calculated for the associated corponents end
to look different to an infrared detector.

In 4 third exprnple, a transistor, which was supposed to be noncor.ductinZ
under one operational rode, was actually pascinr considerable leakare current
and overheating. It is not known whetiter the faulty transistor slipped past
the lectrical tests or degraded while in storape. Rowever, it should be
noted that of 23 panels containing anonalies, approxinately 65;, passed
electrical reinspection by the conventional test procedures even when tested
for the second time.

APPLICATIONS

The infrared work accomplished by the Air F'orce Aero Propulsion
Laboratory is directed primarily toward the location of faulty electronic
components on printed-circuit boards. Other valuable applications for
infrared in electronic equipment diarnosis are seen on the chart (Fil. 11).
'No particularly appealing applications are those listed second mnd third.
The reliability of the equipment can be improved if the topolo, ical
locations of circuit corponents are chosen accordinp to the best heat
distribution patterns. For example, If two hqt-components are placed too
near one another, neither receives adequate cooling and their lifetimes
may ue shortened. Some components have been found to be operatinf at 120
to 150 0 C abov,• ambient. This hifgh operatinw temperature was a surprise to
the desien engineers.

Furthermore, the third item on the chart: the use of inrfreed in
acceptance testing, both of circuits coming into the Air Force inventory
and of cireuits being maintained, will enable the locatton nnd rejection
of many electronic-equipments that contain anomalies not now detected by
conventiom-l tests. As part wr 't'e acceptance tests for quality control,
the Air Fom-e could routinely miake an Infrared scan of t.e circuit boards of
each nmaufscturer's electronic equiwwent considered ror the Air Force
inventory. At present, suppliers "qualify" by subrittl", a sample electronic
equipment. The equipment is testedi and either accepted for future purchase
or rejected. After the Itenm are accepted and placed in our inventory,
they often are found to have a low ine-tiifailure. .•e easses
of the incipient troubles very often rev: (1) underrated coimponents (for

1DV_ 7
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example, a 1-watt rather than a 2-watt resistor) or (2) a poor heat dissipation
ability (for example, several, high dissipation components grouped together).
These anomalies cannot be spotted with conventional testinC, but they can
be spotted using infrared detection. The infrared scans can be made quickly
and easily." No special skill is required to interpret the scans for equip-
ment acceptance or rejection. One need only look for hot spots in this case.
This method is proven effective. MAany equipments which contain anomalies not
noi( detected would be rejected during acceptance testing. Thus, only the
more reliable equipments would reach the Air Force inventory, and the
subsequent requirement for many maintenance manhours, spare parts, and
redesigns would be reduced.

Infrared testing provides an important byproduct advartaj7e beyond those
already cited. .When a circuit board contains a faulty corponent, one or :'ore
other "omponent, may be overstressed for extended periods of tire tritiout
actually failing. When the faulty component is located, it is usually the
only one replaced, even though the future life of the overstressed components
may have been seriously comprorise,1. This secondary overst-ress often cannot
be determined using conventional test procedures. lvith infrared testing,
these overstressed omponents =a be spotted and replaced along withI tlke
failed components. The consequences of not replacing these overstressed
c onents could later prove to be catastrophic to &n Air Force russion
such as that of the C-5A. Using infrared testing, a manufacturer or depot

S , 4an compile a list to show an unskilled operator which copponents will te
subJected to secondary overstress for every catastrophically failed
component in the circuit.

--A set of specifications have been defined for use as a starting point
for the implementation of the infrared inspection technique by the govern-
oent services. These specifications are included in detail in thV technical
report AFAPIT.TR-68-84, "Infrared for Electronic Equipment Diagnosis." The
Specifications were kept as general ae possible, but they contain all the
elements necessary in order to make an infrared checkout system effective.

DIPMEWMION

The U. S. Air Force is now on the threshold of applying the infrared
checkout technology to circuits in its inventory. Personnel of the AFLO
t4.Wirenane, Technology Office have stated that they are interested in applying
the technique to perform incoming inspections on electronic circuits received
at the depot. All that remains prior to implementation is the $evelopment
Of a practical radiometric system (hardware, software, and perigheral
equipment) which possesses an acceptable degree of accuracy, stability,
maitainability, and versatility (Fig. 12). This system should be capable
6f application to aln current and projected Air Force electronic hardware
S throuch CY 1973.

,,.Present commercially available radiometers generally are satisfactory
for' mapp$o the thermal profile of an energized discrete element circuit.
... wým r, with the continued introduction into the Air Force inventory of

S...eroel*ctronia circuitry, which characteristically operates at lower power
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levels, the noise-equivalent-power (1L11) characteristics of the radiometer
need to be cnhanced. Also, techniques for displaying the infrared schn data
need to be improved. Digital data handling capability generally !s not
included in present radiometric systems, and considerably .-ore work must
be done to provide efficient, accurate data processing techniques. I am
performiig a comprehensive in-house investigation to provide the required
data processing techniques. Current technology limitations also include
the means of stimulating and loading the circuits under test and pretest
conditions, with the achievement of maximun flexibility and speed. The
correction of these limitations is certainly feasible and within the
state-of-the-art.

PAYOFF

It is well known that the miaintenance of military electronic systems
is complex and expensive (Fig. 13). In 1964 the Deputy Director for
Electronics, Department of Defense stated that 150,000 military personnel
are engaged in maintaining communications electronic equipment and electronic
portions of weapon systems. This anounts to "i850 million in labor costs
alone per year. In the electronic defense industry, production test efforts
account for 201 of the overall cost and 50,'! of the manufacturing spread
time. Approximately 805 of the total test time is spent in fault isolation.
i4ew and improved fault-diagnosis techniques are required in order to save
manpower and money and to shorten downtime.

The application of infrared chec'kout techniques to electronic circuits
is feasible (Fig. 14). It will lead to improvec! performance and reliability,
the reduction of testing time, maintenance manhours, spare parts redesian,
and associated costs. The advantaes of better first article testing an,
quality control protrise improved electronic equimrient reliability as well
-s better naintenance of equipment in the inventor,. %Ten infrared testingr
is fully implemented in industry and in Air Force -'.?-interxxrce !acilities:,
operations and':niaintetance snvin-s will be substartir:-.. "'he use of, this
technique mayv •,akc: t*-e 6ifference botween succesnr failur- of any
costly future nissions.
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Fig. 3 - Infra aPS of E~nergized! Electronic Circuits
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Of Crystals by Pressure"; "%tput Energy Decay Observations in Ruby Lasers"; "Modern
TbZarml-16aging Techniques for High-Temperature Research"; "Simultaneous Rocket and
Radar Bacikoatter Studies of the Electrical Structure of the Lower Ionosphere";
"i8multaneous Radar, Aircraft, and Meteorological Investigations of Clear-Air Turbu-
lena."; "Uaklistic-Ipact llsh"; "Measurement of the Spectral Shift of High-Energy
3uby Lasers with a Pulse Spectrometer"; '"orldvide Solar Radio Patrol and Proton
Warnift Systlm"; '"Dvelopmeur of Passively Pressurized Partial-Pressure Suit"; "New
Concepts it Warahousing and Automation"; "A Mathematical Technique for Simulating
Terbimne-Iline Performance on a Digital Computer"; "Infrared Detection, Isolation,
sd Prediction of Slectronic-2quipmsnt Malfunctions."
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